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ABSTRACT

After years of work by the Battered gloments Movement, wife
abuse and viol-ence withín the home have been identified as a
profound social problem. Although feminists agree that wife abuse
and domestic violence is a problem that must be addressed, there is
much dissention within the ferninist academic community with regard
Èo how effective change can be made to protect victims. At issue is
whether or not the criminal justice syst,em can provide progressive
reform for the hromen who are abused.
This thesis addresses the above theoretical debate by
examining if the Manitoba Family Violence Court can provide a more
accessible, victim-sensitive approach t,o the adminstration of
justice. A comparison is made regarding the treatment of domestic
violence cases processed. within the Farnily Violence Court with
domestic cases that vrere processed within the General Court, both
before and after the specialized Family Violence Court vras
est,abrished. specificalty, the comparison is made on the basis of
laying charges, enforcing restraining orders, case processing (stay
and attrition rates), types of sentences and the degree of
secondary victimization within the court process.
Overall, it was found that progressÍve change over tirne has
occurred within the criminal justice system. However, it is through
specialization of the Fanily Violence Court that we find the most
profound, progressive response to the needs of wife abuse victims.
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INTRODUCTIOII

Everyday and everlnrrhere, !¡omen are victims of violence.
Estimates suggest that more than one rnillion Canadian v¡omen are
abused by their mare partners everyday (Macl,eod, L9g7l. rn fact,
rrforms of violence such as wife battering'...occur so often that it

to find a group or an inst,itution in North American
society in which violence is more prevalent than it is within the
family't (Chinbos, 1989 2275) .
Indeed, this is a social phenomenon that has existed crossculturally throughout time. Davidson (L977) point,s out that in
order to find a time in history when wife batterers did not enjoy
having custom and law on their síde it is necessary to go back to
preBibrical ti¡res. rt is with the appearance of the Bible, perhaps
the most influential book ever written, that the patriarchal
cond.itions for wife abuse and the secondary status of !,¡omen are
laid out. ft is Genesís 3:16 ín which God blames women for the faIl
from grace, and it is in the New Testament where it states: rfor
the man is not of the vtomani but the lroman of the man. Neither was
the man created for the woman but the !¡oman for the manrl
(Corinthians, 11:8, as cited in Morgan, L9B2z4). Similarly, the
Hindu code clearly states that ra woman rnust never be free of
would be hard

subjugationtr (Morgan, 1982:4) .
fn recent years, wife abusel has received increasing attention
and scrutiny. The realization of the pervasiveness of the violence
1

in their own homes can be attributed largely to Èhe
efforts of grass-roots feninists within our communities who
organized the rrbattered woments movement.rt
The hard work and advocacy of these women have raised
guestions politically and ultimately initiated direct academic
attention to the area. rn fact, rsince pízzey's ground.-breaking
ltomen encounter

book in L974 - scream Quiet,ly or the Neighbours l{ill Hear.. .there
has been a virtual explosion of academic work in all aspects of
domestic assaultrt (Currie,

1990:86) .

Hence, feminists within academia have joined forces with
community advocates to expose the extent of the violence. Feninist
research, in combination with the work of women in the comrnunity,
has transformed the previously hidden crime of wife abuse into an
issue of pubric concern. The process of sociar change has begun.

Let us consider the hist,ory of how wife abuse gained validation
first within the grass-roots feninist cornmunity and later within
the academic conmunity.
TEE ETSTORY OF TEE BATTERED IÍO!{E}¡'S }IOVEUENT

Arising from the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s, the 1960s
marked the birth of new social and political concerns. Topics such
as racism, authority and the status quo came to be concerns for
many. In fact, these areas were more than concerns, they became the
centre for social movements. fn an environment where prescribed
social roles, hierarchy and class were being questioned, nomen salt
others define the solutions to their life problems as political,
2

thus they lrere inspired to act - a lroments movement was founded.
rt, sras in this environment, a setting in which women were
organizing on their own behalf, that other, net¡ movements could be
mobilized with more specific concerns than rrroments general
oppression and emancipation. More specificarry, rby claiming that
what happened in the privacy of their home was deeply poriticar,

the $toments liberation

movernent,

set the stage for the Battered

Ifoments Movementr (Schechter, LggZ:31) .

The rrBattered women's Movementt is a term used in the
literature to describe that segrment of the woments movement which
has been focused on the goars of providing support for and
advocating changes which would better address the needs of women in
abusive relationships. More specifically, the novementrs goal has

been to rrname the hidden and private violence in women's lives,
declare it public and provide safe havens and supportrr (Schechter,
L982:11)

.

'

Like the s¡oments movement generally, the battered. troments
movement is politically
and geographicalLy diverse, incorporating
differences among women in class, race, ethnicity, ideology,
education, skill and knowledge lever, and sexuar preference
(Schechter, L9822258) . Applying ferninist prÍnciptes developed from
the women's liberation movement2, women within the batt,ered woments
movement, created hundreds of aut,onomous services and organizing
projects from emergency shelters t,o crisis lines3.
The movement developed momenturn v¡ith the creation of the first
emergency shelters. As shelt,ers received more funding (through
3

lobby groups and community contributions) more extensive programs
!'¡ere developed. I{ith that, came the beginning of coalitions which

eventually grew into nat,ional organizations.
Àlthough the various projects developed in the 1970s
articulated a multiplicity of philosophj-es, there was a common
belief among advocates for battered women that women faced
brutality from their partners which tras further perpetuated by

indifferent patriarchal institutions. If there was dissension
within the movement, it was v¡ith regard to the mistrust of the
state, that is, feminists could not agree whether the staÈe held
potent'ial for reform on feminist, issues. This may stem from the
historical division within the battered woments movement as to what
the actual purpose of the movement should be.
ürhile some feninists have emphasized the provision of services
to abused sromen, others feel that the movernent's main purpose
should be to act within the political arena to overcome women's
socioeconomic oppression. This issue has created much discourse
among

ferninists both within the community and on an academic level.

TTFE ¡IBT'SE TÍITEIN ACADEUIC RESEARCE

Until- the last twenty years, our academic institutions 1rere as
guirty as other institut,ions of Èhe perpetuation of violence
against women. rn failing to address woments issues as a subject of

study, wife battering became a phenomenon that, was overlooked and,
thus, irnplicitry condoned. rn fact, rsociology ignored the
existence of violence against vromen until LgTL when journal
4

articles and conferences devoted to the topic of domestic violence
began to appeartr (Ferraro, Lg7gz27g) .
The failure of academics to even acknowledge the existence of
wife abuse is well-documented:
.;.prior to L97Lt violent farniry members were among the
missing persons in family researcñ. No articles whose titles
contained the word tviolèncet had appeared in the ,Iournal of
Itlatriage and the FaniTy before the special issue on violence
in November, Lg7L. (eãlles, 1978:1)
rn those articles that, did appear prior to Lg7L, âny
reference to rrdysfunctionsrr within the farnity unit nere usually
Ídentified as the wife's fault. This tendency to blame women for
fanily rrproblemsrr $ras pervasive and did not only pertain to
violence within the home. Literature dealing with wives of
alcoholics frequently described the s/omen as having rd.isturbed
personaltiesrr and thus responsible for choosing an abusive nale
(Paolino , Lg77:13), while other articles would actually attribute

the alcoholic's drinking to his wife (Jacob, L97B).
Although L97L marked a progressive change within academic
circles on the topic of wife abuse, the experience of being
battered remained poorly understood. Thus, despite the fact that
ttwritings on battered women had. become less overtly hostile, they
were still permeated with sexismrr (Schechter, LgB2z22). The result
was that articles focused on the !r/oman,s participation in her own
victinizat,ion. The structural basis of wife abuse and, ult,inately,
!üoments subordinate status were overlooked.
Today, however, rrê find a strong group of feminists
(schechter, L9g2; lrralker, 1990; comack , L993, snider , Lg9L, and
5

Ursel, 1991) who have devoted much attention to further our
understanding of the basis of violence against women. These writers
have contributed to the defining of wife abuse in terms of womenrs
overall subordinate socioeconomic status instead of defining wife
abuse within lroments orîrn psychoses.
While these writers have similar ideas about why wife abuse
exists, not alr agree on horr¡ to respond to, or work to end, this
violence and overall subjugation. The resutt is that a debat,e has
developed t¡ithin the feminist literature regarding strategies for
change which involve engaging the state.
The aim of this thesis is to examine the issue of the feninist
engagement with the state, more specifically, the battered 1¡oments
movement with the criminal justice system on both a theoretical and
an empirical level. In evaluating the potential of the criminal
justice systern to respond to the feminist, demand for reforms to aid
abused vtomen, the focus will be on an empirical assessment of the
Farnily Violence Court in Manit,oba.

6

ENDNOTES

variety of terms have come to be used Èo describe the violence
at the hands of their male partners, for exampre,
ftwife encounter
abusetr, rrwife battering] , . rrspouse -- abuser r' and rtr"ñiri
violencerr. As such, it is important tõ clarify the 1anguage whicñ
will be used within this reseãrch. Feminists häve pointed
that
the term rrwife abuseil priv.ileges the maritar lelation,outthus,
discounting common-law, boyfriena¡girtrriend, relationships. wilniå
paper the term wifã abuse. wirl be used to encompass any
!!i=
rrdomesticrr relations-hip.that is based
on rra relationship óe trustl
dependency and/or.kinship'r. This is the definition enplõyed by Èhä
Manitoba Fanily Violence Court.
The term rrabuserr is based on the definition adopted by the
Canadian Advisory council on the Status of I{omen - ,twif-e battäring
is viorenge, physical and/or psychorogicar expressed by a husbaná
or live in male or lesbian lover to which Ltre twifel
does not,
consentrr (MacLeod, L98.7:39). fn the discussion which follows, wife
abuse and wife battering will be used interchangeabry.
It should be noted, that, the writer acknowledgãs that abuse
within a domestic relationship rnay include violencé against
*ài"
victirns by female perpetratorè. However, because the oúerwhefming
najority of spousal abuse incidents involve female vict,ims, due in
part to the unequal dynamic between r{omen and men in the greater
society, the focus of this research wilr be on wife abuse.
The writer wouLd also like to gualify the exclusion
lromen
with disabilities and gay and lesbians tron the focus of
of
this
study. with regard to women with disabilities, it should. be noted
that although the instrument or schedule used in dat,a collection
allowed for the recording of disability of victin and suspect, only
22 of the entire data set were identiiied as having a aisa¡ilityl
This_ is .in part due to methodological problems - -police r"corâ=
rareJ-y included any information regaiding a suLpect,
a
disability and even rarer, a victin wtro haã a aisaËirity.with
couri
observation was not much more effective if it was not ph-ysically
apparent that, an individuar was a person with a disabirLti.
I{ithout a doubt, a fundarnent,ãI reason for the exclùsion of
female victins with a disability within this study is the fact that
these victims rarely report their abuse - Sobsey frsse:z¡ estimates
t'hat only 2oZ of cases involving people with disabilitiàs
are ever
report,ed. The fact that, these victins are part of a doubrely
marginalized gro_up, facing d9.p systemic åiscrininatiãn - ã;ii
exacerbates the fear of reporting. This is also true of gays anã
lesbians who are abused. The feãr of being revictimizea- Ëy the
police and court system or having their acCounts
minimized, keep
gay and lesbians victins from reporting abuse. Without
ã
Tany
doubt' more research is necessary in the area of gay and lesbian
abuse, particularly in terms of what are the sluritarities and
differences between abuse within the gay/lesbian community and
heterosexual community. For a discussioñ ïf this point see: rAnd
Justice For AII? The Social Context of Legal responses to Abuse in
Lesbian Relat,ionshipstt, a paper written by .laniðe Ristock, ph.D.,
1-A

vromen

7

Studies program, University of Manitoba.
2.According to Schechter, rrthe woments Liberation movement not only
helped create an-atmosphere where nomen could understand and speaÊ
regarding battering, it also influenced the organization of wor-k in
the battered vtoments movement. Because male domination often
inhibited women from talking and taught them to doubt their
abilities, the woments liberation movement, emphasized egalitarian
and participatory organizational modelsr (Lgg2:33) .
Woments

3.out of the many projects organized by the womenrs movement, one
of these projects developed into its own important movement - this
was thg rape centre and anti-rape movement. This rrnerit,s special
attention...as an illustration- of the large scale teäinist
organizing that preceded the battered womenrs movement and. as a
path-breaking model for that movement... lin fact] the batterecl
v¡oments movement maintains a striking and obvious resemblance to
the anti-rape movement and o$res it several debtsrr (Schechter,
L982:34).

CEAPTER ONE
T.IEORETICåTJ FRAI'ÍEWORK

Arthough feminists have been working t,ogether to bring
attention to the empowerment of abused women, there has been
considerable disagreement among them regarding feminist engagement
with the state. The use of strategies which rely on the state t,o
pronote feminist concerns has been part,icularly important in the
discussion of the battered women's movement and the crininal
justice system. More specifically, for the past few years feminists
have been assessing whether the efforts of the battered womenrs
movement to engage with the state to end rnale violence has been a
rrsuccessrr or rrfailuret (see for example: currie, 1990; Hilton,
1989; I{alker, 1990; snider, 1991r- and urser, LggL). The
resulÈ is that rrmany movement t¡orkers see themselves caught
somewhere in between these two positionsrr (Schechter, LgBz3L77) and
it is thís dilemma within feminism today that forms the centre of
this study's theoretical framework.
Each writer within this discourse has brought unique insight
into the issue. All have taken a strong stand on the issue. rn
fact, several of the writers have declared the battered womenrs
movement to be a rfailure. rl

Hilton for example, has argued that,:
despite partial success in terms of pubric policy, the
movement has failed. Although 'batterãd women, aðtrievea
prominence _on the public agênda, the very issues--*tiãn
necessitated the recognition of wife abuse as ä social pràuiã*
has been redefined ãnd even reversed through government
cooptaÈion of the problem. (Hilton, 1989:314)
Zoe

Hilton (1999 ¿327) illustrates how this issue has been
redefined by the state by point,ing to what, has become an off-cited
statistic: 1 in 10 Canadian nomen are abused.. ft is her position
that the sÈate did indeed make efforts to bring wife abuse into the
public arena. However, in pronoting this issue, the state has
presented wife abuse in terms of numbers and jargon rather than
addressing the real economic and social causes of wife abuse.
Hilton suggests, therefore, that the stat,e has failed to address
the relations of domination and control which contribute to and.
perpetuate the cycle of violence for many vromen. SchechÈer
(L9822L77) further agreesr ês she points out that ItIegaI solutions
have not provided battered hromen with the economic and social
resources jobs, child care, housing, and safe communities that
they need to free themselves from depending on viorent, men. rl
fn a more det,ailed analysis, Gillian l{alker (1990) documents
how the battered woments movement, in its efforts to make public
the oppressive conditions that, women experience in the private
sphere, adopted ideological constructs which were compatible with
the tsociar problems apparatus' of the state. rn essence, wife
abuse became linked with tfanily violence, to mesh with existing
social policies and service agencies. It is I{alker's position that,
10

in aligning with the state and its agencies, the understanding of
t¡oments experiences and oppression within the broader structure of
social relations was blurred by discourses which vrere more
compatible with the agenda of the ruling class. Thus, walker
(19902206) believes that when ferninists do try to work within the
stat'e rrthe process that advances our cause also incorporates it
int,o the very inst,itutions against, which we struggle. tt
Vfhile the above mentioned writers have focused on the battered

and its atternpt to engage with the state in
general, other writers, such as Laureen snider (1991, Lgg2), have
specifically examined the relationship between this movement, and
the criminal justice system. rn fact,, snider has perhaps been the
strongest critic of strategies which rely on the criminal justice
system to promote feminist concerns.
According to snider (1991:239), rfa strategry rerying on the
criminal justice system is practically, theoretically and morally
wrong. tr snider believes the very structure of the system poses a
barrier to meaningful reform. For example, she points out that the
use of discretion a large part of the dynamics within our
crininar just,ice system "remain[s] in the hands of faceress
individuals...passing criminar laws is a public process furl of
sound and fury, but enforcing them is a comprex and largery
invísibre onerr (snider , L992:10) . snider (1992:10) arso point,s out
that the criminal justice system is based on the rhetoric of
protection, rrwhich is itself a patriarchal not,ion [and] incongruent
r¡ith feminist aims. rl
woments ¡novement

11

Moreover, the crirninal

justÍce systemts

langruage and meaning

have been sociarry created by men, ,judges [who] interpret raws
¡neant to bestow rights on women will look to the meaning and

of that part,icular law and make decisions in light of their
oern norms and those of the legal professionr (snider, Lgg222L). rn
the process, the rear needs of battered women are not, truly
understood or addressed.
overall, Snider views the state as an institution which
perpetuates the gender and class biases of our society. she is
sceptical of reform efforts made to dat,e and guesÈions if the gains
made by the battered s¡omen's movement (composed nostly of white,
educated, middle class women) have been at the expense of the
working class, native or coroured r,romen in our society. she
believes t'hat the crÍminal justice system may work only for frsomert
$/omen - those who are least tikely to need. it. she points out, rthe
higher the sociar class, pohrer and rrespectabirity, of the
victim...the more seriously his or her injuries will be takenrl
purpose

(Lss2:10).

is less sceptical regarding the potent,ial of
the criminal justice system for realizing meaningful reform. For
exarnple, she points out that ,the concept of an overly
deterministic state which can coopt, all social movements is sirnply
not a concept verified. by historyrr (urser, 1991 zz6s). urser
suggests that positive reforms - such as the decriminalization of
abortion - have been realized by feminists in their engagement with
the state (1992:10) . Ho$/ever, urser agrees that the stat,e has arso
Jane Ursel (1991)
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contributed to the oppression of women at other tímes. As such, the
state must be viet¡ed as having a contradictory influence over
woments lives.
Ursel explains this contradictory nature of the state as
resulting from the compet,ing forces of the productive and
reproductive spheres in society. More specifically, rrthe dynarnic of

the l¡age labour system to maximize the extract,ion of surplus
requires the unrelenting conmodification of labour which ignores
the long term needs of the social system to naintain and reproduce
the populationr (Ursel, 1986:157). The result is that ttpatriarchy
and capitalism often cut across and undermine each other creating
difficulty of potential management and legitination in the staterl
(Franzway et â1., 1989 224) .
As this contradiction has intensified throughout history, the
staÈets involvemenÈ in the lives of women has changed. Today the
role the state plays in women's tives is much more direct than in
the past. Urse1 explains this as indicative of the transition from
faniriar to social patriarchy.l rn its attempt to preserve the
social system as a whole and to mediate between the demands of
production and reproduction, rrsocial patriarchy [has]ernerge[d] as
a new regulatory role for the stater (Ursel, 1.9g6:157).
Hencer âs the state nediates between production and
reproduction it exerts a contradictory effect on $/oments lives
somet,imes supportive, sometimes oppressive. Following ursel's
anarysis, recognition of this contradictíon suggests that, êt
certain times and concerning particular issues, there is potential
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for progressive reform. Urse1 contends that one exanple of this is
the issue of t¡if e abuse.
Violence has in the past been a medium which the individual
patriarch used over his wife within the family. Historically, the
use of force !'¡as legitirnat,ed by the state. There has been,
throughout history, various acts of legislation thaÈ demonstrate
this former position.2 Even, in more recent times, the statutes of
criminal law continued to discriminate against women as victims of
male violence. Thus, a female rape victimrs testimony was not
adequat'e evidence at trial, instead, corroborat,ive evidence was
required. However, it was not only the laws in and of themselves
which perpetuated male violence against women. The failure t,o
enforce Laws which would protect hromen lras also a contributing
force to wife abuse. As Mccann (1985:73) points out,
rrtheoretically, criminal law r,ras able to protect vromen against
their husbands' violence but this was being circumvented. by certain
enforcement practices.

tl

criminal justice system maintaÍned the oppression of and
violence against h¡omen by refusing to employ an active and
rneaningful poricy against wife abuse. rn this wêy, the law
articulat,ed a nonresponsive societal attitude rrwhich has been
institutionalized by the nonresponsiveness of the courts, district
attorneys, the police...the whole continuum of the criminal justice
systemrr (Paterson, t979:80). Furthermore, by fairing to prosecute
wife abuse, the state contributed to the violence against nomen.
Today, however, wife abuse has become too costly for a social
The
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patriarchal state.3

The costs

of wife

abuse have come

to affect all

Canadians and, as such, now outweigh any

benefit to the individual
patriarch. some of these rcostsr may incrud.e rsocial
disorganization, lack of trust, fear of others and a general

societar loss over social ord.err (Macleod , LggT:34) . T{hile
financial costs do not truly indicate the ultimate costs of wife
abuse, they do put the magnitude of this violence into perspective
and, perhaps, herp exprain the state's interest in ending this
violence

points out that while all estimates can only be rough
ones and likely underestimate the true price of viorence, rcanadian
taxpayers and their governrnents courd have paid at least Çlz
nillion for police intervent,ion in wife battering ca11s'r (19g7:35).
This does not include money paid to other essential services such
as shelters, counselling services, etc.
The cost,s of wife abuse have not only been felt within the
criminal justice system but also in the greater capitalist economy.
I{hile it is a painfully blunt point, it must be acknowledged that
battered $romen ultimately are impaired workers. MiIIions of dollars
Macleod

are lost by companies every year because of employees' Iost hours,
poor work performance or sickness - all due to domestic violence.

This is not, incruding the cost, of future generat,ions raised in
violent homes who often perpetuate the abuse as adurts and, thus,
continue the cycle into the work environment,.
The costs, combined with the efforts of ferninists to initiate
action within the criminal justice system, have resulted in state
15

commitment to changed policies regarding the prosecution of wife
abusers. As a society, rrhre have come to the conclusion that Ì¡e can

not afford to ignore the problem and incur the devastating social
costs vrhich t¡ouId result for the long term futurer (MacLeod,
L987:36).
The response here in Manitoba by the criminal justice system
has been to develop a ,zero-Torerancerr policy on wife abuse. rn

announcing a |tZero-Tolerancerr policy, the Manitoba government has
fornally declared that domestic violence is not, acceptable and will

not be tolerated.

This !ùas in part the resurt of the
reconmendations contained in the Woments Initiative Report (March
1989) which expressed the phiJ-osophy that abuse is a crime and must
be stopped.

The province has adopted this philosophy and, as such,
developed a dynamic response whích includes: a nen charging
directive; the specialized court and dramatic systemic changes in
social service departments; a public avrareness campaign that wife
abuse is a crime and will be prosecuted as such; increased funding
for wife abuse programs; and an increase in cornmunity-based wife
abuse services all of which translate into options and aid for
abused women which were not,

available even ten years ago. Further
more, rrbY making violence a crime, the [battered women's] movement
offers psychological, symbolic and actual relief to women in their
search t,o free themselves from abuse and self-blame. I{omenrs
atternpts to win justice through the courts is one important
assertion of their dignity and control over their livesr
16

(Schechter, LggZzL76)

.

rn terms of the controversy over which strategies will be nost
effective in the feminist, engagement with the state, these changes
are irnportant becauser âs ursel (1991.274) notes, they
'!íere not
secured against state opposit,ion; indeed feminists enployed in

provincial and federal bureaucracies supported the principle of
community-based programs run by sromen out,side the state, even
when it meant sacrificing their ovrn department and their own jobs.rl
rt becomes c1ear, after examining the contributions made by
feminists such as ursel and snider, that the issue of the feninist
engagement with the state, particularly the battered !¡omenrs
movement and the crirninal justice system, is at the very least a
complex one. I{hat is most, important to acknowledge regarding this
issue is, as Comack points out:
[the tendency]...to divide p-art-icipants into different camps,
with those proclaiming the -failure- of reform
on the one side
and those. arguing for its success on the other. The difiidtat
wjth [this], however, is that, Ít invariaurywhat' are very complex issues. Moreover, poiïts"r"rsimpriiiãå
agleement
are glossed over in the endeavour to higtrlight theof
difãerences
amonq the participants. (Comack, 1993:1)

rn my view, and as comack also points out in her analysis,
each of these feninists have important, valid contributions t,o make
t'o this discussion. Therefore, it cannot be simpry a matter of
siding with one camp or another. Each contribut,ion must be
carefully considered in relation to the others. As such, it is the
purpose of my thesis to examine many of the issues that concern
feminists about engaging with the st,ate and, in doing so, to
contribute my own voice to this discourse.
L7

It is my position that ferninist strategies which engage the
state, especially the criminal justice systern, must not be
abandoned. There are a number of reasons for not giving up on the
stat,e. For one, as urser (1992:10) points out, feminists have
already engaged the state and the state has responded. For another,
the state has profound influence on other societal institutions.

not abandon the law and simply hope that other
institutions will change. The law must play a key role in change as
it, retains a crucial influence in shaping and rationalizing those
ot'her institutions such as the farnily and educat,ion.
Às well, to not confront the state or the criminal justice
system only lets the state off the hook. fn this regard, one could
argue that the state has a responsibility (morat and otherwise) to
respond to wife abuse. Vlorking toward reform is further necessary
to the movement itserf. Reform work, as schechter points out,
helps to keep a movement united and angry. Ifithout
for
possibre change, frustrat,ion añ¿- defeat targets
overwhelm
individuals...when changes occur in the police department,s or
courts, result,s are visible and concrete i hromen f eel
collectivgly strengthened while the issue gains further
legitimation. (Schechter, Lgg2:180)
Hencer wê can

But,

importantry, we must be rnindful that wife abuse is
a life and death matter. Indeed, feminists must work for the longterm goar

most,

of

structural change, but they must arso
work to keep hlomen alive in order to accomplish this (Comack and
Brickey, 1991:313). This means using the stat,e to fund immediate
empowerment and

and necessary services such as

shelters and assistance programs. In
addition, there is a potential ideological benefÍt to the state's
18

of wife abuse. The criminal justice systern has the
important role of reflecting and promoting emerging values rit
s nbolizes what we as a society will tolerate and what is beyond
torerancerr (MacLeod, L9B7:78). To this extent, even ostensibly
sYmbolic or superficial reforms rnay help create more basic cultural
changes which transitively rnight lead to further reforrns in the
legal system (BtaÍr, l-g'tg:102).
Hence, the aim of this thesis is to add to our understanding
of t'he often uneasy relationship between the battered sromenrs
movement and the state. To do this will reguire special attention
to the dynamics involved. In other words, it will be necessary to
clarify the nature and role of the state within patriarchal
capitatisÈ societies and the specific criteria by which reforms of
t'hat' system are to be evaluat,ed. Like many of the writers who have
addressed the issue of the feninist engagement with the state
(currie, L99o; snider, LggLi and ursel, 1991), r wirÌ work within
a socialist feninist framework.
condemnation

IS SOCIÀLIST FEUrNrSlf?
rn order to understand what constitut,es a part,icular framework
of theoretical understanding, it is often most useful to compare
that approach with others. It is when we examine socialist feminist
theory in contrast to liberat and radical feminist approaches that,
the value of this framework becomes most obvious.
WHAT

Liberar feminism is based on the prernise that the very
institutions or structures of society are not in and of themselves
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oppressive. Liberal feminists believe that |tmost discrimination
against $¡omen is not mandated by [institutions such as] the legal
system but is rather informar or based on customrf (Jaggar,
19832L76). Education or consciousness-raising is the key vehicle
for increasing woments opportunities within society. Thus, rthe aim
of [liberal feminism] is to give women a greater share of the pie,
trithout calling the nature of the pie fpatriarchy and capitalisn]
into questionrr (Comack & Brickey, 1991 :29) .
This approach fails to recognize the ineffective aspects of the
present bureaucratic system. Most irnport,antry, while it does
recognize t¡oments oppression albeit only in an underdeveloped,
critical only of certain aspects, faiting to address the issue of
women as a class. Vtoments structured economic inequality seems to
be unacknowledged. In fact, liberal feninist,s fail to address the

overall crass bias within our institutions in general.
Most importantly, liberal ferninists fail to account for the
on-going commitment of the state to repressive policies. In fact,
this approach takes a one-dimensional view of the st,ate, perceiving
its structure and dynamic as cornpretery compat,ible with the
principle of equatity. Liberal- feminists fail to acknowledge that
rrhromen because of the duties ascribed
to them as a class would
necessarity start the race at a disadvantagerr (Donovan, 19Bg zZ7).
Radical feminists have an equally one-dimensional view of
society. Firest,one, for example, defines social reality as ra total
system of male-domination whose inst,itutions form an almost
impenetrabre grid" (cited in Jaggar.t67]l . The result of this
20

is to deny women any agency of their oh,n. For exampre,
caÈharine MacKinnon advocates change through feninist
consciousness-raising, yet she stat,es that, women are totalry
determined by male-domination in which subrnission is eroticized and
desire is rinked to violence. rf this is the case, MacKínnon
has left no room for an alternative feminist consciousness
rooted in a separate, woman-defined
Moreover, she
posits no resistance ol the part ofidentity.
hromenr- and uftirnåtãly,
nrith the excepÈion of those gngaged in consciousnesã:ãi;i;;;
does not see lttomen as activè agents in their ovrn f iveé.
(Acker,
approach

L9g4zL77)

is only part of a prescribed revolution
that radical feminists advocate. Yet, radical feminist,s fail to
address what rsomen are to do while waiting for this revolution.
TÍaiting for the revolution sirnply is not a realistic opÈion and
many radical feminists have contradicted themselves by advocating
Consciousness-raising

revolution while engaging the state anyways. For example, MacKinnon
has strongly criticized the state, yet personalry engages with its
apparatusa.

the great,est, shortcoming of radical feminism is its
failure to address the family and women's roles l¡ithin a historical
context. Specifically, radical feminism fails to explain how rsex
(a biologicat fact) becomes gender (a social ptienomenon) r (Donovan,
1988:151). Hence, it does not acknowredge that patriarchy is
historically specific, and the form it, takes presently is
influenced by the present economic relat,ions of capitalism. Thus,
...as long as tþ"y
feminists] don't try to ex¡llain
råy men are rapists,[radicar
slavers and murderers, wome-n are fiiàfy
to junp !g tther conclusion...that rápe, slavery
murder...offer
such obvious benefits to
"ttä
their
Perhaps

_
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perpetrat,ors...that Ìromen wourd be just as rikery as men to
rape, enslave and murder if onry they had the chancL. (Jaggar,
1983 : 288

)

rt is, thus, a socialist feminist approach that offers the
most comprehensive framework as it trseeks to retain aII of the
insights and richness of the radical feminist perspective, while at
the same time incorporating the strengths of an historical
naÈerialist perspectiverr (ursel, rgg2zLT). Further, socialist
feminism rfdoes not privilege either class or gender but understands
class, race and sexual orientation in a complex and contradictory
relation to one anoÈherrr (Adanson et ê1., 19Bg:99).
socialist feminism attempts to delineate a political economy
of oppression of women based heavily on the method of traditional
Marxism. Yet, instead in seeking only to aborish the crass syst,em,
it seeks to eliminate the gender system as werr. Hence, some
socialist feminist writ,ings locate r¡omenrs oppression within the
dual syst,ems of capitalism and patriarchy.
Theoretical works by Eisenstein (Lg77) and urser (Lggz) are
examples of the dual systems approach within socialist feminisn.
Both theorists define and explain social relations in terms of the
dual-, interdependent systems of production and reproduction. ï{hi1e
there are points in time when both systems require the exploitation

of women's unpaid labour for incornpatible reasons, the rnajority of
t'he time both systems benefit and reinforce each other, rnaking
women's secondary status within society armost unbreakabre.
The system of patriarchy has benefitted by vromenrs unpaid
labour in relation to capitalisn because paid 1abour (which has
22

greater status. with paid labour comes power
and privilege. Traditionally, l'romen vrho have qrorked in the home and
have not been paid for their essential labour have thus not had
equal poÍter' resources and privilege. The result has been the
been men's work) has a

reinforcement of male dornination. Thus, ïrê see how capitalisn has
served to reinforce patriarchy.

capitalisn has in turn been advanced by patriarchy.
capit'a1ists, who have traditionally been men, have been able to
exploit women within the workforce to the greatest degree. White
socialists, Marxist,s and other critics of capit,alism have pointed
to the exploitat,ion and alienation of the worker/employer relation,
this powerlessness of employees is exacerbat,ed when the worker is
a woman and the employer a man.
While workers are economicaJ-ly dependent on their employer,
women are also taught to be socially dependent on men. This has
allowed capitalists to take further advantage of females, resulting
in lower $¡ages, less benefit,s and less opportunity of advancement.
This is particularly true of femaÌe-dominated trades like the
garment industry (Armstrong, 1979) .
of course, capitalism has benefitted most not from women
actually working within the public sphere, but from women's unpaid
within the prj-vate sphere or the home. As Schechter (Lggzz221)
points out, trh¡omen nurture each generation of workers and the
capit'alist class and individual men reap the benefiÈs of their free
work

Iabour.

rl

By no means do dual systems

theorists suggest thaÈ if

woments
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labour within the home was paid then their oppression would end.
Keeping !Íomen in the home and, thus, essentíarly powerress within
the public sphere has been effective partly because of the moral
basis to this arrangement. The gender divisíon of labour within our
society has not only allocated the responsibifity of domestic life
to women, but it, has created a morar obligation arong with it. As
such, ttomen have been burdened with the task of keeping the fanily
together¡tr at all costs, even at the expense of her own emot,ional
and physical health. The private, nuclear family has benefitted
rf

both capitalism and patriarchy and has ultimately rnaintained the
subordination - and frequently the abuse of women.
SOCIAI,TST FEMINTST VIEW OF TEE STATE

fÈ is clear that the strength of the socialist ferninist
framework is its ability to explain the contradictory role of the
state in women's lives. Hj.story strongly documents that the state
has served to both relieve and maintain qroments oppression. Radical
and liberar feminist approaches fait to exprain why this is so.
It is the dual systems approach withÍn socialist feninist
theory that most adequately explains this contradiction and it is
this specific branch of socialist, feminist theory which I will
utilize in this study. rt is sinpty the most appropriate
explanation of the criminal justice system's historical response to
hromen.

By locating women's oppression in the two int,erdependent
systems of capitalism and patriarchy and by defining these two
24

systems as interdependent, dual systems theory has defined the
state as a mediat,or between the two. Thus, in viewing the stat,e in
such a ttay' dual systems theorists such as Ursel and Eisenstein can

explain the contradictory rore of the stat,e in creating both
oppressive and Progressive reform for hromen. As the state mediates
between the needs of the productive sphere (capitalisur) and the
reproductive sphere (patriarchy), nomen are often simultaneously
subject to progressive and regressive policies.
In simplest terms, liberal feninists view the state as having
unlimited potential to aid ltomen. They explain woments oppression
to dat,e not, as the result, of a biased state apparatus, but, due to
discrimination through mare contror over the state. Hence, the
structure and organizatíon of the state is acceptable, rromen only
need to gain greater control over it.
Liberal feminists believe that this can be achieved through
education and changing attitudes and then ,the stat,e can be
properly neutral toward men and womenrr (Franzway et êr., 19g9:15).
of course, merely educating men that discrirninat,ing against women
is rrwrongrrr is not likely to result in the equal sharing of power.
Thus, this approach does not look at the structural causes that
have allowed men to control the power of institutions in the first
p1ace.

Further, liberal feminism fails to look at the state and
woments role in an historical context, rrgender inequality is viewed
more or less as an historical accidenttr (comack & Brickey,
1991:28). Patriarchy is not addressed as a structural cause of
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oppression, instead it is viev¡ed as ffan inperfection that
needs to be ironed outrr (Franzway et êI., 1999:15).
While liberal feminists' view of the state is such that they
can not explain why the state has contributed to passing policies
that have ultimately oppressed women (such as inadequate welfare
Iaws), radical feminists who define the state as inherently
patriarchal can not explain why the state has passed progressive
sroments

reforms that have aided stomen (for example, the decriminalization

of birth control and affirmative action programs).
Based on their one-dimensional view of the state, radical
feminists believe that there must be a revolution in which the
state and other instÍtutions are cornplet,ety reconstructed by and
for women. MacKinnon (1983 2664), for example, defines the state as
rfcoercively and authoritativety constiÈuttingl the socíal order in
the interest of men as a gender through its legitini zlng norms,
reration to society and substant,ive poricies., she points
specifically to the law as maintaining s/oments oppression and
suggests that rrthe law will most reinforce existing distributions
of power when it most closely adheres t,o its own highest ideal of
fairnesstr (Mackinnon, 1983 2644). Therefore, even when the law
appears to be acting on behalf of lsomen, it is only serving its own
interests of maintaining male privilege. Any attempts by feminists
to work for reform with the state most cerÈainly result in
cooptation.

Socialist feminj-sts, however, view the state as a compJ-ex mesh
of sometimes simultaneously oppressive and progressive responses to
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this approach, unlike the others, fails to reduce the
state and its relation to women to simple either/or terns. Rather,
the duar systems approach to underst,anding womenrs oppression is
based on locating women within boÈh capitalism and patriarchy. The
state is viewed as a mediating source between the often competing
interests of capitalism and patriarchy.
vtomen. Thus'

FE}ÍIIIISE I'NDERSTAI{DING OF rrFE ABI'SE
Based on a socialist feninist framework,

SOCTALTST

wife abuse must be
locat'ed within the oppression of hromen which results from
patriarchy and capitalism. It is because BoTH the productive sphere
of society (which is premised on social relations of capitalisn)
and the reproduct,ive sphere (which is based. on patriarchal
privilege) relegat,e v¡omen to a secondary status of power that wife
abuse has existed historically and profoundly within our society.
Clearly, wife abuse is not a simple |tdysfunctionr of certain
families. rt is a phenomenon that finds reinforcement by the very
structure or institutions of our society. T{omen's oppression that
has resulted from their unpaid labour as r¡eII as their overall
devaruat,ion within society has resulted in putt,ing !,romen in a
degraded position in our socieÈy which has made them an easy target
for male rage. As Schechter points out,,
- .:thg problem is not.. the farnily per sê, but, the porrer
rerations
within it. The rãniry ié ,rôt ranãomty
violent...people are not, indiscrirninately learning
victim ánä
aggressor roles; they are_ learTing aboul their ptoper place
and the correct lray t,o behave within a
ränify
and culture in which violence ismale-dorni-natäa
institutionaiizããi
(Schechter,
_

LgBZr2ZSl
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wife

abuse defined as schechter understands

it, then, is not

a deviant act, but a behaviour which is approved and sanct,ioned by
our culture. rt is not even something of which men are necessarily
consciousry a$rare. Men do not arways consciously atternpt to
dominate women, rfrather, they are socialized to feel uncomfortable

in control, and they turn to violence as a response to
their discomfortr (schechter, Lggz:2L9). I{hen societal
institutions, such as the criminal justice systern, fail to condemn
when not,

male domination through the use

of violence, the acceptance of l¡ife
abuse becomes even more insidious and, thus, more difficult to

address and stop.

of a socialist feninist perspective on wife abuse
is that it examines both the crass and gender biases of our
institutions and, crearry, both exist. Ferraro (1999 ..L-r6) found in
her study that l¡ife abuse among lower socioeconomic couples is not
taken as seriously by the criminar justice system as battery in
niddte class homes. schechter also points out that a battered
women's injuries are perceived as more serious if she is of a
The value

niddle class economic background (L}BZ:22O).
The gender bias of our institutions, particularly our criminal
justice system, is perhaps even more profound than the class bias.
rt is most disturbing that so many raws can be documented as
examples of the outright degradation and mistrust, of vromen. For
example, prior to 1983 all rape cases required corroborative

evidence

something rarery available given that, many rapes
frequently take place in the privacy of women's ohrn homes (Gunn and
2A

E.

Minch, 1988). The need for such support,ive evidence is based on the
rape myths and the inplicit assertion that, Iromen lie5 and must

therefore have back-up by subsequent, proof (comack, rggz; Morris,
L987). The finat result of such biases is that women become a truly
powerless group within our society - a result of being devalued by

their gender, and transitively, because of the class position that
their gender relegates them to.
Socialist feninism not, only describes v¡omen roles within the
oppression of women by virtue of class and gender relations, it
points out that this oppression is very useful. Both capitalism and
patriarchy have benefitted from lrroments subordinat,e position in
society. As such, until the structures of our society are so
changed that they will no longer benefit frorn this arrangiement, the
oppression of !'romen will continue.
¡I FEUINISI CRTTERTA FOR REFOR}T WITHTN THE CRTUINÀ¡

JIISTTCE SYSTEI{

Using the above discussed definitions of both the state and
wife abuse, lIê can established a criteria for reform based on a

socialist feminist framework.
According to Snider (1991), ferninist strategies for reform
should be ones which aim to empower the vromen whom they are
designed to benefit. specificarly, she point,s to certain key
questions that must be addressed when evaluating reform:
1.
2.

are social relations of dominaÈion by sex, c1ass,
race challenged or reinforced by this reform?
I,fhich lromen of which class or race benefit or are harmed
How
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from the refonn?
this reform affect the mate right to beat?
Does it(the reform) hetp build structures for further

3.
4.

How does

change? (Snider,

L9922 S)

snider (1991:191) further specifies criteria for successful
long-term reform: it must involve uniting different class
fractions; it, ¡nust be visible, thus holding peopre accountable if
slippage occurs; it must have the pot,ential to be translated into
rights, therefore gaining ideorogical regitinacy; and, finarly, it
must be instit'utionalized and therefore have a bureaucratic
investment, so that there are more groups than the working or
underpriviteged classes interested in working for the reform.
Overall, what Snider is looking for is rrsubstantive justicerl
l¡hich rests on the premise that frthe legal syst,em is inequitable,
structurally biased against the poor and the powerless [such as
battered womenl. Legal reform is seen as necessary t,o challenge the
discriminatory Ìaws which maint,ain these conditionsr (Snider,
1991:171)

.

Sniderr âs a socialist feninist,, points to the structural
basis of woments discrirnination and oppression. She points to how
the law has perpetuated the secondary st,atus of hromen and
subsequent violence against sromen. She thus recommends a change
within the sÈructures of this systen; change that wilr read to the
above prescribed measures of progress and empor¡erment. At the
sirnpJ-est level, snider (1991:L72) defines reform as rthe
amelioration of everyday deprivation. . .the improvement of tifestyle
and life chances. rl
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In accepting snider's criteria, r will consider the extent to
which the Family violence Court in Manit,oba represents structural
change within the criminal justice system and evaluate whether or
not' this change has resulted in progressive, potentially long-term
reform.

In a sinilar fashion, Ursel (1991) argn¡es that rsuccessr should
be measured not in terms of the irnpact of the stat,e on the
battered woments movement - but, in terms of the irnpact of changes
for hromen in abusive rerationships. rn other words, do changes
represent a significant improvement, in terms of providing ,more
support and more options to battered women or women at risk to

(ursel, LggL:26g). rn assessing the Family
violence court, thérefore, r wirr ask the guestion: Have r¡omen
become empowered by the ne!,r options which the state has
escape such violence?r

implenented?

Schechter (L982:1813) also offers an interesting

criterion for
evaluating reform. She suggests that reform be examined in terms of
whether or not it has brought r¡omen together to part,icipate
democratically and struggle together. simirarly, snider (1991:L7L)
has suggested that when looking at potential reform we must
question if trthe fight helps to build the movement and organize
ttomen. rr Schechter points out that when lromen gain new skills and a
sense of power by working together on behalf of aII vromen, then the
ne!'t st'rength and energy is brought to the movement. The movement
gains further momentum which can then lead to further reform.
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I{hile the data to be utilized within this study cannot
directly address Èhe impact of the Farnily violence court, on the
battered woments movement, r can examine how woments concerns as
well as !¡omen themselves from the movement have been incorporated
as part of the very implementat,ion of the court.
Currie has been one of the critics who has considered the
engaçfement' with the state to aid batt,ered. r¡omen as a failure. She
states that
.. -wife battery as a social issue has
transformed into a
policing issue. within this discourse, been
issues concerni"g rãg"i
rights, porice protection and crininâl just,ice technicar
issues can be safely met within the curient system - without
any meaningful redistribution of power. (currie, Lggzz27o)
Thus, another interesting and important poinÈ to consider is
whether or not the Farniry viorence court can be seen as
represent,ing a redistribut,ion of po$rer to the battered eromen and
their advocates. This will be addressed within Chapter Fívers
discussion of secondary victimization.
overall r wê must be ¡nindful ttrhen assessing reforms which are
very new and which are based on a quest, for larger reform within
the criminal justice system. rReforms related to wife abuse,

accordingry, must be seen as experimental. I{e do not know the
effect,iveness or consequences of many of the changesr (Macleod,
1987:90). This is certainly true of the Manit,oba Farnily Violence
court which, at, the time of this research, had been operating only
two and a half years.

In the following chapter r will examine the more specific
criticisms that feninists have made regarding the feninist
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$tith the criminal justice system in the area of wife
abuse. These criticisms will provide the operational criteria for
evaluating the Farnily Violence Courtts response to wife abuse in
Manitoba. It is not enough however, to determine if this court has
been 'successful, based on whether it has responded to the
specifically outlined weaknesses that I will discuss. Àny response
by the criminal justice system t,o the criticisms must be further
evaluated in terms of the more general feminist concerns of
support, empowernent, and future reform. Hence, this study will not
only address whether the outlined changes have occurred, but what
implications these changes have for women. This issue will be
discussed in Chapters Five and Six.
engagement
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ENDìIOTES

l.ursel defines frfamiriarr. patriarchy as rrrepresentIing] the
experience of the past in whic-h po$rer añd authority or"r women and,
children was rargery exercised-in the homefr 1æbz:z). usociàri
patriarchy is considered to _be tttypical of rnodein
welfãre staiãs,
in which support for and controt over women
and children
increasingly resides in Laws, institutions and the stater (L99222).

2.There is a variety of legislation that clearly demonstrates this
discrinination. For examplé, in the u.s., batteiers hrere protected
by.the concept of trlmmunity from suitrr. This preventea a ïite fron
suing her husband for assault. The rationale oi the courts was that
fr_all_ow[ing] the tort action would destroy the peace and harnony àf
the
home and thus, would be contrary to the pollcy of lalrr (Stråus,
L976:59).In Canada, a wife could not charge her husband with s"xuai
assault prior to t9B3 (MacLeod:82).
Perhaps that piece of legislation which is most indicative of the
bias is the infamous lgth century rRule of Thumbr
l.*'s-patriarchal
doctrine.
This edict, stated that a man could beat-fris r¡ife as fong
as the stick that he used was no thicker than his thurnb (paterson]
L979i80). The bottom line was that rrhromen were not, eguals and were
unable to act as t¡hole people in society. I{hile this law no longer
exists, its legacy remains. This law gavL credence to the idea tñat
women are allowed to be beatenrr (Paterson:80). In short, women nere
not the accidental victims of violence, but the appropriate ones.
3-. This posit,ion has been further reinforced in terns of exchange
theory which suggests that, marital abuse has existed because tñe
rrcostsrr of the abuse !¡as not strong enough to counteract the
rrrelardsrr.
4.See for example, 1989. Dworkin,
MacKinnon,
Minneapolis : organization against fornog¡raptry.

Pornograrrhv
t

5.For example, Irligmore, a not,ed scholar whose work is st,ill treat,ed
as authority in the Canadian legal system, has staÈed that s/omen
are inherently unreliable witnesses because they rdo not reason or

infer'r and lack rlobjectivity'r (I{igmore,

1913 : gi¿-g L7) .
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CEAPTER ÎTYO

:[EE FEllrNrsr cRrrIQUE oF TEE cRrurNAr¿ irusrrcE sysTEu

As outlined

in the previous chapter, feninists have a variety
of generar concerns regarding engaging the stat,e on issues
involving $tomen. This is particularly true regarding wife abuse.
The state has clearly failed to protect women in the past and in
this chapter I outline five specific criticisms to demonstrate how
the state has failed battered vromen. These criticisms have been
document,ed by feminists both within the community (see: for
example in the Ped1ar report, Lgg]- and the I{omenrs Initiative
community Report, 1999) as well as within
academia. These
criticisms can be examined within two broad categories police
activity, which includes the J-aying of charges and the enforcement
of restraining orders; and court activity, which incrudes case
attrition and prosecution, types of sentences and secondary
victimization of witnesses.
It is these specific criticisms which will provide the
operational basis for my evaluation of the Family Violence Court
and its response to wife abuse victims. I{ith reference to these
criteria, hY objective will be to demonstrate the stat,e's movement
from compracency to intervention. More specifically, r will argue
that this intervention has resulted in a system which is better
able to meet victims' needs in the form of a specialized court
which offers a more sensitive and, thus, more effective response to
family violence. Let us consider the past failures of the criminal
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justice system to protect and aid victims of wife abuse, starting
with an examination of police activity.
1.

TEE FAILURE OF POIJICE TO IJÀY

CEARGES

of the most profound inadeguacies of the staters
past response to wife abuse was the failure of peace officers to
arrest, offenders (saunders 1996, Ferraro, 19g9). MacLeod
appropriately refers to thÍs behaviour as rra common human retreatrl
(1980 237) . Jaffe and Burris (1982) found that of 222 disturbance
calls in London, ontario police arrested offenders in only 3t of
cases despite the fact that L7Z of the victims required nedical
attention for their injuries.
crearry, this inaction by the porice gave society, the
offender and the victim the message that wife abuse was not a
crimer' it was a private matter between a man and a !Íoman. what is
significant about this fact, is that research indicates that these
men go on to commit further act,s of violence. rn Kansas city,
rrpolice used only short-term solut,ions
[thus] 90? of honicide
victims or suspects and 853 of assault victins had one prior
disturbance call...So? had 5 or more, (Dutton, 19g4:2g3).
Because the police are the very first contact that a victim
and offender have with the criminal- justice system, it is critical
that, they estabrish the appropriate att,itude and policy about this
behaviour. rf the porice do not arrest batterers, not onry are
victims without protection, but justice cannot be served. There is
no sanction by the court and, hence, the violence is then
Perhaps one
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legitimized. Most importantly, the victirn is left believing there
is no help, no hope.
It is important to note that it was not sole1y an issue of
arresting an abuser getting the police to even attend to a
domestic call was problemat,ic in and of itself. This is Ín part due
to the facÈ that tr[domestic ca]lsl are the single most risky call
for police officers - more police are killed and injured answering
these calls than any otherr (paterson, LgTg:85).
This reluctance to intervene at, all is also due in part to the
fact that the police have typically viewed wife abuse as a social
problem and not a criminal conducÈ (paterson, LgTg:s2). Because
off icers viewed this as a private or family matt,er (Mccann,
1985 294) , they would opt, for mediat,ing the situation rather than
arresting the offender. This |tdispute intervention modelrr required
officers to rrcool the parties downtr rather than take sides and make
arrests (Paterson, L979:82). rt is interesting t,o not,e that police
manuals had in the past, instructed officers that frthe power of
arrest should be exercised as a last resort. The officer should
never create a police problem when there is only a family problem
existingrt (McCann, 1995 : 89 ) .
There are a variety of other reasons why the police failed to

arrest wife abusers. Paterson (1979:85) suggests that rrpolice may
not respond [because] they have not been trained to handle emot,ions
typically expressed by battered v¡omen, so they would rather ignore
the obvious problem." McGillivray (L987234) points out: rrthe dual
rore police are expected to futfir
further compricates
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intervention...the emotional frip-flop, from being tough,
aggressive, to synpathetic is really hard Ifor officers]. r
Police tend to trivialize arresting batterers because it is
not' regarded as a part,icularty brave or exciting arrest r,rarranting
a medal or acclaim (Burris, 1983:310). stopping a bank robbery is
clearly much more newsworthy. Thus, it is apparent that rwe must
change this reward system to include arresting batterers...until
fthis is done] porice officers wirl not be putting their energy
into domestic violence casesrr (Blair , lgTg:107).
Police also explain their reluct,ance to press charges because
of further inadequacies in the criminal justice system. More
specifically, rrpolice argue that, [prosecutors] donrt charge and the
judges don't sentence batterers, so the police department should
not v¡aste its time making such arrestsrr (Paterson, :tgTg:g4). Hence,
not onry were the police rrunrikery to intervene...where they did
intervene they would be unlikely to invoke the lav¡n (McCann,
1985 r73) .

Without doubt, the excuses police used

for not intervening and
not charging offenders wourd be unacceptable in any other
situation. rt Ís because of the way that society as a whole viewed
domestic violence that the inaction of the police vras seen as
valid. Horrrever, social attitudes have begun to change and the
result has been a change in the criminal justice syst,em. paterson
(1979:s1) points out that, in Juty Lg7g, rcrass action lawsuit,s
were brought against the police departments

of Oakland and New york

charging that the police had violated various rights of women tby
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not charging their abusers when clearly they should have done sol.,
The police departmenÈs lost motions in court to dismiss the actions
and agreed t,o make policy changes. where individual wonen have not
made personal pleas for change, feminÍst groups have. The result is

that, the criminal justice system has begun to respond to the
changing attitudes about wife abuse and, at the same time, has
begun to reinforce public disapproval of violence against nomen.
since 1983, there has been an increase in charging rates. rn
that year, the Àttorney General directed Manitoba police to lay
charges in ALL reported cases of spouse abuse when there were
reasonable and probable grounds that, an assault had taken place. As
the number of charges increased, it became necessary to develop a

specialized court,, which originarty sat, two days a week. with the
increase in cases that were proceeded with, more charges hrere laid.
In fact, Èhe number of charges laid in 1983 r¡as 629t by 1986 it was
957 and by 1991 it was L,448 (Urset, 1991:9).
The 1983 directive is important 'rbecause it had the effect of
rnaking wife abuse a publicly visible and calculable problemrl
(Ursel
'L99L2268). !,ihile the laying of charges cannot be considered
a direct measure of the efficacy of the Famiry violence court, it
does provide an inportant insight. Po1ice officersr ês stated
above, have hesitated in the past to ray charges because these
cases wourd not be pursued by the crownrs office. with a
speciarized court dedicated to wife abuse cases, there is
potentiatly more incentive for the police to continue to ray
charges.
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2.

E!ÍFORCEITIENT

oF

RESTRATNING oRDERs

Charging an offender,

in

and

of itself,

does not

offer

abused

sufficient protection. There must be subseguenË conditions.
As such, restraining orders play an important role in responding to
domestic violence. Many abused Íromen do not want to - or cannot stay in a shelter. Because of structural constraints, shelters can
offer women safety for a lirnited tíme - certainly not for the many
months that the crininal justice system takes to process a case. It
is not a realistic option for most hromen to move or to relocate to
prevent further int,eraction with the offender.
Even when an abuser is charged, he usually receives judicial
interin release or bait. In the past, advocates for abused lromen
have pointed out that this release would often endanger the vict,in
further because such a release did not include any conditions
restraining the accused from communicating with or contacÈing the
conplainant. ft is crucial- that the legal system intervene in
further interaction between a batterer and a victim because rin all
cases of domestic viorence there is strong likerihood of
continuation or repetition of the offencerr (pedlar, LggL:68).
Pedlar further points out that, rrnot only do such breaches port,end
a renewar of risk to the victim, but arso indicate that the
women

offender has not been deterred by the courtrf (1991:73).
Perhaps one of the reasons that the legal system has failed to
adequately respond to this issue is because Crown attorneys
believed an active policy on breaches would clog the courts. yet,
as Pedlar (1991:71) points out, r'this may occur in the short-term,
¡10

but with consistent enforcement of these ty¡ges of offenses, the
message to offenders would be undeniable. There must never be a
quota on safety.

rl

when such breaches were prosecuted, it

was as a sunmary
conviction, which carries the lightest sent,encing that can be
issued. T1pically, offenders would receive a conditional discharge.
Hence, the message to offenders lras that this !,ras not a serious
offence and would result in little more than a slap on the wrist.
rt, is indeed frightening to accept the fact that, in the past,
vtomen in violent situat,ions were refused the prot,ect,ion of a
restraining order because rrthe court has supported the proprietary
rights of the husband over and above the safety of the wife or
cohabiteett (Mccann, 1985:80). rn Britain, if a woman did receive
such an order it would be effective for only a short period of
timer âs the court did not believe in ,keeping a man out of his
home for more than a few daysfr(Mccann, 19gs:g0). rn california, a
could only receive such an order if she was presentty filing
for divorce (Paterson, LgTg:g0).

hloman

often, women were refused exclusion orders because of a
husband's custody rights. rf he was viewed by the court to be, in
its opinion, trury viorent, then rrrelief was offered not, on the
basis of [the wifets] ohrn need but rather the protect,ion was
mediated through her role as motherr (Mccann, 19g5:91).
This reluctance to have a violent, mare removed from the
matrimonial home meant that lromen and children (the victims) Irere
forced to find alternative accommodations to escape the husbandrs
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violence. Frequently, such accommodations were not available. I{hile
shelters offer vital aid to these women, they are not the most
pleasant accommodation. Hence, the victims are victi¡rized again by
the trauma of having to seek shert,er in a safe house.
A further blockade for women receiving these orders was the
fact that in Manitoba, as in the u.s. and Britain, these orders
$¡ere issued through family law courts as opposed to criminal
courts. rn Manitoba, a r{oman would have t,o ray a restraining order
through the Family Maintenance Àct. This would then require the
stoman to hire a lawyer. Even with legal aid available for some
vtomen' hiring a lawyer could still be problematic and often meant
a long wait to receive such legal aid.
If a $/oman could not afford to buy this protection, she would
then have the option of enterÍng into a peace bond. This, however,
was equally problematic. Frequently, there would be a frdelay in the
hearing of the application as the defendant must be served with a
sulnmons...in ManÍtoba the hearing may be further delayed if the
defendant did not, agree t,o sign a peace bond aÈ the outsetrl
(Pedlar, L99L:74). This deray could take as long as 6 months and,
in the meantime, the woman had no protection.
As with the probrem of the porice arrest,ing abusers, the
inadequacy of protection orders $ras not only due to the difficulty
of having it laid, but, in its enforcement. As Brair (L979tL6)
points out, rrthere is already a law against breaching a restraining
order-..yet police are less inclined to respond to calls against,
them.

rl
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of course, the effect of these orders is guestionable in and
of itserf. They are onry effective to the extent that the
individual is intinidated by the court's authority: rit is sirnply
another law. rf the man is not, concerned about assault laws he
probably will not care much about the temporary restraining order
eitherrr (Blair, LgTg:117) .
ft must be noted, that the data which will be examined in
t,erms of this criterion can only accurately neasure the number of
breaches of restraining orders rather Èhan the number of orders
issued themselves. As such, this will be discussed as a measure of
porice act,ivity instead of a measure of the specif ic court,s.
However, it must arso be pointed out, that the ability of the
police to lay charges for breaching protection orders presumes that
a restraining order or no contact condition hras made in the first
place. As such, an increase in the number of breach charges being
laid, rnay indirectly reflect the behaviour of the courts over t,irne.
3.

STAY RATE

-

CROIYN PROSECUTORS FATLURE

TO PROCEED WTTE CtrARGES

The belief that wife abuse was a privat,e affair between a man
and a lroman v¡as endemic within the crirninal justice system. Thus,
crohtn prosecut'ors,

like police officers, felt there was no need to
pursue these cases. fn fact, it was common procedure in the past to
direct an abused woman to file a private charge against her partner
inst,ead of the police laying a criminal charge. The result was that
Crown attorneys frdid not take private informations very seriously,
berieving the porice would have laid the charge if it, rras
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!ùarrantedrr (Burris, 1993:310)

.

victins are int,irnately involved and economically
dependent on the perpetrators, women often hesitate to testify.
This is often described as trtraumatic bondingr which is rfequally
charact,eristic of the relationship between hostage and hostagetaker. -.reconciliatíon between a remorseful offender and an
injured, emot,ionally susceptible victin binds the victin fir¡nly to
the relationshiptt (McGillivray, Lg87t22). The victim's hesitation
to testify has in the past greatJ-y affected the prosecutorrs
behaviour- Most specífically, it has resulted in crown attorneys'
own hesitation to proceed.
Crown attorneyst reluctance to continue with charges is partty
due to the fact that they do not believe that they wirl get a
conviction. This is because of the difficulty in getting evidence
that meets the burden of proof - Itin most cases there is no witness
except the victim herself. Photographs and circumstantial evidence
are not sufficient for a convictionr (Mccilrivray, LggT:35).
ff Crown attorneys hesitate because they define a frvictoryr in
the courtroom in terms of a conviction and the victi¡n [because of
the emotional dynarnic of wife abusel refuses to testify, the
victin then becomes the object, of the prosecutorrs frustration.
Because

Thus, crown attorneys would consider the reluctant witness as the
single greatest problern within the case. often the crown would

report feering more hostirity towards the victim than for the
perpetrator. This often resulted in prosecutors dropping the case.
Because of the past definition of success, r'domesticsrr hrere
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considered the rrgrunt workrr of the Crownts office, maybe just above
traffic court. The result was that junior prosecutors with little

experience often had to handle these complex cases which had no
status among their peers. Hence, not only h¡as there severe

structural disincentive for attorneys to invest much effort in
abuse cases, those who were involved with them often 1acked the
skills to get a conviction.
The inadequate action taken by the prosecutors r¡as equally
rooted in the ignorance of the wife abuse dynamic. McGillivray
(L987:30), for example, suggests that rthe relationship between

victim and offender and the repetitive nature of abuse led to an
assumption by prosecutors that, the victim in at least some cases
had consented to the act. rl
fn the Domestic Violence Review (1991 232)t, commissioned by
the Minister of Justice, James McCraer âs he then tras, and headed
by Dorothy Pedlar, it was reconmended that rra greater sensitivity
to the issues lof wife abuse] will lead to an increase in the
ability of the Crown to respond appropriately to both victins and
offenders and facilitate the involvement of victins in the court
process.rr Thus, the tendency for wife abuse cases to be stayed. was
in part the result, of a lack of aerareness and understanding of
domestic violence by prosecutors. In short, nthe work structure and
definition of success in the prosecutor's office ¡nilit,ated against,
vigorous prosecution or sensitivity to the victi¡n in spousal abuse
casesfr (Ursel , Lg92zL7) .
The legal system itself has also created barriers to victimst
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participation in the court, procedures. Because of the very
organization of the crininal justice systen, there is an extreme
backlog of charges. I{ife abuse cases - as all cases - would. take as
long as six to twelve months to come to trial. As time went on, Ít
would be more likely for a victim to change her nind, reconcile
with the accused, receive further threats fron the offenderr or
grow disirlusioned with the entire crirninal justice system.
Another aspect of our regal system that can nake the
prosecution of domestic violence cases problematic is the
opportunity for attorneys to use discretion. Ursel (1991:16) points
out that, in the past, rrdiscretion v¡as often the mechanism for
minirnizing the seriousness of wife abuse and the means of keeping
such cases out of court. rl
crown prosecutors are agents of the court, of a regal systen
which theoretically exists to protect the public. I{hen crohrn
at'torneys fair to take abuse cases seriousry, they convey a message
that the court does not exist to protect women. By treating wife
abuse cases rras public issues, pressure tisl taken off the victin
who is often locked in a cycle of violence. since the natter ís no
longer her personal action, she is better able to resist pressure
or intimidation from the offender'r (McciJ-1ivray, LggT:31).
clearÌy, what was needed was a new definition or criteria for
rfsuccesstr in the crownts office. !{hat was
needed was a definition
based on t,enacity, that is, taking the case as far as it can go
while still being sensÍtive to the victim. This would potenÈially
be achieved through speciarization of a court and staff.
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within this research, the potential for progressive reforn
within the criminal justice system will be assessed partly on the
frequency that cases are stayed. More specifically, the staters
commitment to a zero-Torerance policy on wife abuse wilr be
measured based on the stay rate or the Crownts commitment to
proceed with domestic cases within the Fanily Violence and General
Courts.

4.

INAPPROPRTATE SENTENCTNG

There is a pervasive public opinion that r¡ife abusers receive
Iight or inappropriate sent,ences (woments Directorate, 19g9 226).

Also in agreemenÈ are shelter workers and advocates for abused
!'/omen within the social or legal services across canada who
maintain that rrsentences handed down in wife battering cases are
often arbitrary and inappropriate...appropriate senÈences are
cert'ain1y not sentences which seem to absolve the batterer or which
brame the victin for her ov¡n vict,inization, (Macleod, LggT:gg).
Perhaps one of the most pervasive problems within the criminal
justice syst'em is the inconsistency with which sentences are given:
it depends on the nature of the offence. If itrs
isolated
incident ald the couple has reconciled, trrãn lnean court
is
disproportionately lenient. rf he has broken his brotheris
tooth, he_could get a fine, but if itrs his wife, he gets an
absolute discharge. (Mccillivray, LSBZ:36)
fn Macleod's (L987284) collection of informal reports and
interviews of abused women she found rrthat about 4a* of the cases
are dealt with by conditional discharge.r' Macleod (1987:89)
suggests that rrthe apparent leniency of these sentences can be made
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more unfair if they are based on the judgers unfounded. and
stereotypical assumptions regarding the battered hroman. rl
often it is the court's position that rrin dismissing the case

for want of prosecution or in handing down lenient sentences, titl
is in effect returning discret,ionary pos¡er to the victimtf
(Mccillirrray L987 237) . ft is of course questionable if in fact that
is how the victim views the courtts action or inaction. ft is more
likeIy that the vict,in feels abandoned and further isolat,ed.
sentencing was also influenced by v¡hether or not the
information of the offence lras filed privately by the victim or
raid by the police. when charges were raid by the porice this
seemed to indicate the matter ttas to be considered as serious.
Burris (1983:315) found that 5gZ of private informations rrere
dismissed while only 282 of police-laid charges were dismissed.
Further, 262 of private informations resulted in a fine or jair,
452 of police-laid charges received such a sentence.
I{riters such as Pedlar (1991) and MacLeod. (Lgg7) agree thaÈ
probation may be an appropriate sentence because through probation
an offender can be monitored. However, probation is not an adeguate
option without, appropriate conditions attached such as hreapon
prohibitions and condit,ions of no contact, or conmunication with the
complainant.2

Another criticisrn of issuing probation as a sentence

$ras based

on the fact that, when probation r'ras issued as a sentence, it
rarely involved any mandatory treatment for the batterer. I{hen
treatment, programs have been mandated as a condition of probation,
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the sentence is often not long enough to ensure that the treatment
program

will be completed.

Both Pedlar (1991) and the Manitoba l{omenrs Directorate (1989)
have pointed out

that inappropriate sentences

had not been appealed

in the past, thus allowing inadeguate precedents to remain. This
also showed a lack of cornmitment, by the criminal justice system to
correct its position on wife abuse.
ultimately, what is necessary are rsentences...which will
protect battered v¡omen and their children, give the batt,erers the
counselling they need, where appropriate and clearry convey the
batterer's responsibility for his actionsr (MacLeod, L}BT:89). yet,
this had not been the case in the past.
5.

SECO!¡DãRY VTCTTMTZATION OF BATTERED TTO¡ÍEIT IÍITEI!Í TEE CRII{rNÀIJ

itusTlcE

sYsrE!.t

legal system is a social institution and, as such, it rcan
reflect some of the worst aspects of society: [for exanpre] the
The

distrust and disbelief of womenrt (Blair, LgTg:101). The result is
that many prosecutors treat wife abuse victims differently from
other victims of crimes. Brair point,s out that in the u. s. , these
attorneys rrare suspicious that a battered woman will later be
reluctant to testify so they demand written staÈements and medical
evidence of the crime before filing charges....This is different
from t'he stay other victims are treated. Other victims are not
routinely asked to sign written stat,ements before charges are
f iled'f

(Blair I L979:111)

.
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rn general, the courts
rike the porice and society in
general - have viewed wife abuse as a fanily matter that does not
belong in the criminal justice system. This attitude has led to a
profound ignorance of the dynamics involved in wife abuse and a
general indifference, perhaps even unacceptance, of these victims.
The very nature of the legal system presents opportunity for
further emotional stress and alienat,ion of female victims. First of
all, the najority of judges and lawyers are male and thus do not
provide a base for identification for victims, but typically lack
any sYmpathetic abiliÈy to inÈeract with the sromen. Secondly,
because the nature of court proceedings is one based on highry
formalized rules of procedure and evidence, the victin becomes
depersonalized and objectified as attorneys debate the intricacies
of precedents and aùnissibirity of evidence (Brickey,19g6).
rf an abuser is charged with an indictable offence in canada,
he can elect to be tried in a higher courtr or at the eueen's Bench
leve1 of proceedings. This requires that a prelininary hearing be
scheduled to determine if there is sufficient evidence to have the
case proceed to trial within eueenrs Bench. This arso gives the
Defense a chance to see what kind of case the crown has against the
defendant,. It is interesting to note that the accused does not
usually testify at the preliminary hearing (as the Defense does no¡
usually present evidence at this point). However, the victiur
typicalry does testify during this proceeding and then once again
at trial. Thus, the victin is required to sit through crossexaminat,ion twice (which is designed to attack her credibility and,
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unfortunately, her character) and thus, she encounters twice the
trauma. Having to appear in court even once nay be difficutt for
$tomen structurally as childcare and. transportation are often
unavairable. Hence, a second appearance may be inpossibre.
Judicial proceedings within our criminal justice systen are
based on an adversarial approach

to proving an accused is guílty or
not guilty. This approach is in part a resurt of, our regal
system's obsession with an accusedrs rights. Legar procedure has
been developed to provide the greatest, fairness to the accused,
often resulting in the great,est discomfort to the victin or
witness. Because our legal system aims to protect the freedom of an
accused to the fulrest possible extent, the intrusive cross
examination of witnesses, within an adversarial approach, seems to
be rationalized as acceptable in order to protect the right of the
accused to a fair hearing. This fair hearing can be at a tremendous
emotional or mental cosÈ to the victim.
critics of such an approach suggest that this is particularly
stressful to victims of wife abuse. shaf,fer (198g:171) points out
that' the adversariar systern exacerbates an arready frayed.
relationship. shaffer (1988 zL72) further points out also that rfthe
exercise Iof cross-examinatÍon] pit,s one ritigant, against the
other, increasing rather than lessening hostilityrr. This can be
extremely dangerous if the accused is acquitted and therefore free
to further harass or harm the complainant.
certainly the nature of questioning witnesses can create
great emotional stress. As attorneys ruthlessly fight out their
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individual sides, their cross-examination of victiurs can be very
demoralizíng and painful. The personal background and. emotions of
victims are left to the questionabre discretion of legar
competit,ors. overall, the victirn becomes sirnply an observer in her
case, which may not be decided on the basis of whether or not
the violence occurred, but on the traditional linits of evidence.
The result is that the process tronly reinforces [the victiurrs]
ohtn

powerlessnessrr (Gavigan, 1986:105) and the victin
like she is the one on trial, not the accused.

is left feeling

Ïn Lhe case of R.v.o'Connof, the l{oments Legal Education and
Action Fund (LEAF), acting as intervenors, subnitÈed to Èhe court,
t'hat evidence which is presented in court should not build a
prejudicial screen of myths and biases complimenting those already
prevalent in society. rn fact, in their factum LEAF stated,
procedures or rules of evidence should promote the ability of
witnesses rrto give, and for fact finders to perceive, a fuII candid
account of l¡hat happened...assessibility of relevant and probative
value should rest on generalizations that reflect the experience of
disadvantaged groups Ias]all parties in the judicial process are to
be treated r¡ith dignity and respect, (LEAF factum, 1991314).
I{hile the adversarial structure of the criminal just,ice system
further victimizes abused women, so does the democratic ideal of
having an open or public court system. The presence of the media or
strangers in the courtroom can make the victim's t,estimony
especially stressful for her. This is particularly true because the
sensitive details of her life and the relationship between herself
s2

and the accused may often be disclosed, particularly

in the crossexamination. Because the courts were not slmpathet,ic to these needs
of victims, $romen wourd often be further traumatized.
Based on the treatment victins received, it is 1ittle wonder
that so many vtomen did not want to testify or proceed with charges.
Compound this fear of an intimidating system with the dynamic
emot,ional trauma of testifying against a loved one and the entire
court ex¡lerience becomes truly overwhelrning.
Itlithout support from the Crownts office or an advocacy program,
the experience leaves abused women feeling once again victinized.
Macleod (L987237) point,s out that,'rin one study...only 319 [of the
abused rtomen surveyedl were satisfied with the croern atÈorneyrs

intervention. The reasons they gave were Èhat the Crown attorneys
did not spend enough time explaining the situation and court
proceedings they offered no support or understanding., pedrar
(1991:37) also found in her consultations with hroments groups that
rrl^/omen felt they did not receive
enough infornation throughout the
proceedings.

rr

Perhaps the Crown attorneys who represent the State have in

the past react'ed poorly because abused women force us to confront,
this potential ross of control over our orrn lives.
Hence,
Schechter is correct, that, rracknowledging our discomfort with
victims of battering can help us to understand why batt,ered women
remained hidden for so longrr (Lg82:20) . As v¡e come to understand
batt,ered women by looking within our ov/n selves, perhaps then we
can offer sympathy instead of judgement as social workers,
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attorneys and judges.a
Thus, it is with these 5 specific criticisms and the more
general concerns within feminist theory (outlined in the previous
chapter) that the Fanily Violence Court will be evaluated in terms
of offering progressive reform on the topic of wife abuse. While

the effect of specializat,ion can not be fully documented, as the
court had only been in operation for two years, it is hoped that
this study can offer positive policy analyÈis, reconmendations and
strat'egy for future reforms within the criminal justice system.
I{hile the above discussed crit,eria will be used to evaluate
the Farnily violence court itserf, in doing sor they will also
contribute to the feminist discourse concerning effective
strategies of reform. That is, by evaluating the effect of
specialization v¡e can examine the differenÈial effect of structural
modification versus attitudinal change within the criminal justice
system.

To irnplement a strategy that is based only on changing
att'itudes and not the structure of the crimÍnal justice system
inplies that the inadequacies of the past regarding domestic cases
ltere due to individual discriminat,ion or attitudinal factors, thus
minimizing the importance of structure. Feminists have rong
maintained that vte must address the systemic basis of violence
against nomen if an adequate understanding, and urtimately, an
adequate solution is to be reached.
Despite changes, men and lromen remain unequar within our
society or our institutions. Hence, institutions such as the
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criminal justice system must be adapt,ed to give speciar
consideration t,o the powerless position of the female victin. This
then requires a change in the courts themselves. This is
particularly relevant, to those courts which hear and convict wife
abuse cases, for it is within the dynamic of wife abuse that the
imbalance of por¡er between men and vromen is most, profound..
Formal institutions such as the criminal justice system often
intinidate those groups in society with less pol¡er. These
institutions seem overwhelrning and foreign. Most importantry,
because these institut,ions were founded in a capitalist,
patriarchal society, they uphold the many prejudices that go with
a class and gender hierarchy of status and power. fndeed the law
proposes that everyone is equal before its rules and regulations,
but in practice that can be very untrue.
The law and its inplicit ideals r¡ere designed by men. Until
recently and, unfortunat,ely, st,irr to some extent,, the raw lras
practiced solely by nen. As such, battered women involved in the
criminal justice system have found littre to identify with or
relate to. I{omen's perspectives hrere not understood or validated.
ft is clear that because of gender socialization, men and
lttomen experience social lif e in very dif f erent vrays. I{omen have
been traditionatly raised to be submissive while being oppressed
politically and economically. This has translat,ed into a silence of
$tomen's needs and voices. As such, the legal system has failed to
acknowledge and understand the needs of women as victims of male
violence; it has failed to understand the complicated dynarnic that
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in abusive relat,ionshipsr' it has failed to understand
hot¡ women perceive the criminal just,ice system in relation to
themselves as less powerful individuals within society; and it has
failed. to offer sensitivity to the victim as it perpetuates malecentred ideas about objectivity, evidence and the accusedrs rights.
The power d.ifferential betl¡een men and women in the wider
society does not end. outside the courtroom, rather it is
perpetuated and, perhaps, magnified in the courts. Men who beat
their partners are really abusing their power; their status. They
are denying basic right,s to these vromen. If the courtts decorum is
egually inposing, the court experience for victins of r¡ife abuse
can only be horrific. This leads ult,imatety to women being further
inti¡nidated and, thus, refusing to cooperate.
Irihat is necessary is a court decorum that can empower $romen a court that includes the victim in the process rather than one in
which h¡omen are kept on the periphery, an observer in her own case.
For arr of these reasons, a speciarized court is necessary if a
truly victim-sensitive approach is t,o be developed and implemented.
I{omen have for centuries watched as men have dictat,ed the
direction of institutions within society. It is time that women now
have a voice in change. As such, creating a specialized court in
which !,¡omen are heard - most importantry, creating a court where
women's groups, advocates and battered women themselves can
contribut,e to its implementation is a move toward effect,ive
reform. This is what we must seek to understand in evaluating the
keeps vict,irns

Family Violence Court.
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ENDNOTES

1.The Domestic Violence Review, headed by Pedlar

sras commissioned
in late November' 1990 rrto examine the jusltice systemrs
response to
domestic violence directed against womãn. The iñfornation Ëase was
one of extensive, province-wide meetings with direct service and
advocacy groups for nomen, a range of justice personnel, hearth
care personnel as well as survivors of domestic violence. The
mandate of this review was to present reconmendat,ions to
specifically address adeguate protectibn and sensitive treatment of
nomen by the justice systemrt (pedlar, l-ggt:vi) .
2-Pedlar further points out that probation services often receive
insufficient information when rèquired to make a pre-sentence
report to the judge. Although these are ordered in õnly a small
percentage of cases, they are often required in cases of ã serious
nature. If the report from this agency is incomplete, how then may
a crown attorney argue adequately for an appropriate sentence?

(Ped1ar, 1991:38)

3. (30 June L993), No. cN}t6s27 (Bc.c.A.).

this variabre can not be measured directly, it is ny
intention to spend time observing how rrdomest,icrt cases ãre actually
treated within the general court i.e. are these cases treated in ã
rush, do prosecutors seem unslmrpathetic t,o victims, is the process
less sensitive to vict,imst needs, etc. This will be comparãa witfr
data collected about court proceedings within Family viotènce Court,
nonitoring schedules and based on my one year experience of
observing the court dynanic in Faniry viorence court
4.Because

s7

CE.APTER EEREE

rHE FAIIILY

VTOI¡ENCE COURT

on Sept'ember L7, 1990 the Family Violence Court in Winnipeg
began operation. This court, is unique - nowhere else in canad.a is
there a court which specializes in hearing only domestic violence
cases. Cases which are defined as rrdomesticsrr are those cases
involving victirns who are in a rtrust, dependency or kinship

relationship with their assailanÈ, (ursel , tgg2:66). This
definition does not privilege a marital or heterosexual relat,ion
and, as such, can incrude boyfriend-girlfriend, gay and lesbian
relations, as weÌI as relationships with elders and adult children.
As a provincial court, the Family Violence Court, hears first
appearances' remands, guilty pleas and trials.

This court also
hears prelirninary hearings for cases in which the accused. has
elected to be tried in the higher court,, the court of eueenrs
Bench. l

At the end of the first year, the court rüas operating 52 hours
a weekr âll increase from the 28 hours a week originally allotted.
This increase etas a response to the ever growing case 1oad within
the court.
rnitially, the court consisted of a docket or intake court and
a trial court. Às the case load. grew and more time was reçfuired, a
third court activity, tscreening courtr was added. By the end of
the first year there were three screening courts, which hear cases
three afternoons a week.
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Screening courts are essential to the Fanily Violence Courtrs
mandate of disposing cases within a three month period. They

provide a quick date for guilty pleas and also hear a1l remands,
thus providing a mechanisrn to minimize unnecessary delays. These
courts handle an enormous volume of cases, so-75 cases in a half

day on average. By providing accessible, short hearings, these
courts help prevent backup in docket court and keep cases noving
through the syst,em.
Not only did the design of the court allow for greater
efficiency, another advantage was that in working to dispose cases
within a three rnonth mandaÈe, the court could offer earlier
intervention- with earl-ier intervention comes the opportunity for
greater assistance for victims, not to nention greater protect,ion.

BÀCKGROT'ND

As discussed in a previous chapt,er, within the last, fifteen

years the v¡oments movement, particularly the battered

women's

the crininal justice system and social
service system on their historic response (or lack of response) to
wife abuse. The result was the growing recognition by societal
institutions that wife abuse was indeed a major criminal and social
movement, has challenged

problem.

The first

reaction by the crininar justice system t,o the
demand by advocates for battered hromen l¡as the 19g3 charging
directive to police. This directive instruct,ed police officers to
Iay charges in domestíc assault cases r¡hen there hrere reasonable
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and probable grounds that an assaurt had taken prace. This
directive 'vlas an attempt to end the historic double standard: when
an assault took place between strangers it was deemed a crime and
a charge was laid, but, when an assault took place between partners
or family members it was deemed a private matt,er best resolved
outside of the criminal justice system, (ursel , L99222).
The 1983 directive received unprecedented public support,.2
Hot¡ever, the public did not have the same faith in the courts - the

pubric herd the position that the courts did not appropriat,ery
understand the victims of these crimes (ursel, Lgg2). This
combinat'ion of strong public betief that criminal justice
int,ervention is a proper response to family viorence, arong with a
strong suspicion that not all members of the jusÈice system carry
out, their duties properry, put the criminal justice systen under
close public scrut,iny.
Hence, the 1983

directive resulted in pressure on the crininal
justice system in tv¡o ways. First, because it resulted in more and
more cases coming to court, the exÍsting court system was having
difficulties accommodating the j-ncreasing docket. Second, since the
directive helped to bring greater public attention to the issue of
wife abuse Èhere was a greater pubric demand for justice for
victims of fanily violence.3 This greater pubric interest, and
concern led to greater press coverage of the court processing of
fanily violence cases and an increasing number of media exposés and.
editorials regarding quesÈionable sentencing.a
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The public pressure for change within the criminal justice
system occurred throughout all jurisdictions within Canada. whaÈ is
of importance is the way in which the state has responded to this
demand- specificarly,

there are two types of responses that

have

in Canada: 1. The Manitoba Model, which combines mandatory
arrest policies with a specialized criminal Farnily Violence Court;
and 2. The Mainstrearn Model, which combines nandaÈory arrest, with
rrno droptr prosecutorial policies.5
ernerged

I{hat' is relevant in assessing these two models is the degree

to which they may be considered to represent rstructuralrl
modification. The criteria for effective change within the criminal
justice system from a ferninist perspective is based on the abiliËy
to aid and empower battered women. The prescribed means to such an
end is nodification within the existing court syst,em. Hence, these
tv¡o models must be considered within this framework in order to
assess the criminal justice system's potential to meet, the ferninist

to aid and empower battered women.
What will be argued here is that it is the Manitoba Model,
with its deveropment of a specific court and staff, which
represents the potential for change within the system and hence,
for the empowerment of v¡omen. In contrast, the Mainstream Model
essentiarly represents onry a change in policy and, thus, is more
limited in its potential for change.
mandate
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TEE FAIÍILY VIOLENCE coI'RTs

A sUBsTÀlmIvE

REFoRII?

The mainstream model is prernised on the liberal belief that

arl are equar before the law. As such, the structure of the
criminal justice system, its procedures and techniques require no
further development - they represent true and fair justice for all.
Despite the fact that the mainstream model does speak to the
oLd double standard by directing its personnel to treat fanity
assaults like any other assault and prosecute rigorously, it fails
to address the unique problems which arise when the victim is
highly bonded to, and dependent on, the assailant. Family violence
cases do not' involve the same dynamics that define general assault
cases. As such, domestic cases must be treated with a special
understanding of the complex relationship between victírn and
accused

It is clear that the existing structure of the criminal
justice system is not conducive to empowering victins. Instead, it
often resurts in the secondary victimization of ïromen
particularly because of the legaJ- systemts emphasis on the accused.
rights. Holvever, the process of the Crownts career advancement has
also influenced how wife abuse victins $rere treated within the
court. Ì{hen there is so much emphasis on Crown attorneys winning a
conviction in order to be promoted, the trwinx was oft,en at, any cost
to the vict,in. The Manitoba Model- is designed to respond to these
very concerns as it is premised on the understanding that victins
of fanily violence are part,icularly vulnerable and a iIItsT
intervention must take this into consideration.
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A potential source of contention among critics of the Fanity
Violence Court may be its continued use of the adversarial system.

Yet, qre must be nindful that the adversarial system can offer
certaín advantages to groups such as women who have less power in
society. Delgado (1985), for example, points out that we should not
look at the use of lawyers on the behalf of private individuals as
pat,ernalistic. Because the legal systern is based on formality,
lawyers are necessary to ensure that victims are aware of their

fulr

lega1 position through the provision of legal advice.
Furthermore, Delgado (1985), Shaffer (1988) and Bottornly (1994) all
point out that this fornaliÈy does not necessarily have negative
inplications. They demonstrate that formal procedure can actually
serve to compensate for power imbalances of disadvantaged groups.
Delgado suggests that having professional advocates can reduce
discriminat,ion greatly. This is of particular importance to women
who are clearly victirns of gender discrimination within societal
institutions. This may be especially relevant to abused $/omen as
Delgado suggests, because rrlthen parties are of unequal status and
the question litigated concerns a sensitive, intinate area, the
risks of an outcome coloured by prejudice are especialJ-y greatrl
(198s:1403)

.

Shaffer (1988:165) also agrees with the benefit in formal
procedure as rrinformal procedures produce the opposite of what is
promised of them...they serve to extend state control over the
individual rather than to increase the individualts control over
the resorution of the dispute.r. Thus, she advocates formal
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procedure to avoid such prejudice. Shaffer believes that prejudice
is environmental, existing in settings that encourage and tolerate

it. Within a courtroom, the formalities remind those present of
higher values and avoid the unstructured interact,ions that, can
foster prejudice. In short,
...the .human propensity to prejudge and make irrationar
categorizations
is thus checked by-procedural safeguards found
in an adversarial system... [and] ä forural adjudióativã ior"t
increases the rninority nre¡nbèrs t sense of control and,
therefore' may be seen as a fairer forum.tr (Shaffer,
19gg:1ggi
If formality

the adversariat system can offer compensation
for the power imbarances of disadvantaged groups, then perhaps the
formal procedure and adversarial system within the Family Violence
Court can serve to aid one of the most disadvantaged within our
and.

society - abused !'romen.
While it is clear that many of the procedures of the criminal
justice system remain within the Farnily viorence court, the
difference in the Family violence court is how these t,echniques are
used. A specialized team of prosecutors, judges and support staff
can recognize pressure points more rapidly and can utilize legal
procedures to respond more precisely and appropriatery. This
specialization of individuals, combined with policy and commitment
to prosecute domestic cases as crimes (not as nindiscret,ionsr or
ttfamily disputesrt as they hrere considered in the past) has
,
resulted in the breaking down of several key historical barriers
that have prevented victims of wife abuse from JusT int,ervention by
the criminal justice system. Let us consider these issues:
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the foremost source of secondary victinization of
witnesses hras the focus on an accusedts rights. To date, witnesses
have been compelled to give details about themselves in order to
secure that the accused receive a fair tria1. This is in part due
to t'he 'f assumption that the examination of the complainantrs
personal background, behaviour and character will help to determine
her role in the assaultr'(LEAF et â1., Lgg3:14). rrnpricit then is
that the vict,irn had a role in the assault in the first place, that
is she may have contributed to the assault. Blarning the victin is
a profoundly traumat,ic consequence for women who charge and then
t,estify against their partners.
Another structural barrier to a more victirn-sensitive decorum
was the prevalent view of rrconviction as success.r Anything other
Perhaps

than a conviction was considered a ross and, as such, any case that
was not likely to result in a conviction is a case that, rnost
prosecutors would rather not, pursue. Tfife abuse cases, because of
Èhe complicated dynamic between

the accused. and victim, are perhaps
the most difficulÈ cases to prosecute as victims are often
frightened or apprehensive about testifying. Because of the nature

of crirninal proceedings, test,imony from the victim is essential t,o
reach a conviction. The result is thaÈ victirns have often been
pressured by prosecutors to tesÈify
often burlied as the
at'torneys feel pressure on themselves to secure a trwintr. fn the
past and rrunder the old criteria the crown attorney would confront
the reluctant victin as the single greatest problem with the case.
often crowns wourd reporÈ feering great,er frustration and/or
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hostility

to the victim than they would feer toward the
perpetratorff (Ursel , L992rZ4) .
within the Faniry viorence court, there has been a
red'efiniÈion of rrsuccesstt which has helped to change prosecutorst
attitudes about wife abuse cases and, ult,imately, has served to aid
battered rtomen. This new victi¡n-sensitive approach has led to
definingi success as rrthose interventions which would protect and/or
assist the victim, protect the public and increase Èhe possibility

of treatment for the perpetratorr (urser, Lggz:24-). The crown
at'torneys within this court have been instructed not to push
victims into testifying in order to secure a conviction. Instead
success is measured in the tenacity to prosecute the case as far as
possible while remaining true to a victim-sensitive approach.
The tenacity principle succeeds in producing a higher rate of
cases proceeding to sent,encing relative to General Court,, however,
it also results in a lower conviction rate at trial (Ursel, Lgg2).
This apparent anomaly is the product of the intersection of a
rigorous prosecution poricy with policies that are victim
sensitive.

rt is important to understand that the behaviour and attitudes
of the court personnel are not the only significant, changes. T{e
must also examine the structural nodifications that have occurred
at an adrninistrative rever. urser suggest,s that,, from the very
beginning of the deveropment of the Farnity violence court,
.. -the Court Implementat,ion Conmittee perceived itself as
ínvorved in a process of major systemic ðhange. As such, its
mandate vras to ensure the smooth func{ioning of the
speciarized court. Hohrever, as change in one part of the
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system puts pressure on and provokes change in other parts of
the system, the committee undertook the following four
responsibilities:
1. rmplementation To ensure the smooth operation of the
specialized court;
2. community Liaison - To ensure that the court is understood
and accessibre to the community at rarge and the specific
community of service providers;
3. rnterdepartmental Liaison To monitor the ímpact of the
court on other system components, as well as, to identify to
the appropriate Ministries points of mounting pressurer.
4. rnt,erjurisdictional Liaison - To faciritate the adoption or
adaptation of the Far¡ity Violence Court, nodel to conmunities
outside of I{innipeg and to other jurisdictions. (urser, Lgg2)

It is this interdisciplinary and interdepartmental composition
of the Court Implementation Committee which marks a significant
departure from prior court management, which vras very nuch a
rrclosed shoprr phenomenon. By a ,closed shopr phenomenon r am
referring to the fact, that it has been usual procedure that only
justice personnel make decisions regarding the justice department.
However, this is not the case within the Family Violence Court.
I{ithin the Court fmplementation Committee s¡e fínd individuals from
not only out,side the justice department but, in fact, from out,side
of the government. Here vte find individuals from the wider
cornmunity and as such, vre can truly describe this as a
democratization of justice. Not only does having individuals from
within the communj-ty create a ner{ accessibility to the criminal
just,ice system, it also serves as a monitoring mechanism. By
introducíng an inÈerdisciplinary and interdepend.ent team to
participate in the design and management of the court, itself, the
Farnily Violence Court can monitor its effectiveness in keeping to
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its original

mandate.

Furthermore, the court ís unique in its comnitment to
remaining accessible to the community at large and the specific
community of service providers and service consumers. The first
steps taken to creat,e a court responsive to Èhe needs of the
community was the consultation meeting with agencies prior to the
opening of the court to get their input into the design of the
court. The second activity undertaken by the conmittee lras a Court
orientation day for family violence service providers. Finally, to
ensure Èhat the general public was informed about the progress of

the specialized court, a press conference rras held. November L3,
L99L. The Minister of Justice, the senior Crown attorney of Fanily
Violence court and the director of the Farnily Violence Court
research project met with the media to discuss the results of the
first year of operat,ion of the Family viorence court.
The effect of the tasks undertaken by the court frnplementation
team has been the incorporation of victins, concerns into the
jusÈ'ice process. overall, what has occurred is a substantial move
toward the democratizat,ion of justice. This court has provided a
forum for victims, the community, service providers, judges,
prosecutors and defense attorneys to all offer input, and advocate
for change.
The interdisciplinary contributions of this committee has
created a greater understanding of Èhe issue of domestic violence
in reration to the criminal justice system. This, in turn, has
allowed those working within the Family violence court to confront
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issues of greater subtlety and complexity - issues that would not
be acknowledged or understood without this resource of advocates
and professionals in the Court Implementation Team. Those working

with battered

within the criminal justice system now have a
great'er scope for creativity than possible in General Court and,
with this, greater resources to Ímprove the situation of battered
Ìromen within the community.
This denocratization has been integral to the legitination of
the Fanily Violence Court as an alternative to the older General
Court model which $¡as perceived as insensitive to the needs of
victims. I{ith such an integrated approach, there can be early
detection of problems within the speciarized court and, hence,
there can be rapid and accurate response to any difficulties. It is
this unique restructuring of the court that has beÈter allowed the
Family Violence Court to meet its goals despite dramatic and
unanticipat,ed growth in volume of cases. Hence, the creation of
this specialized court with its specialized staff and policies has
marked a significant departure from the mainstream justice system,
and it is these structural modifications that have resulted in the
potential for empowerment and more appropriate treatment for
battered

stomen

vromen.

As Ursel states:
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Justice as it evolved in Farnily Violence
is inclusive
rather than exclusive and powèr in this court
conÈext does not
appear to operate on a zero sum basis. To empower the victin
or the community of women/victims/chiidren
has not
disempowered the cour! ot its per'sonnel. ôn the contrary Crown
attorneys. have. greaÈer disèretion in hand,ling dór¿;ti;
assaults.in Family Violence Court than they have irínoit
jurisdictions, judgeg preside over complex-and dema"ái"t ;tñ;;
;;;;
and utilize broad discretion in sentäncing, and defense
are
calÌed upgn to exercise considerable ingenuiúy in representing
-irrå
their crient, arr the white respectiñg
tná aignfty ot
victim and pursuing a resolution -respectful
of ttre neeas and
wishes of the fanily involved. (Ursei, L992z3B)
While $te can not deny that the Family Violence Court has made
unprecedented modifications we must remain rnindful that tike any

formal institution, it has its faults. For example, because the
case load is so great within this court, the volume places certain
stresses on the court personnel. Heavy dockets reduce the amount, of
time that cro$tn attorneys can spend on each case and. a backlog of
cases may mean that, individual trials r¡itl be postponed. All of
this can translate into greater hardship for the victim.
However, through contact with the I{omenrs Advocacy program,
victirns remaj-n informed of case status during delays rather than
being alienated and forgotten. Victins in the General Court do not
have the same support services availabl_e.
The lrloments Advocacy program (I{Ap) is one of the support
programs that provides essential services to the Farnily Violence
court. It works almost exclusively on Family violence court, cases,
arthough Ít predates the speciarized court by a number of years.
IÍAP was established

in

in response to the growing number of
wife abuse cases coming to court, and the growing frustration of
court personnel in dealing with the ambivalence and reluctance of
1986
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the victim/witness in these cases. At the time, it was felt that if
women could have an advocate, the courts could be advised about her

fears and concerns and she in turn could develop a better
understanding of the mandate of the court.
The l{oments Advocacy program consists of a number of
counserlors and a lawyer who provide information, support and
referrals to women whose partners have been charged with abuse. In
addition, wAp staff wilr attend court with the women, if requested,
and will provide reports similar to vict,irn impact statements to the
court. These reports are frequently requested - in the first year
of the Famiry viorence courtrs operation, 342 of cases that
proceeded to sentencing included requests for I{Ap reports. This is
because IüAP reports provide vit,al infornation about, the patt,ern of
the relaÈionship between the victirn and the accused, the victimrs
fears and concerns, and her wishes regarding treatment and/or
sentencing (Urse1 , Lgg2:21). !rIAP has provided an essent,ial service
as traditionally, court personnel did not have training to deal
wit'h the complícated emotional dynanic of wife abuse vict,ims. I{hi1e
it is important for Crown attorneys to understand a víctimrs

emotional and mental situation, it, is also unrealistic, because of
time and workload restraints, for them to take on a counselling

role. Ho!'rever, I{AP can offer support to victims and direct them to
the support services that can provide the counselling they need.
The criminal justice system is a complicated collection of
services and policies. As such, cases can become misdirected. This
has occurred within the Fanily Violence court. This explains the
7L

in General Court which wiII be compared
to cases disposed in the Family Violence Court. Unfortunately, this
is inevitable within such an enormous system.
Yet, we must remember that the Famiry violence court, at the
t,ime of this study, had been in operation only two years and any
evaluation of it and its staff must, consider that it has not had
time t'o respond to all of its difficutties. AII of the above
103 domestic cases disposed

discussed advantages and disadvantages of the Family Violence Court,
need to be further examined. within this chapter Èhey have been

identified. In the following chapters, r wilt
evaluate these aspects and outline whether in fact this court can
be considered a progressive reform for battered women. First, let
us consider the rnethodology for this analysis.
merely described and
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E¡IDNOTES

1.The Court of Queens Bench_is a. specialized court, although not in
the same sense as the Family VioLence
court. It is disti-nct frãn
provincial courÈ as it only hLars indictable
cases and 'because all
cases are previously screen-ed through prelininary hearings
the È1pe
of cases heard, the case flow ana tfrè sentenci-ng ctrãracteristics
*þi"lt emerge in Queen's Bench are very dirfeient irár the patt"rrr=
emerge in provincial court. . . in- the firsi-vããi"f thä ruriiy
Iligtt
violence court only 8å or L_41 of, !h" lrgoo cases ïnicrr began
in tñå
specialized court proceeded to trial in Court of eueen's Bench...of
those 142 only 63 had been disposed within the ffrst yearr (ursef,
1992:43).

2. .A survey conducted by tlt-" I{ilnipeg Area study of lfinnipeg
residents
one year after the crranlgiig ¿irectivã was issued
indicated that 8så_ o! t_he popuration aireãa wirh trre ctiiããti"ã,-ãã
!'¡ere undecided and 6t disagreed (Ursei, 1984).
As well, t'he research conducted by The ïilinnipeg Area Study in
l.-983, and rater in 1991, crearly shows that, rega-rd1e=s of cråss,
individuals support the new airelctive on pro=e"úting batiãrãi=l-'
'public interest' was greatly the result of pressure from
t-. Tþis
the
battered
lroments movement,.

4.some examples of the press coverage of wife abuse cases in court
rrDays of Terror Net, suspended Termrr, vrinnipeq
December
18' L987; rrl{oman's Abuser's Jail sentence to ueã!ffilF,sun, win"ipãã
February I , L99o; rltoman Terrorifiea äi ¡¡1¡s5¿n¿--oæ:æ
Fr?e
Jail ?ress,
in 8Ï{eeksrr, i{{nnipeq
Sun, February 7, l99O; rrJustice--ltoie ãi
Less--Two cases Point out Vast Gap in- sentencingrr, wi-""i"åq -J""1

are:

February16,1??o;.87?ofpeopIesurveyedagreeiilnlffió
directive - LggT Winnipeg Áreä Study.
S.The mandatory _arrest -policy on domestic violence has put the
responsibi:lity of charging abusers within the jurisdiction of the
porice and crown. ThaL il, with this
poricyj iñã-.ri"tir is no
longer responsible for laying charges agãinst-Éhe offender. In
the
past, a victim was expected to visit the crownts office on her own,
and have charges laid against her partner.
obviouslyr.many $romen did not, áo so as this
process was
often overwhelming ãnd intimiaating.- woto"tt oftenformal
hesit,ated as they
would become threatened by the abuser or feel guilty themselves.
The result was many hlomen continued to be ¡aÉtereã. with this
policy, charges are laid by the police
and the croern have been
directed to prosecute these cases bn beharf of the vict,inr.
This policy vras seen as 'rthe first major step uy ttre justice
system to raise ahrareness _not
9l1y among the forfce ana legal
communities, but the general pubric

as wer1. The message was tñat,
domest,ic assault was not sirnply a farnily matter but was a criminal
offence and was to be treated more seriously than in the pastrl
(Pedlar, 1991:3).
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CEAPTER FOUR
RESEÃRCE I.IETEOD
rNÍRODUCTTOìI

The purpose of this study is to assess the potential of the

criminal justice system to create effective reform for $romenrs
issues, specifically the battered noments movenent. Further it is
the purpose of this study to make this evaluation from a feninist
perspective. According to such a perspective, effective or
rrsuccessfulrr change would result in the empowerment, of women. Most,
importantly, it, would result in an inprovement in the condition of
battered $roments lives. The prescribed mechanism for such change
would be based on creating changes within present societal
institutions, such as the criminal justice system.
A research design for evaluating the effect of present reform

within Manitoba's criminal justice system is outlined r¡ithin this
chapter. The operationarization of variables, the sarnpling of
cases' reasons for the selection of data sets, and the specific
hypotheses idenÈified will be elaborated upon.
OPERATIONAITZATIOìI OF VARTABLES

This study will attempt t,o show that progressive reforms have
been made within the criminal justice system. The criteria for
rrsuccessfulft reform is outlined below. Further, by comparing three
different, courts and subsequent data sets, I can evaluate whether
those reforms made through specializat,ion of a specific court
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versus changes made over time within the General Court have been
more successful in providing progressive change. Finally, these
reforms will be examined in terns of the greater ferninist concern

for inproving the conditions for battered hromen as well as the
issue of empowerment.
The criteria for evaluating reform within the criminal justice
system has been outrined in chapter Two. However, in order to
understand the methodologicar basis f'or this study, r wilr
reiterate the five variables used to measure the frsuccess'r of the
criminal just,ice systemrs response to wife abuse.
First and perhaps foremost,r wê must, evaluate change in tenns
of the first contact battered women have with the crj.minal justice
system. Thusr l.r€ must ask if we can find progressive reforn within
the police response to wife abuse? Is there an increase in the
frequency with which officers are laying charges against batterers?
Women have crit,icized the police in the past for failing t,o arrest,
and charge batterers. Thusr êD increase in the number of charges
being laid would be indicative of a more appropriate porice
response to battered woments needs and, most importantly, it would
suggest, greater safety measures for these vromen and their children.
!{hile an increase in the nunber of charges is a positive sign
of change. I{e must, also consider that, porice now have a nee,
protocol in dearing with these cases. Laying charges in and of
itself is not a sufficient response. Po1ice must be a!.¡are of the
speciar dynamics of domestic viorence and, as such, be able to
com¡nunicate effectively with victims. PoIice have been criticized
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in the past for their lack of understanding of the emotíonal
side of domestic violence which often alienated the victirn
further. A formal protocol by the police department to
instruct officers of the complexity of domestic viorence can
offer a more victim-sensitive approach.
Second, the íssuing and enforcement of restraining orders
must be considered in order to evaluate any reform efforts by
the criminal- justice system. An increase in the number of such
orders would not only be representative of greater protection
availabl-e for battered women, but also represent the
validation of wife abuse as a crime. In addition to issuing of
these orders ín and of themselves, it, will be further
necessary to examine the extent to which breaches result in
charges. Vühile issuing restraining orders is important, the
enforcement of these orders is a matter of life and death.
A third criticisrn that feminists made is that when
charg'es hrere taid too few cases proceeded to court or to
sentencing, that is, Crown attorneys frequently entered a stay
of proceedings. Cases vrere pursued only half ay. As a
result, within this research, the state I s cornmitment to a
Zero-Tolerance policy wilI be measured on the number of cases
which proceed to sentencing. Progressive change witl be
defined as a greater commitment to pursui-ng wife abuse cases
with a greater tenacity and understanding than has been the
case in the past.
Fourth, inappropriate sentences have also been outlined
\^i
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This research seeks to assess the extent to which sent,encing
practices have changed over time and to t¡hat extent sentencing in
Family Violence court responds to criticisms of advocates and
feminists. Specifically, do sentences offer a general deterrent to
society while also incorporating the needs and. wishes of the
victirn? Does the sentence offer punitive and rehabilitative
measures? Does it involve supervision to afford the victim greater
protection? rt is these questions that, this study must address in
order to understand the crirninal justice system's potential for
reform.

A final criteria for evaluating the efficacy of the criminal
just,ice system's response is the degree to which victims'
experience secondary victinization within the criminal justice
system. In the past, the court, experience has been particularly
traumatic. This was due in part to attorneys, judges and social
workers who were uneducated about the dynamics of r¡ife abuse.

specifically-trained, empathetic court staff, as well as changes in
prosecutoriaÌ policy would be indicative of successful reform by
the criminal justice system.
ft is with these five criteria that I address the major
concepts of this study the effect of change over tine on the
cri-mina1 justice syst,ems'response to wife abuse and the effect of
specialization. This evaluation will be based on conparing data
sets that show progressive change both as the result of time and as
a result, of the structural change created through specialization.
The three data sets to be used in this study are identified as
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the Before court specialization (Bcs) data set, the Fanily Violence
Court data set and the General Court data set. In comparing the BCS
and General Court samples, we will be able to examine the effect of

change over tine.

In comparing the Family Violence Court and
General Court sarnples we can examine the effect of specialization.
The three data sets can be described as follows: 1. The Family
Violence Court data set which consists of L,286 adult,/spouse abuse
cases disposed in the first year of the court's operation. 2. The
General Court data which consist,s of 103 domestic violence cases
which should have been heard in the Fanily Violence Court but
trslippedtt through the system. The sample is therefore aII
cases
fitting
the criteria
of domestic assaurt (that being ra
relationship of trust, dependency or kinship"). 3. The BCS data set,
which consists of 1,625 wife abusel cases which !{ere disposed over
a period of four years (1983-1987) prior to the introduction of the
specialized court.
These data sets have been part of two separate studÍes and
both the Family Violence Court data set and the General Court data
set t'hat are to be used in this study are subsets of larger data
bases.

The BCS data was part of a study conducted between 19g3 -Lgg7
under the direct,íon of Jane Ursel and is used here in its entirety

no subset, has been created. The BCS data set hras collected as
part of a study of wife abuse cases processed and d.isposed in the
General Court before a specialized court was established (Ursel,
Leez)

.
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The Family Violence Court, data set and the General Court data
set both vrere collected as part, of a court project inplernented to

study the Farnily Violence Court's first years of operation. The
Fanily Violence court dat,a set has been nodified to fit the needs
of this stud.y, that is, the data set, used here is the furl
population of adult, spousal cases tracked and nonitored within an
18 month period. The child and elder abuse populations that also
make up the overall Farnily Violence Court data base have not been
included.. As such, the Farnily Violence Court data set, consists of
information concerning L286 cases out of 1600 which were originally
analyzed as part of the court research project.2
The General Court data is a sample of a larger data base as

well- The sample utilized in this study consists of cases which fit
the same definition of [domest,icsrr as those in the Farnily Violence
court. They hrere, however, colrected as part of a sample of g47
rrnon-domesticrr or rrgeneralrr crimes against persons which were
disposed within the general provincial court. This 1arger sample
vtas gathered as comparative data for the Farnily Violence Court
research project. As such, it was collected using the same coding
schedure as employed for the Famiry violence court, sample.
The data which comprises the rrGeneral Court,rr sample has been
labelled as such t,o specify that these are cases that were disposed

in the General court, like the Bcs data, but were disposed after
specializat,ion and, in fact,, shourd have been processed within the
Fanity Violence Court.
Three data sets $tere chosen for this study for a variety of
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reasons. First and foremost, all three were available and were
conducive to an empirical analysis as they v¡ere comparable on most
variables. Secondly, as f was mainly responsible for the collection
of data within the General Court for the Farnily Violence Court
research project, and because f also was ernployed in collecting
data within the specialized court, I have a sound understanding of
the courts, data collection procedure and information available.
I incorporated the result,s of the BCS study int,o this anatysis
because not only was it available and offered comparative dat,a on
a majority of measures (despite different instruments), it enabled.
me to compare the changed response to wife abuse within the
criminal justice system over tine rather than sirnply examining the
effect of specialization. In fact, by comparing the BCS and General
court data sets as a measure of change over tine, the effect of
specialization should become more pronounced.
I{ithout a doubt, one of the reasons that these data sets were
chosen for my study is the fact that data such as this is rarely
available. Because of time and resource constraints, longitudinal
studies are rare. The opportunity to examine the crininal justice
system's treatment of wife abuse cases from 1983 to 1991 h¡as a
great opportunity to examine the effect of tine on the regal
system. Studies which are based on following cases from docket
court through to the final disposition are equally rare because
they are time consuming and expensive. As such, the opportunity to
ut,ilize these dat,a set,s which are based on case analysis rather
than charges could not be overlooked. lrlhen an analysis is conducted
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based on charges rather than cases, the findings are often
misconstrued. For example, because it

is typical to find an accused
enter the systern with more than one charg:e, a sample based on
charges may be very rarge when, in fact,, only a small number of
individuals or cases are actuarly involved. As werr, it is also
typical that an accused who enters the system with mult,iple
charges, will receive rnurt,ipre sentences which are served
concurrent,ly. A case analysis wourd be more sensitive to
identifying the fact that thís invorved one individual.
DATA SETS

whire alr three data sets consist of cases that may be
referred to as rrdomesticsrt'in the BCS data set we find. prirnarily
wife abuse cases. It is further important to point out that the
definition current,Iy used within the Fanily Viol-ence Court to
identify domesticrr cases vtas not necessarily the operative
definition during the collecÈion of the BCS data set. That is, the
Fanily Violence courÈ definition identifies domestic cases within
a criteria that is neither gender-specific or necessarily
heterosexual. rnstead it defines a domestic case as one involving
a rerationship of kinship, dependency or trust. rt, is likely that
prior to the Fanily Violence Court, and its definition, few cases of
domestic viorence which deviated from the standard of a
rnale/fema1e, heterosexuar relationship would be identified.
rf
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TEE FÃT{IIJY VIOLENCE DATÀ sET
SA¡,ÍPIJING

This data set consists of 1,286 cases of spousal assault which
were disposed in an 18 month perÍod v¡ithin the Family Violence
Court'. This data set is not a sample but, instead consists of every
spousal case disposed within the 19 month period and, as such, may

be considered representative and appropriate for this study. The
dat'a vtere collected as part, of a research project funded to nonitor
and evaruate the operation of the Family violence court.3
In the first year of operation, the Fanily Violence Court had.
a total intake of 1,800 cases. The goal of the research project was
to track all cases processed in Farnily Violence Court and to
selectively monitor wife abuse and child abuse cases. The tracking
process involved coding case characteristics, including court
processing and sentencing, from the files of the accused after

disposition. The monitoring process involved attendance at the
court to record not, only the relevant case characteristÍcs, but
also the court procedure.
In the first, year, the project collected data from the opening
of the court on Septernber 17, 1990 until March 31, Lg9Z. The intake
was t'he first L2 months, the follov¡ up period was an additional 6
months. The 18 months of data collection permitted the researchers
to include cases which entered the systen l¡ithin the first year but,

which were not, disposed of untir the second year. Altowing six
mont'hs of data collection after completion of the first year
pernitted the project to capture most of the cases, however there
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were L44 or 8å of all cases v¡hich were not disposed of at the

1g

month cut off point.

I{EASIIREUENE

Two neasurement Èechniques were

utilized in the collection of
this data: a tracking schedule and a monitoring schedule. of the
1r6oo cases which form the study population, L,oo7 adurt or spousar
cases irere tracked. This involved the use of a specifically
designed schedule and code book (see Appendices À and B). This

same

schedule and code book was employed in the collection of the
General Court data set.

The tracking schedule is based on gg variables and. $ras
designed by the research project staff and advisor specifically for
the study. variables on this schedule pertain to information that,
deals with both the court, process (for example, number of renands,
conditions of release, final dispositions and sentence) as well as
variables pertaining to the characteristics of the accused and
victin (such as race t a.gèt educat,ionar background, emproyment,
status' disabilities, etc.). I{hile each variable offers important
informat,ion, it is not necessary to examine all variables Èo
address the questions raised in this study. only those variabtes
relevant to this study will be analyzed.
AIso part of the l-t286 cases that made up the Farnily Violence
court' data set are 279 cases which hrere monitored. Inforrnation
regarding these cases was collected by st,aff observation within the
court proceedings and involved the use of a separate schedule and
deemed most,
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code book from the tracking code book and schedule (see Appendices
C and D).

Like the tracking schedule, the monitoring schedule allowed
researchers to collect information pertaining both to court process
and case characteristics. However, as this schedule was used for
information collected within the court room itself, it offers
variables not on the tracking schedules. For example, the schedule
allowed for the recording of comments made during the trial or
guilty plea by the judge and attorneys. There is also a section in
which to record the testimony of the victins themselves. This is a
useful measure for it often contains information that is not
avaiÌable wiÈhin the fite or victimts police statement. overall,
the combination of both monitoring and tracking data gives a solid
base for an understanding of the court process.
For the purposes of this specific study, only the adult or
spousal cases have been taken from the overall Fanily Violence
Court dat'a base. This has reduced the number to from 11600 cases
that !{ere tracked and monitored wíthin the Fa¡rily Violence Court,
research project, to Lt2g6 cases.
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TEE GENERAI, COT'RT DATA
SAIÍPLING

This sample consists of 103 cases which meet the definition of
rrdomestic violencerr that, s/ere heard in General Court. These cases
$tere identified and collected from a sample of 947 rrnon-domesticrl
or rrgeneralrr crimes against persons processed in general provincial

court.
The General Court data was collected in two parts. Because of

tine constraints, two sarnpling techniques $/ere used. An intake
period of July 15, 1991 to December ls, 1991 was designed to track
aII crimes against persons which ent,ered provincial court. However,
because of srow processing timea in General court, there hras
concern that not, enough trial cases would be included in the
initial sarnple. Therefore, an additional sampling procedure hras
initiated to collect trial cases only. The trial case sarnple intake
began in January, 1991 and continued to October, 1991.
Because these cases clearly conform to the definition of a
rrdomesticrr relationship utilized within the Family Violence Court,
they should have been disposed within the specialized court. There
are a variety of reasons as to why these cases may have trslippedrr
through into the General Court:
One explanation may be based on the fact, that, individuals
within the criminal justice slrst,em often are involved on a variety
of charges. rf an individual is being tried for one charge, he may
also have any other charges dealt with simultaneously in order to
speed things up. This is particularly true if an individual is
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being herd in custody. As such, it is possibre that many of the
accused offenders in the General court sarnple had charges that Ìrere
not domestic-related, but the attorneys involved chose to deal with
aII of them at once.

I{ithout a doubt, the heavy case load within the Fanily
Violence Court as well as the fact that it is a relatively ne!í
court (onty operating two years)
have contributed to the
rrslippagstt of these cases. This may be particularly
true in the
sunmer months of the court's operation when the court's regular
crowns take t'heir holidays and cases are turned over to crowns who
are not as sensitive to what const.itutes a rrdomesticrr relationship.
Finally, many of these cases may have been misdirected because
they involved individuals who were not directly relat,ed to the
accused. such a case might involve a present boyfriend being
assaulted by a qromants former partner. It is unfortunate that any
of these cases shoutd have slipped through to a non-specialized
court, because, as this analysis should indicate, it is rsithin a
specialized court that they are most appropriately handled.
Although t'hese cases do not conform to the definition of rdomesticrl
relationship (i.e., a rerationship of trust, dependency or kinship)
it does involve a different dynamic than a situation between two
complete strangers. It should also be noted that there may have
been rrslippagefr in terms of gay and lesbian couples. I{hi1e these
couples are unlikely to report assaults to the police in the first
place, it is possible that they !'rere misdirected throughout the
system ín to the General court, and listed as sirnpty
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rracquaintancesrr

.

IIEASUREUE!¡T

As stated previously in this chapter, the data collection
instrument utilized within this sample is the same tracking
schedule ernployed within the Family Violence court data set. There
Ìtas no monitoring done within General Court as part of the Fanily
Violence Court research project.
However, for the purposes of this study, r spent time
observing trials and preliminary hearings within the General court.
The purpose was to gather ny own observations for this study to
compare with my court monitoring experience on the Family Violence
court research project. The information I collected was by choosing
trials or preliminary hearings that involved a crime against a
person. That is, r was seeking cases with charges of assaurt, for
exampler âs opposed to property offenses like theft. These trials
or preliminary hearings h¡ere selected based on what court rooms
hrere allocated on the docket for General Court. Five trials and
three preliminary hearings rtrere observed over a two month period of
time.
TIIE BEFORE COTRT SPECTAIIZATION (BCSI DAITå sET

SÀ¡,IPLING

This data set consists of data collected on wife abuse cases
processed in the general crininal court prior to specializat,ion.
over a span of 4 years, from 1993 to L9g7, L,62s cases !¡ere
a7

recorded. These cases were not randomly sampled. In the first two
years a graduat,e student l¡as hired to collect and code as many
cases as possibre during a four month period of employnent. The

student }tas able to code alt cases disposed in the first eight
months of the year. rn the next two years, staff in a ne!Í
government, program, the l{omenrs Advocacy program (I{Ap), collected
wife abuse court data as part, of their job.
Table 1 indicates the number of persons charged, the number of
cases collected and coded and the sample of all cases in each of
the four years. The data in this table demonstrate that although
these cases srere not randomly sampled, the relatively 1arge sample

size should be reasonably representative of the wife abuse cases
heard over the four year period included in the study.
TABLE

1

THE BCS DATA SET
YEAR

TOTAL #

OF
1983
1984
L985
198 6
TOTAL

CASES

SAIqPLE

SIZE

PERCENTÀGE
CASES

OF ALL

629
640
859
957

393
523
336

3s8

085

L625

s3å

3

373

592
6LZ
6LZ

!.ÍEASUREUENT

The BCS data varies from the other data sets as the sched.ule

used to collect data in the BCs sample was not the same schedule
used in the Family Violence Court and General Court studies. The

Bcs data set concentrated on input (type of charge) and output
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(type of sentence) and does not have the detail on court process
that, the other data sets contain. As a result, court process
infornation that is available for the Family Violence Court and
General CourÈ data is not available for the BCS data. Despite this
weakness, all three data sets are comparable on charge, sentencing
and prior record variables in aII cases.
The definit'ion of a rrdomestic[ ut,ilized during the collection
of t'he BCS data rnay vary from the definition t¡hich was the basis
of the Family Violence Court and General Court data collection.
More specifically, because the BCS data was compiled from 19g3 t,o
L987, it is likely that only wife abuse cases trere idenÈified as
rrdomestics.rr Today, however, wê find within our criminal justice
system a more rrprogressivetr definition of rrdomesticr assault, one
which does not specify sex or irnply sexual preference. That is, by
presently defining a domestic relationship as fra relationship of
trust, dependency or kinship,, gay and lesbian relationships,
femare batterers and generar farniry member abuse may all be
considered rrdomestics.

rf

EYPOTHESES

Comparing and

contrasting the

data set, the General Court
data set and the Family Violence Court data set, it is hypothesized
BCS

that a comparison wilt reveal the following patterns:
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) in conparíng the older or

general court vs. contemporary
General Court samples, the General Court disposiÈions wilt reflect
progressive change over tirne as measured by more appropriate
sentencing (such as higher rates of incarceration, greater use of
1.

BCS

probation with an increase in court mandated programs, less
freguent, conditional discharges, less dismissals and fewer fines).
This is in addition to lower stay rates and sÈronger enforcement of
restraining orders;

2.') in comparing the data sets from Farnily Violence Court and
General Court, it is expected that we will find within the Farnily
Violence Court sarnple lower stay rates, stronger enforcement of
restraining orders, and more appropriate sentences. Further, based
on the analysis of the Farnily Violence Court's prosecutorial policy
as well personal observation and monit,oring, it is ex¡rected that we
will find a reduction in secondary victirnization within the court
proceedings.
Examining these three data sets as out,lined above allows us to

understand 1. ) the effect of change within the criminal justice
syst,em over time
specif icarry 1993 (when the nelr charging

directive was issued) to the present; and 2.) the effect of
specialization of court and personnel. What these findings would
indicate, then, is that the state or the crininar justice system
does have the potent,ial for progressive reform on particular
issues, in this case, fanily violence.
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Further these findings will índicate what method of reform
(policy change alone, specialization or a combination of both) can
offer the most appropriat,e and pronounced change for battered
women. I{hat is necessary to determine is whether changing attitudes
and policies is sufficient to create truly progressive reform. Must
attitudes and policies be augmented by structural change in order
to create a victim-sensitive approach? ff sor wiII lre find that
those changes which have occurred over t,irne will not, be as profound
as those resulting from specialization?
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ENDNOTES

l.These cases also include partners and ex-partners such as
girlfriends, common-Iaw wives
2.Due to the significant amount of child/e1der abuse casesr âDy
comparative analysis between the data sets would be inaccurate. Let
us consider, for example, the comparison of charges within the data
sets. Upon examining atl data sets on the basis of charge, it
becomes clear that the proportion of cases with sexual assault
charges is much higher in Family Violence Court than in General
Court (there is no available measure for the BEFORE data set).
This high percent,age can be attributed to the fact that the
majority of child abuse cases that proceed to court involve sexual
offenses. I{hen hle separate the adult abuse cases from the child
abuse cases we find that sexual assault charges occur in 28 of the
adult abuse cases.
3.Under the direction of Dr. Jane Ursel, a research project h¡as
assembled to collect a large amount of information about the
characteristics of cases being processed in Fanily Violence Court.
The project was assembled to assess the extent to which the court
lived up to its prinary objectives: 1. to increase victirn/witness
information and cooperat,ion, in order t,o reduce case attrition 2.
to achieve an average processing tirne from first appearance to
disposition of 3 months 3. to provide more consistent and
appropriate sentencing. The means of assessing these objectives and
collecting case information in Farnily Violence Court is outlined
below in the description of the Fanily Violence Court data set.
4.A year after the original intake dat,e, onJ-y 742 of the original
947 cases had been disposed. This ttas due in part to the slower
processing time of the saturated general courts, but due also to an
unanticipated flaw in the intake procedure. A large number of
cases had been disposed at the Public Safety Building while the
accused was having other charges dealt with. As such, a large
number of cases within the sample could not be account,ed for.
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CEAP.|IER FIVE
ÀDTAIJYSIS OF DATA A¡TD RESULTS

In this sect,ion, f will compare the case characteristics and
court outcomes of the Fanily Violence Court (FVC), General Court
and Before Court Specialization (BCS) data sets. These data set,s
will be compared in order to assess the impact of change through
time versus the effect of change through specialization on the
criminal justice systemsts response to wife abuse. It is expected
that the most profound and appropriate changes will be observed
t¡ithin the specialized Fanily Violence Court while, to a lesser
degree, positive change will be observed within the present General
Court, in comparison with the General Court before specialization,
which will be referred to as the Before Court Specialization (Bcs)
Data Set.r
CASE CEARACTERISTICS

Before examining Èhe data set,s in relation to this study's
specific hypotheses, it is important to first, demonstrat,e that I am
neasuring differences in the courts and not differences in the
cases they handle. This is significant to the data analysis because
it demonstrates not only the comparabifity of the data sets, but
suggests that changes in police activity, such as laying of
charges, enforcing restraining orders and court behaviour (i.e.,
stay rate, sentencing, and secondary victirnization) can be
attributed to the change within the crirninal justice system rather
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than to differences in cases involved in the three courts.
The neasures that will be used to indicate the similarities
among case characteristics are as follows: relationship between

victin, suspect and victim characteristics (including
sex, ê9ê, employment status and ethnicity); incidence and type of
prÍor record, and type of charge. !{hile we do not find a perfect
match on all of these measures, we do find enough sirnilaritiesr âs
will be discussed, to consider the samples conparable.
our first measure of case comparability perhaps the most
important is suspect/victim relationship. This measure is of
particular significance because it Ís the relationship between the
complainant and the accused that accounts for the creation of the
Family Violence Court. I{hen violence occurs within the context of
an interpersonar relat,ionshipr âs compared with strangers, the
dynamic of the crime changes. As such, the way in which the offence
is treated also must change.
suspect and

Table 2 ident,ifies the various relat,ionship types found within

the three data sets. Although the samples, once broken down, are
not perfectry parallel, they are alr characterized by an on-going
interpersonal relationship. The types of cases found in alt three
dat,a set,s share this characteristic bond between assailant and
victin providing the closest, comparison available within the
criminal justice system.
Upon examination of Table 2 it becomes clear that both the
Fanily Violence Court and BCS samples consist prirnarily (962 and
972 respectively) of spousaT, domest,ic relationshíps, that, is,
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individuals

who are married., common-Iaq¡, separated

or divorced, excommon-law, boyfriend and girJ-friend or ex-boyfriend/girlfriend. In
the General court sampre, such rerationship tlpes comprise s¡z. As
such, Ì{e find that within the General court sample, 462 of the
cases involve relationships between adult children and parent(s),

siblings, and nieces and nephe$ts. I{e also find in the General Court
data a rarge percentage (2sz't of relationships described. as
rracguaintancesrr. This category encompasses a
broad range of
domestic relationships that were not specifically outlined within
the research schedule. Às a result, the category of racquaintancesrl
includes relationships ranging from cousins and former in-Iaws to
old boyfriends. However, what is inportant about these relationship

types, is the fact that they are interpersonal relationships which
could arso be found v¡ithin the Family violence court.
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TABLE

2

suspEcT/vIcTIM REL,ATIONSHIP By DATA
REI,ATIONSHIP

T,IARRTED

COMMON-I,AT{

EX-SPOUSE
EX-COMMON-LAT{
BOY/GTRLFRTEND
EX-BOY/GTRLFRTEND
CHILD/PARENT
CHILD/GRÀNDPARENT

NrEC/NEPH/rrNC/ALNT
SIBLINGS
ACQUATNTANCES

B. C.

S.'

N =1625

tojo

'!
t:,

672

SET

F.V. C.
N = 1286

rg*

283
L54
386
L54
L4L

222
L2Z
30å
L2Z
11e

1å

116
26

9Z
2Z

11å

'-"'

5

11
3

11
L2
L2
4
4

33

+

2z

L6
25

5?
118
3g
118
L2z

t2*
4*

4Z

r6z

252

*

Due to differences in coding the data, the B.c.s. data set offers
data regarding marital statuJ only when the categoriàs
of rfmarried
and common-lawrr as well as ttei-spouse and ex-conmon-Ias¡r
are
collapsed. Thus, it would appear that far more individuals *Àr"
married in the Bcs data set- ãs compared to the other-ã;ü=åü;
this however is actually a measure of both married and cornmon-law

relationships.

Table 2 also demonstrates, as stated previously, that the most
frequent relationship type found within the General Court, unlike

in the Family violence court and BCS sampres, is the category of
fracquaintancesr. Relationships within this category vrere
identif ied
as domestic relationships because they involved an int,erpersonal,
usually on-going relationship. When the relationship involved a
hromants past and present partners, as it frequently did, the
relationship should stitl be identified as domestic. As such, these
cases should have been disposed of within the Family Violence Court
in which the needs of the troman, though not a directly involved
party, could have also been considered. Despite the variations
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found in Tab1e 2, the cases in each sample remain within the set
parameters of domestic relationships as they involve people
connected to one another through int,imate relations.
Another measure of the similarity among cases within the data

sets is the characteristics of both the suspect and victin. The
sex' â9êr emploYment status, and ethnicity, of both the accused. and
victin may influence the treatment of a victinr as well as the
outcome of the case.
rn Table 3 we find that the demographic and socioeconornic
characteristics of the accused is similar in each data set. That
is, in all data sets we find a substantially higher percentage of
mare suspects than female suspects; a high percentage of young
persons as well as high rates of unemployed.
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Tå,BLE

3

CHARÀCTERISTTCS OF SUSPECT BY DATÀ SET

CHAR.ECTERTSTIC

B. C.

S.'

N = 1625
N

z

F. V. C.

GENERÀL

N : 1286
N

N=103

*

N

z

e3z
7*

85
18

e2z

sEx

male
female
AGE

1560
65

962
4z

1196
90

s08
30å

s27
450
205

188

CÀTEGORY

less than

2L-30
31-40
41-50
51-59
60 and up

21

ei¡
488
2LL

':o

64

138
8å

'-'

st
4LZ

3så
168

3:

I

8?

32

s08
322
10å

50

'j
3

3z

262
642
10å

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

employed
unemployed
unknown

861
7L5

532
442

49

656
592

518
462

3Z

38

3Z

27
66
10

707
4L2
154

ss8
322

46
48

4sz

L2Z
0å

I

472
8?

13

LZ

ETITNTC STATUS

majority
aboriginal"
other minoriÈy"'

unknown

0

* B.c.s. data for age of suspect based on average age (1983-19g6)
for each category.

** Ifithin the category ',aboriginal origín,, we include status and
non status, as well as Met,is.
*** Within the rrother rninorityr category are a number of rne!,r
Canadiansrr for example portuguese or Central American, whose status
may be distinctive by virtué of culture or Ianguage, although not
necessarily visible.
closer examination, we find that one of the differences
among the data sets is the higher incidence of female suspects in
the General court, data set - 11 percentage points higher than the
Family Violence Court data set and LAZ percentage points higher
than the BCS data set. This may be a reflection of the more diverse
Upon
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domestic relationship t11ges within the General Court sample. For
example, Itomen appeared frequently as suspects in relationships

that involved other ltomen such as a sister, cousin or present/past
partner of the same male.
Although we found a higher percentage of

women

suspects within

the General court sample, the number of rromen remained
substant,ialry ress than the number of male suspects. Thís holds
true for all the data sets. The najority of suspects are male, and
there $rere a large percentage of suspects who vrere young,
unemployed and aboríginal.

Table 3 indicates that, the General Court sample offers

sIÍghtly younger sample of suspects. On this

a

find 9oå in
the General- court, sanple involved. suspects under the age of 40r ês
compared with 80? of the BCS are under 40 years old and 81? in the
measure we

Family Violence Court sample.

rn reviewing Table 3 it is arso apparent that a rarge
percentage of suspects from all data sets are unemployed. However,
we fÍnd the greatest percentage of unemployed suspects (642) in the
General Court sample. This ís 20 percentage points higher than the
points higher than the Farnily Violence
Court sample. This over-representation of unemployed individuaLs is
not surprising, and unfortunately, typical of those ínvolved in the
criminal justice system. In fact, the over representation of youth
in the sample wiÈhin the General Court data set may explain in part
this high Íncidence of unemployment rates as the two tend to be
correlated.
BcS sample and 18 percentage
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Another measure in Table 3 that must be acknowledged is the
higher rate of aboriginal suspects in the General Court sample, 15g

higher than the Farnily violence court sample2. The over
representation of aboriginal offenders may be interrelated with the
high incidence of unemplolnnent, unfortunately, perpetuating the
stereotype of the poor, young Aboriginal male frequently associat,ed.
within the criminal justice syst,em. I{hile this is an important
point of consideration, it is beyond the scope of this particular
study3. Irrhat is relevant for this study is that the data set
demonstrates high numbers of young males with an overrepresentation of Aboriginals. Despite the variations that have
been identified and discussed, there appears to be co¡nmon,
comparabre f eatures within the dat,a set,. For example, most
suspects, in alr data sets, nere young, unemployed males in
interpersonal relationships with their victims. Both the Family
Violence Court and General Court samples illustrat,e an overrepresentation of Aboriginal persons. This is an image so
pervasive, that neither change nor specialization seems to have
alt'ered it.
Upon examination of the characteristics of the
victirns within the data sets we find a profile sinilar to the data
on suspects. The majority of victims were young !ì¡omen. Like the
suspects in the data set,sr htê also find an over representation of
Aboriginal persons. As Tabte 4 indicates, this is true of the two
data seÈs.
Unfortunately, Tab1e 4 does not offer any information for the
Bcs data set as none was available. As wellr etê do not have a
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for victimst emplolmrent status. This is because such
informat,ion was rarely available in police reports or Crown files
which were the main sources of data for the Farnily Violence Court
measure

and General Court data sets.
TABLE

4

CIIÄRJ\CTERISTICS OF VICTIM BY DATA SET
GENER.LL.

CHÀRACTERISTIC

]r[

=
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SEX

male
female
AGE CATEGORY
less than 21

2L-30
3 1-40
41-50
51-59

60 and

154
579
399
129
26

L2z
4sz

2L
52
30
15

318
108

,:

2LZ
50å
292
1så
så

5

ETHNTC STATUS

najority

aboriginat
other

:ß rorars ]-n General Courf sample cto not
cases involved rnultiple victims.

aCtct

up to

1

ause

some

In examining both Tables 3 and 4, it is apparent that another
conmon denographic feature of both suspects and victims in both
dat,a sets is the rerative youth of those invorved. crearly the
singre rargest age cat,egory is 21-30. rn fact, aÌl age categories
indicate sirnilarity in representation. The relative youth of
individuars invorved is irnportant, to acknowledge as it suggests
that, in the absence of serious int,ervention, these individual-s
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hrill have a future of abusive relationships and further involvement
with the criminat justice system.
Another difference between data sets that must be addressed is
the higher percentage of male victims (2ot) within the General
Court data set when compared with the Family Violence Court. The
greater number of male victims may be a result of a more diverse
sample of rerationship types, which also resulted in a higher
percentage of female suspects in the General Court sanple (see
Table 3) . Siblings, cousins and trold boyfriendsrf constitut,e a large
number of male vict,ims. Despite the difference, all of these cases
constitute an interpersonal relationship with connections through
intimacy, kinship or trust.
Criminal background or prior record can exert, an influence on
the process and outcome of a case. As such, it was necessary to
examine the data sets for comparability of the suspectsr criminal
backgrounds. Not only do we find sinilar demographics amongt
suspects in the respective data sets, the suspects are comparable
Ín terms of prior records. Tab1e 5 demonstrates that there is a
high incidence of prior records among the accused in all three dat,a
sets.
Although aII three samples indicate high percentages of prior
records, the General Court sarnple had the highest. T{hen compared

with the Bcs and Family Violence Court data setsr Ìrê find the
General Court sample is 14å and 12å higher, respectively. This rnay
be a function of the smarl sampre size of this data set.

LO2

It is Ínteresting to note that the sample with the highest
rate of previous domestic offenses is found in the Fanily Violence
Court, subst'antiating the theory that abusers tend to reoffenda.
TABLE

5

TNCTDENCE AND TYPE OF PRIOR RECORD BY DATÀ SET

CRIMTNAL RECORD

PRIOR

GENERAL

Itf

=

103

RECORD

TYPE OF PRIOR
domest,ic

general assault
other'
cat,egory of pr or rec
a rangie of criminal offenses from rrBreak and Enterrr to ttDriving

While Intoxicatedrr.

Finally, another factor that could expÌain the difference in
court outcomes is the type of charge. Hence, it is important to
examine the three data sets on this measure. Table 6 presents the
distribution of cases in charge categories by data set. Listed
berow are the most frequent charges that appear. This table
indicates a high degree of similarÍty among the three data sets on
this dirnensÍon.
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TABLE

6

DISTRIBUTTON OF CASES TN CHARGE CATEGORTES BY DATA SET
BCS

CHARGE
CATEGORY

N : 1625
N

Conmon
ACBH'

Assault

Assault with
Weapon
Sexual Assault
Aggravated Assault
Utter Threats
PTfDPP.

Breach

I

845
634
114

s2z
3e8
7z

**

**

65

4Z

81

sz

0

08
88

130

FVC

N = 1286

GENERAL

N=103

N

t

N

I

836
399
L54

6s8
318
L2Z

45
24
25

23*

26
26

2z

3

2*

9

232

27
28
28

296
L54

L2Z

193

1s*

442

242
38
ez
262
272
272

is the abbreviated forrn of rrAssault Causing Bodily Harnr
is the abbreviated form of rrPossession of Wãapon Dángerousand
to
Public Peacerr - there is no available data on pI{DpË cnargés in BCS
data set.
** {ot specifically recorded in BCS data set-sexual assault charges
wourd
have been coded in the other charges category.
*ACBH
PI{DPP

- The numbers and percentages add up to more than 100?
the accused typically enters the court trith more than one because
charge.
NOTE

In all three data sets, conmon assault is the most frequent
charge with which the accused enters the court. As wellr wê find a
higher incidence of lrmore serioust' or indictable offenses in the
General Court data set,. In fact, 332 of all the charges within the
General Court data set involved rrAggravated Assault,n or r¡ssault
with l{eaponrr. These charges are frequently considered more serious
than for example, rrCommon Assaultrf which is an included offence of
the others and carries a lesser sentence.
specif ically, we f ind that rAssault with a 1{eaponrf is Lz
percentage points higher in the General Court sample than in the
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Family Violence Court sarnple and L7 points greater than the Bcs
sample. There stas a higher incidence of Aggravated Àssault charges

in the General court sampre, 7 percentage points higher than the
percentage in Family Violence Court and 5 percentage points higher
than the

data sets.
It is possible to explain the variation in terms of police
activity rather than suspect characteristics. The fact that there
were fewer rrless serious chargesr and a greater frequency of
BCS

indictable or

rtmore

serious chargresrt in the Fanily Violence Court,
sampre, ilây be a result of a change in porice poricy. rn the past,
poJ-ice hesitated to charge a suspect, and crowns hesitated t,o
prosecute, unless a case was rstrongr or serious. I{ith a greater

to criminalize wife abuser âs well as a greater
understanding within the criminal justice system that wife abuse
tends to be a reoccurring, ever-escalating cycre, rrê find a higher
percentage of rrcommon Assaurtrr cases which [êy, in fact, have been
commitment

viewed as not serious by past standards.

In spite of these differences, the three data sets remain
comparable on charges. we f ind approximat,ely harf of the t,otal
charges fit the description of indictabre. specifically, it was
found t'hat Assault with lüeapon, Aggravated Àssault, and Assault
causing Bodily Harm constitut,e 50? of charges in the BCS data set,
562 in General Court and 453 in the Farnily Violence Court sample.
Another significant difference betr¡een the three data sets is
the nurnber of charges laid for breaches of court orders,
restraining orders, etc. !ùhile the BCS data set demonstrates only
105
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of all charges

the 1990-91 data from the Fanily
violence court and General court show an increase or higher rate,
$tere breaches,

indicaÈing change over time.
rn conclusion, despit,e the fact that some considerable
differences among the data sets were found, the data sets retain
adequate or reasonabre pararlels to be used in a comparative

analysis. The fact that, the General court has a more diverse
collection of relationship types is a matt,er t,o consider and. may
well explain why the cases ended up in General- rather than Family
violence court6. rn fact, it !{as found that, severar reLationship
types within the General court data seÈ, differed fron the
mare/female, spousal scenario. Despite this difference, it, must be
noted that all of the relationships still fell within a category of
interpersonal relationship that could be found within the Farnily
Violence Court.

court sample, was also characterized by higher
measures of young, aboriginal males as suspects; the higher
frequency of male victins and female suspects (which are not
extremes of the other two court,s but reversals); the higher
frequency of prior records and the greater percentage of ilmore
seriousrt chargres- rn a sense, the General court sample represenÈs
an exÈreme in the overall pattern found in both the Family violence
court and BCS data sets. rt is difficult to assess the significance
of this difference given the extrerne difference in size of the data
The Generar

sets.
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result of examining these measures is that vre can now more
carefully assess the Likelihood that any observed difference amongr
court process and court outcome, is a resurt of the different
The

courts themselves.
EVTDENCE

oF cEAlIcE TITEIìI TEE CRTüINAIJ iIUsTIcE

gysTEM

rn this section r $¡i11 examine evidence of change within the
criminal justice syst,em to assess the extent to which it responds
to the criteria outlined in Chapter Two. This will include an
analysis of porice behaviour, as werl as an analysis of changes
within the court system specificalJ-y. As such, r wilr begin by
examining arrest rates and police policy changes. rn keeping with
the analysis of police behaviour, the enforcement of restraining
orders will be considered. Following this analysis, I wiII turn to
the central concern of this study, a comparison of court outcomes
regarding case outcome, sentencing, and secondary victinization.
Let us first examine how the police have responded to the demand
for a more appropriate and progressive response to wife abuse
cases.
POLICE ÀCTIVITY

1.

LAYTNC OF

CII.ARGES

It is expected that with a greater public awareness of an¿
subsequent demand for the arrest of wife abusersr wê would find a
higher number of charges over time. This expected increase in
charging is considered to be indicative of a commitment by the
porice and the criminal just,ice system to fight wife abuse. ït is
LO7

to be validation of the criminal nature of abuse as well
as a measure of greater protection for battered !¡omen.
Chart 1 indicates that since the 1983 directive was issued, in
Manitoba the rate of arrests in cases of wife abuse have increased
considered

dramatically.

CHART 1
NT,IIÍBER
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Based on chart L, it is clear that there has been a
substantial increase in the number of charges laid each year. This
support,s the hypothesis that, change would be found as a function of
time. As wellr wê see the greatest number of charges being laid by

the l{innipeg city police Department, in 1990, the year the
specialized Family Violence Court v¡as introducedT. rt is likely
that, the implementation of the specialized court influenced the
increase in charging by the police, however, specialization was not
the sole influence and could not, have impacted so rapidly on police
activity- Certainly the continued efforts of t¡oments groups and
public education also contributed to an increased reporting of wife
abuse which would have also influenced the increase in charges
being laid.
Perhaps the most dramat,ic proof of positive change regarding
the policing of wife abuse is the new police protocol introduced in
June of L992- The new protocol for police behaviour in wife abuse
cases is outlined in a sixteen page Procedure Manual on Domestic
Violence which was submitted to all l{innipeg cÍty police officers
(Vüínnipeg Free press, Lgg3zTL).
Igithin the manual, police are instructed that, domest,ic
violence situations involve a different dynanic than regular crimes
against persons, therefore they must act accordingly. Hence, police
are instructed to conduct all investigations of domestic violence
cases in such a vtay that they ultirnatety keep the victirnrs needs in
the forefront'. For example, police are directed in the manual that

a victimts atÌegaÈion is enough to lay a charge, even with

no
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independent evidence (evidence which is rarely available in
situations of wife abuse). Further, the manual states that police

are not to ask wife abuse victims if they want to lay charges or
intend to testify at the trial.
In addition, the new police protocol has led to the creation
of a new data base on prior records of abusers. The I{innipeg City
Police Department has created a unigue and innovative data system
in which an officer can call in and do a run down on the court
history of every domestic abuser. This will shor¡ every individual
who is currently on bail for domestic violence, has entered a peace
bond, is the subject of a restraining order or nonmolestation order
for a charge of domestic violence (Winnipeg Free press, Lgg3:81).
U1t,irnately, this system serves to better protect, !,¡omen and takes
away the burden on victims to provide documentation of a
restraining order, peace bond, etc. The police can check their own
compuÈer rather than have a distressed victim searching for a piece
of paper which proves a perpetrator has a history of abuse.
This protocol was in response to criticisrns outlined in the
Pedlar report. The protocol was issued in June Lgg2 and was the
product, of a year of consultations between police, Crown attorneys
and women's groups. As such, this protocol is evidence that the
police are not only listening and responding to women within the
community, but they are working with these groups in creating a
progressive and appropriate response to wife abuse.
Another area of police behaviour that was discussed within the
Pedlar report was the enforcement of restraining orders.
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specifically, pedrar's report suggests that the police lay charges
more frequently for breaching these orders and as such, send out a
message fhat these orders are more than a piece of paper. As such,
let us turn now to the respective data sets in order t,o evaluate
any change over time.
2.

POÛICE

ACTIVIIY A¡¡D

RESTRATNTNG ORDERS

one of the criticisms that feminists have nade in the past
with regard to police response to vrife abuse calrs, is that
restraining orders or protection orders lrere noÈ being taken

seriously" That, is, that charges were not laid for breaching these
orders unless accompanied by other offenses. As such, if there has
indeed been progressive change in terms of police response to wife
abuse cases, 9¡e can expect an increase in the number of charges for
breaching these orders.
The percentage

of breach charges within the General and Fami1y
Violence Court data sets show significant change over tine. ThÍs
indicates that the hypothesis that the General and Farnily Violence
Court data would exhibit, a higher percentage of breach charges over
the BCS data lras correct,.
It should be noÈed that another change in police behaviour
which demonstrates greater protection for victims is the fact that
the police can not¡, through a computerized data base, access
information which will inform them whether there is an existing
restraining order or conditions of no contact between the part,ies.
As such, the burden is no longer on the victim to have to produce
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the documentat,ion at the tiure of the offense.
Although, it is the porice who lay charges, not the courts,
the courts do have an interconnected role in terms of the
restraining orders. It is the court who sets these orders in the
first, place. rt is the court who makes no conÈact or conmunication
by the accused with the complainant, a condition of bail or part of
a sentence probat,ion. rt, was discussed in chapter Tvro, that a past
criticisrn of the crÍninat justice systern t¡as the difficulty victins
faced when seeking a restraining order. In the past, the courts did
not, want to infringe on a malets accessibility to the nratrimonial
home.

In the past,

ltere denied protection from the courts
because they could not afford to hire their ovrn lawyer in order to
seek a restraining order. Today, within Manitoba's criminal just,ice
system, as st,ated above, conditions of bair and probation
frequently include no communication and contact by a Ì,/oman's
assailant. This negates the need now for hromen to have to go to
hromen

court, êt their expense to get a restraining order. I{hi1e that
remains an added opt,ion for some lromen, for those women who can not
afford a lawyer or quarify for legal aid, they can still receive
the protection they need.
The changes in police activity as described above are
import,ant not, onry in terms of their o!ün response to wife abuse,
but also because they influenced the subsequent court response. As
urser points out, rreach change in the [criminar just,ice systen]
provokes

a crisis in the adjacent part of the systemr (L99223).
1,L2

Thus, it is clear that with an increase in charges being laid,
including breaches, the rest of the cri¡ninal justice system eras

affected. rn fact,, a crisis was provoked within the courts. The
response was to create the specialized Family violence court.
A specialized court ttas created t,o handle the increasing
number of cases. The creation of the court, came, not only as a
result of the increased number of wife abuse cases, but also due to
a growing recognition that wife abuse involved a different dynamic
than generar assaurts between strangers, usuarry men. As such, it
became apparent that a specialized court with specially trained
staff was necessary to give wife abuse cases the attention and
understanding they required.
COUPÀRATTVE COURT Ã¡TALYSIS

It is the central concern of this study t,o assess the ext,ent
to which the courts thernselves can respond in a progressive way to
past criticisms, specificarry - high case attrition, inappropriate
sentencing, and finally, secondary victimizat,ion of women within
the court process. It, is through these criteria that I can test the
hypotheses:
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1.

À comparison of the Bcs data with the General court data
dispositions will refrect proçfressive change over t,ine. That is,
it is hypothesized that progressive change over Èinre will be
revealed in a comparison of court dispositions in the Bcs and
General Court dat,a sets. As such,
i.) One can expect to find lower stay rates and lower case
attrition in the General Court data when compared with the BCS
data. This would result in more cases proceeding to sentence in the
General Court data set as compared with the BCS data set;
ii.)

one can expect more appropriate sentencing, consisting of
greater rates of incarceration, supervised probation t¡ith treatment
programs and

less frequent use of fines and conditional discharges
within the General court, data set, as compared with the Bcs data
set;

2.

In

data sets from the Faniry violence court and
General Court, it is anticipated that the Farniry viorence court
dispositions will reflect progressive change resulting from
specialization.
comparing

That is, it is hypothesized that progressive change due to
specialization will be revealed in a cornparison of court
dispositions in the Fami1y Violence Court and General Court data
sets. As such,
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i. ) one can expect to find lower stay rates and rower case
attrit,ion in the Famiry violence court, when compared with the
General Court data. This will then result, in more cases proceeding
to sentence in the Fanily Violence Court as opposed to the General
Court,.

ii.)

one can expect more appropriat,e sentencing, consisting of
greater rates of incarceration, supervised probation with treatrnent

less frequent use of fines and conditional discharges
in the Farnily viorence court versus the General court;

programs and

iii. ) one v¡iII find ress secondary victirnization of witnesses
within the courtroom procedure which would be based on a more
sensitive, incrusive treatment, by crown attorneys and court
personnel toward victins within the Faniry violence Court as
v¡ith the General Court.
I{ith these questions in nind, let us exarnine the following
fÍndings:
compared

3.

COI'RT PROCESS

A past criticism of ferninist,s and critics of the criminal
justice system has been the low nunber of cases that are actuatly
prosecuted by the criminal just,ice system. This has been largely

function of the failure of

Crowns

to

proceed with

wife

a

abuse cases.

As such, the stay rate of domestic cases are a significant
component of case attrition.
However, st,ay rate is not, the onry
measure of attrition.
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As such, it is necessary to also look at the percentage of
cases which lrere rDismissed For Ifant of Prosecution!l or
rrDischargedtt. Based on these three measures,

i. It is expect,ed that we will find a lower attrition rate within
the General court sample when compared with the Bcs sampre as a
measure of progressive change over time, and:
ii. A lower attrition rate in the Family Violence court when
compared with the General Court sample as a measure of progressive
change due to court specialization wilr also be found.
Based on my hypotheses that the General Court data would
demonstraÈe progressive change over tirne and the Farnily Violence

court would demonstrate even more progressive change through
specialization, we can expect that the GeneraL Court data will
demonstrate a lower stay rate than the BcS data and the Family
Violence Court data will show the lowest stay rate among aII three
data sets. Tab1e 7 demonstrates the differences found among data

sets regarding case attrition.
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TABLE 7

CASE OIITCOME B Y Då,TA SET

CASE
OUTCOME

GENERAL

N=103

Stay
DFIÍOP'

Discharged

rcTAL

AryRTTTON

Found

guitty
guilty

Plead
rcTAL

SEIÍ|TENCED

Prosecutionrl

Table 7 indicates that, there is not the ex¡rected. difference
between the BCS data set and the General Court data set, although
hle do find a significant difference between the Farnily violence
Court and the General court samples, suggesting that specialization
has been more significant in producing change than time.
The past 10 years has seen substantial change in the attitudes

of both the public and officials of the criminal justice system
towards wife abuse. The f irst step !,ras ref lected in the 19g3
charging directive. This vtas followed by the creation of the
Iüomen's Initiative - a study to address the problem of wife abuse
and give women within the community a chance to be heard. Both the
charging directive and !{omen's fnitiat,ive contributed to the
impJ-ementation of the Family Viol-ence Court, and then the pedlar
LL7

report in 1991. These initiatives, taken together, amount to a
redefinition of wife abuse as understood in crininal terms. This is
the basis for expecting that even the non-specialized, General
Court woul-d show a more progressive approach in the form of a lower
stay rate than it had in the past. Yet,, as we examine this data we
find that changed attitudes have not produced as progressive an
approach as specialization has.
The most significant difference regarding stay raÈe emerges
between the Farnily violence Court, and the other two courts. The

violence court as expected, has a much lower stay rate, ât
222 it is 16 percentage points lower than the General court rate,
and 9 percentage points lower than the Bcs data. The lower st,ay
rate is reflective of the Fanily Violence court structure and
policy.
FamiJ-y

The stay rate of the General Court is not lower than the BCS
data as hypothesized. Instead, we find the BCS data exhibits a stay

rate 7 percentage points lower than the General Court data. This
may be a result of the high composition of serious charges within
the General Court data set.
rn terms of the percentage of cases that lrere Dismissed for
want, of Prosecut,ion, !,re find unexpectedly, the least amount of
cases in the Generar court sampre, with så. This may be due in part
to the fact that, we find within the General Court sample a lower
percentage of femare victirns and male perpeÈrators.
Specifically, in comparing the General Court and BCS data set,s
!{e find, that within the Bcs data set,, there vras twÍce as many
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(10?) cases Dismissed For l{ant of Prosecution than in the General
court data. In comparing the Farnily Violence Court and General
Court data we find the Farnily Violence Court with only 2* more
charges of Dismissed For l{ant of prosecution.

It must be acknowledged that, cases which are Dismissed for
I{ant of Prosecution are usually situations in which the victim has
recanted or refused to testify. As such, the 78 of cases which lrere
Dismissed For Vtant of Prosecution within the Fa¡ri1y Violence Court
sample represent the court, and staffts commitment to respecting the
wishes of victims. rnstead of resorting to having a witness
declared hostile and conpelling t,estimony, the Fani1y Violence
court crowns will disniss the case. rt is possible that, in the
past, cases which $¡ere Dismissed For l{ant of Prosecution were not
proceeded with because the victim was disbelieved and the Crowns
not sensitive to the íssue of wife abuse. In the Farnity Violence
Court, having a case rrDismissed for I{ant of prosecutionr may be a
response to victims' needs or wishes, not, in spite of them.
In terms of the number of cases which !,¡ere discharged (which
means the case was dismissed at the prelirninary hearing) r wê find
none of the cases in the BCS sarnple Ì¡ere discharged and only LZ
more within the Fanily Viol-ence Court, when compared with General
court daÈa. The low rate of cases resurting in a discharge is
reflective of the fact that, most accused will elect to be tried or
plead gruilty within the provincial level of court inst,ead. of at the
Queents Bench level. As such, prelirninary hearings are infrequent,
especially because if convicted at, the eueen's Bench revel,
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sentences tend

to be more severe. overarl, it appears that the
General court is similar to the Fanily violence court on this
measure.

together, the percentages of stays, Disrnissed For want
of Prosecution and Discharged amount to the total percentage of
case attrition- when one compares the total attrition rates, we did
not find that the General court data demonstrated a lower case
attrition than the BCS data. Instead, the BCS data demonstrated a
rower rate of attrition, arthough it, was onry 4z rower than the
Generar court, rate. However, as anticipated, the Family violence
court rate of attrit,ion was the lowest among the three data sets,
9 percentage points rower than the Bcs and 13 percentage points
lower than the General Court data.
Taken

one of the most profound differences that one finds within
Table 7 is in terms of the number of cases which proceed to
sentencing. The Farnily violence court had the highest rate of cases
t'hat proceeded to sentencing. This is particurarly important when

ste consider that despite the higher proportion of indictable
charges in General- court, the Farnily VioÌence court still has a
higher sentencing rate. This is evidence of a progressive response
to the feninist critique that wife abuse cases have in the past not
been treated rike other criminal offenses but,, instead, have been
ignored. Thusr âs hypothesized hre find that the Family Violence
court demonstrates a more progressive response to wife abuse in

terms of the fewer number of cases which end in a stay of
proceedings.
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rt was hypothesized that the data would demonstrate a higher
number of cases proceeding to sentence in the General court data
when cornpared with the BCS data. However, it was found that the BCS
data set had in fact , 3* more cases than the General court.
As staÈed above, the Farnily Violence Court demonstrates a
higher number of cases which proceeded to sentence than both the
BCS and General court data sets. In terms of the BCS datar wê find
that 11å fewer cases proceeded to sentencing when compared with the
Family Violence court. When Ìt/e compare the General Court data set
with the Farnily violence court we find 14å fewer cases proceeding
t,o sentence.

This is a significant amount when one considers the nature of
these cases. I{ife abuse cases have traditionally been the most
difficult
cases to prosecute, particularly because victims are
frequently hesitant or afraid t,o testify. Thusr ên increase in the
cases which proceeded to sentencing is a positive reflection in the
changes implemented to date within the criminal justice system.

This is especialry true since, at the time of this research, the
court had only been in operation for two years.
one must further not,e that the increase in cases which
proceeded to sentencing include cases of a rtless serious naturer,
that is, nonindictable offenses. This reflects the Farnily violence
Court, and police commitment to treat all situations of wife abuse
seriously not, just ones of obvious severity. This is essential
fot, as the data in this thesis demonstrates, a significant amount
of abusers have previous records, with a high percentage of these
L2L

involving assaults. Research on wife abuse has documented that the
violence escalates and repeats itself (MacLeod, L9a7,). Hence, a
commitment to intervene early in the cycle of violence, before the
violence escalates into a rrmore serious charger, can mean greater
safety for many women.
IiIe must arso keep in nind why these cases are being stayed.
Table I offers data regarding vrhy cases were stayed in both the
General and Family Violence Court,s (data was not available for the
BCS sample). Upon examinat,ion of this data, we find that the stays

in the Farnily violence court, to a significant extent, reflect the
wishes of the victim. rn Èhe Famity violence court, the policy for
its staff is to provide a rrvictim-sensitiverr approach. Their
mandate is to prosecute cases while keeping the victim's needs and
wishes in the forefront,. Thus, staying a case based on a victi¡nrs
wishes is in keeping with this mandate. As such, we find in Tabre
8 362 of cases that were stayed in the Fanily Violence Court vrere
stayed because a victim refused or recanted. This is compared to
the 10? in General Court.
Ànother difference that emerges when examining reasons for
stays is the significant percentage of cases that, have been stayed
because they !,tere referred to ¡nediation services in General court,.
rn fact, table 10 shows that 242 of cases were st,ayed because of
rrsuccessful mediationrr. This is important to note
as mediation does
not exist as an option in the Farniry vÍotence court.
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TABLE

8

REASONS FOR

Victirn refused
Victin recants
Victin not served/failed to attend
fnsufficient evidence

Mediation

Peace bond

Victin provoked/consensual
Accused souqht counsellinq
No information

32
72
58

,:

3

7

11
2

9

fight

35

3
7

The fact that these cases $tere referred to mediat,ion services
is significant because these cases involved domestic relationships.

Table 9 demonstrates that of these g cases referred to mediation
services, one third involved rel-ationships with male perpetrators,
female victirns who were involved in a boyfriend/girlfriend or

relationship. within the síbling and acquaintance
categories, 3 out of 6 involved male/female relationships.
common-1aw
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TABLE

9

CASES REFERRED TO MEDIATION BY RELATIONSHTP TYPE
GENERJLT COI'RT SÀMPLE
RELATTONSHIP

GENERJLL COI'RT SAT{PLE

N:9

N

Siblings

3

Boy/girlfriend
Ex-boy/girlfriend

1
1
1

Ex-common-1aw

Àcquaintances'

re

3

t
30
11
11
11
30

¡¡Jr¡srl¿f)s
onsnlps consisted
sensrsEec¡ of
oI tEIre loll.ot¡].ng
oIIot¡
re].atj.o
ps
a) accused was former common-law of vict,imrs cousin
b) vict,im was present boyfriend of accusedrs former girlfriend
c) victim was cousin of accusedts for¡ner girlfriend
ese

In short, all involved a Èhird party and ãomest,ic relationship.

of courserthe fact that the General Court sample is surall must
be considered in examining this measure. overall, g cases may not
seem significant,. Yet the fact, that d.omestic cases within the
General court are being referred to nediation services at all is
disturbing.
Mediation can not be considered an appropriate response to
fanily violence because it presupposes the dispute involves persons

of equal

- in a batÈering situation, the imbalance is obvious
and as shaffer st,ates, ,tit is difficurt to imagine a situation in
which the power imbalance between the spouse is more pronounced and
the potential consequences of nediaÈion more disastrousrf
(1988:182). It is unrealistic t,o expect that a hroman who has been
subjected to repeated victimization would suddenly be able to
articulaÈe and defend her needs in a face-to-face confrontation
wit'h the very individual who has abused her. Although only six of
por¡ter
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the nine cases in the General court sample Èhat h¡ere disposed by
successful mediation involved a rnale/female dynamic (two of which
were brother/sister and the other one acguaintances), the povrer
dynamic between eromen and men exist,s within many t11ges of

relationships not only spousal.
It is a trend within General Court to refer cases to nediation
servi-ces in order t'o lighten a saturat,ed docket. This trend within
the court is testament to why a specialized court is necessary to
ensure a just response for wife abuse victims as opposed to General
Court.
Thus,

in

attrition within the three courts:
the Fanily Violence Court, the General court before and after
specialization we find attitudinal change over time does not
substantially affect stay rate or case attrition. As such, we did
not find, as expected a lower attrition rate in the General Court
as compared to the Bcs data, but in fact, a rate 4 percentage
examining the case

points higher.
Howeverr ês hypothesized, we

did find the lowest attrition
rate within the Farnily violence court - 9 percentage points lower
than the Bcs data set, and 13 percentage points rower than the
General court data set,. This would suggest, that specialization does
offer a positive response to the need for a greater commitrnent to
prosecute domestic cases.

rn fact, it is through specialization that the crowns have
been able to lower the stay rate while remaining true to a victirnsensitive approach. The resurt is that,, when a victin opposes
L2s

proceeding and refuses

to testify or recants, a stay is entered.
what must not¡ be considered is whether these cases, once processed,
are receiving more appropriate sentences as outlined. before.
4.

COIIPARISON OF SENTENCES TTTEIN TEE TER,EE COURTS

Based on the hypothesis that specialization t¡ould offer
greater progressive reform than change over time,

1. It

that the General Court sample would show a move
toward progressive reform with more appropriate sentences than
found in the BCS data,
i- specifically, we would expect to find in the General court
sample less fines;
ii . less condit,ional discharges;
iii. a higher percentage of supervised probation with court,
was expected

mandated treatment, programsr.

iv. more frequent incarceration in comparison to the

BCS

data.

2. rt is also expected that, the Farnily Violence court would
demonstrate the most tfappropriat,etr sentences for abusers in all
three data sets and as such v¡e would find in the Family Violence
Court sample;
i. the least fines;
ii. the least conditional discharges;
iii. the highest percentage of supervised probation with court
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mandated treatment programs;

iv. the most freguent incarceration in comparison to the General
Court data.

Table 10 presents a comparative analysis of the sentencing
patt,ern within the three courts. It is important to establish that
sent,ences may be understood in terms of a continuum of severity
according to the sanction imposed. A conditional discharge may be
considered the least severe sanction while incarceration
regarded as the most severe.

may be

TABLE 10
SENTENCING PATTERN BY DATA SET
SENTENCE
PÃ,TTERN

Total proceed

sentenci
Probation

Suspended sentence*

Incarceration

Fine
Cond. Discha
: wnen one act€ts up the number of cases
sent,encing categories the t,otal is greater than the number of case
whicÞ proceeded to sentencing. This is because each cases tlpically
results in more than one disposition. This is the reáJon thé
percentage totals may be greater than 1OO.

*

Suspended Sentences are frequently issued in conjunction with
probation orders, this is particularly true in the fVC where 95? of
Suspended Sent. occur with probation orders. In the courts which
the nunber of Susp.sentences exceed the number of probation orders,
a susp.sentence carries minimal sanction.

Table 10 indicates, as hypothesized., change over tirne in
sentencing patterns. The General Court data shows a substant,ial
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increase in the issuing of probation. The BCS data set indicates
only 222 of the dispositions included probat,ion. The General Court
data set show 472' this is a marked increase of 2s percentage
points. coupled with this, âs expectedr wê find a significant
decrease in.the number of conditional discharges with only gZ in
the General Court sample and 288 in the BCS data set. There rlras no

substantial difference in terms of the frequency of fines being
issued at disposition, which was not anticipated.
one of the most striking differences found in Table 10 is the
frequency of incarceration within the General Court. I{e find that,
compared to the Bcs data set with 113 of cases receiving
incarceraÈion, 42* of cases in the General CourÈ sample received
incarceration as a sentence. Both the incarceration and probation
rates in General Court may be explained as the result of so many
rrseriousrr charg'es in the General Court sample.
Perhaps the most inÈeresting findings within Table 10 is
between the Fanily Violence Court and General Court data. This
comparison of the data sets assess the irnpact, of specialization on
sentencing.

It is interesting to note that the rate of incarceration
within the General Court sample is 20 percentage points more than
the Fanily Violence Court rate of 22*. This rnay be due to a greater
focus within the Family violence court on treatment and
rehabilitation of the abusers.
In terms of the percentage of fines that were given out within
the Fanily Violence Courtr wê findr âs anticipated, the Farnily
L28

Violence Court has the lowest percentage of all three data sets.
However, it was not expected, that the General Court sample woutd.
demonst'rate

the data

the lowest number of conditional discharges among all

set,s.

of the most important findings within Table 10 is
the comparison lte find between the Fanily Violence Court and
General Court, data. When cornparing these two data sets we find that
the measure in which the Fanily Violence Court shou¡s a higher
percent,age, as anticipated, in the number of sent,ences invorving
probation (782). This is 31 percentage points higher than in the
Generar court data. rn fact, the Farníry violence court also
demonstrates a rate 56 percentage points more than the BCS data in
terms of probation.
of further importance is the fact that the Farnily Violence
court demonstrates the greatest percent,age of court, mandated
conditions within probation sentences. Table 11 provides evidence
of the specialized court's move toward sentences which are more
appropriat'e. These sent,ences not only provide a deterrent, to wife
abuse, but as Macreod points out, wilr ilgive the batterers the
counselling they need, where appropriate and clearly convey the
batterer's responsibitity for his actionsrt (LgB7:g9).
Perhaps one
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TABLE 11
CONDITTONS ON SENTENCTNG BY DATA SET

Supervised probation
Court mandated treat.
Batterers treatment
Alcohol treatment
Other treatment

;
4
9

5

information was available on court, orders for the 19g3 data.
** Numbers may add up to rnore than total as accused often
receive more than one type of treatment. Arso, the data
represents number of orders not individuals.
Probation is the most frequent sentence found in the Fani1y
Violence Court' and almost always involves supervised conditions.

This is relevant as supervised conditions may also speak to the
period of tirne in which the victirn is accorded additional
protection because the assailantst behaviour is being monitoreds.
Quite impressively, we find not, only a high incidence of
probation, but a high incidence of probation sentences which are
supervised. I{ithin the Fanily Violence Court G9? of sentences which
involved probat,ion erere supervised, as opposed to 4gz in the
General Court data set.
I{e also

find that 742 c,ases within the Farnily Violence Court,

invoLved court' mandated treatment. The BCS dat,a shows only 10å of
cases involved court mandated treatment. This is indeed indicative

of an effort by the criminar justice system to not only punish
abusers, but treat thern - a better solution to the problem of wife
abuse.
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As anticipated, the General court sample demonstrates a lot
Iower incidence of court mandated treatment when compared with the

Fanily viorence court data set, and 548 higher rate when compared
with the BCS data' sug'gesting change over time. The increased rates

of all treatment types within the General court as compared with
the BCS data suggests a greater cornmitment by the state to address
some of the causes of domestic violence rather than sinply provide
a punitive response.
rt is not surprising that the Family viotence court data shows
the highest percentage of batterer's treatnent, at 3gz, 30
percent'age points greater than the General court, and
37 percentage

point's greater than the BCS data. However, the GeneraL Court
does
demonstrate the higher rates of alcohol and other treatment than
the Bcs data and 3 percentage points higher than the Farniry
Violence Court, data.

refrect society's position on wife abuse. As
v¡ife abuse has come to be defined as a nore serious crime today
than in the pastr wê could expect more serious sentencing of such
cases. I{e have found this as hypothesized. overall, the General
court data has reflected a stronger and more appropriate,
treatment-based sanctioning of domestic cases than in the past (as
shown in the BCS data). However, it is in the Farnily violence
court
data that we find the most appropriate sentencing with the highest
frequency of supervised probat,ion and issuing of batterers
treatment as a condition of the sentence.
overall, the Family violence court showed the most appropriate
sentences must
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out four types of dispositions with the highest
percentages of probat,ion and the lowest number of fÍnes. Although
the General court data set had the highest number of d.ispositions
resulting in incarceration, the Farnily Violence Court also had a
higher percentage than in the past (Bcs) dat,a set. As such, it
appears that specialization can promote progressive change within
the areas feninists have identified as reguiring change.
Feminists have in the past called for dispositions that not,
only involve serious penalties, but offer rehabilitation and
treatment. The sentences within the Fanily Violence Court, and to
a resser extent, the General court, dat,a, seem to refrect the
greater conmitment to addressing wife abuse in a more holistic
approach within the crininal justice system.
Up to no!ü, the evaluation of the criminal justice system has
been based on objective criteria. However, r fert it would be
informative to include a more subjective analysis based on court
observation of victirns themselves. one of the most pervasive
criticisms of feninist,s in the past has been that víctimrs receive
insensitive treatment during proceedings by court personner.
sent,ences on two

Thus, to truly evaluate the Family Violence Courtrs response
to wif e abuse, actual observat,ion of court room decorum lras
irnperative. As welI, an analysis of prosecutorial policy was needed

to further assess the actual implementation of the victin-sensitive
policy within the Fanily Violence Court. In order to better measure
the degree to which Crowns in this court v¡ere sensitive to victimst
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wishes, I felt it would be beneficial to observe in comparison, the
decorum within the General Court.
5.

COT'RT RESPOIISE TO

VICTI}IS

It was hY¡gothesized that victims would receive more sensitive
and inclusive treatment by court personnel within the Fanily
Violence court. Feminists as well as workers within Èhe battered
Ì¡oments movement, have for years pointed to the negative
experiences female victims encounter within the court process. For
years t'here has been the insidious assurnption that women lie, as
evidenced by the past rule that rape victimst testimony required
corroboration. Female victins have been victinized further by the
criminal justice system as attorneys tried to discredit their
testimony based on myths and stereotlpes. As such, any discussíon

of reform within the crininal justice system, must incrude an
discussion of secondary victimization
!{ithout a doubt, the interaction between crown attorney and
victim can have a profound effect on the court experience of a
female witness or victirn. Thusr ân analysis of the crownrs
prosecutorial policy towards victims must be examined as a central
evidence of progressive reform. I have supplemented this review of
crown policy with information collected from infor¡na1 discussions
with court personnel and victins. As well, I have drawn from my own
observations within both General and Family vÍorence courts.
Perhaps one of the strongest criticísms that feminist,s have
had regarding the court, procedure is that it has served to re133

victinize

is, because the burden of proof rests on the
croûrn and because the court procedure is based on discrediting
¡'ritnesses and victi¡ns in order to find an accused not guitty, the
court ex¡lerience can often be overwhelming, exhausting and even
degrading for victirns.
The process of secondary victinization has been attributed to
the adversarial style of justice within our legal system. one of
the questions that I will explore is whether it is possibte within
an adversarial syst'em to prevent secondary victinizat,ion. The
prevention or at least', the reduct,ion, of secondary victimization
!üas one of the goals of the Family violence court.
within J-arge, complex organizations such as the criminal
justice system, it becomes conmon to treat, all individuals the
same. Àccounting for individual needs is tine consumÍng and
problematic- However, such standardization ultirnately result,s in
the alienation of and reduced cooperation from these individuals.
It can inevitably rfcostfr the system more when the individual
returns because their needs $rere not addressed initially. Hence,
from both the point of view of the victirn and the state, there is
much to be gained by a more victim-sensitive approach, and this has
been Èhe nandate of the Farnily Violence Court.
rn october of 1990, the Crown attorneys within the Farnily
violence court $tere issued a directive from the Manitoba Department
of Justice regarding the handling of spouse abuse cases (see:
Appendix E). Although the Department of Justice has had gruidelines
for crowns regarding the prosecution of domestic assault cases
eromen. That,

13,1

since 1986, a nevt, revised poticy guideline was necessary for the
specialized court. The new prot,ocol was unique and innovative as it
recognized wife abuse as a crime which requires specialized
prosecutorial procedures.
The proÈocol

implies a dual mandate: 1. rigorous prosecution,
while 2. maintaining a victim-sensitive approach. This mandate has
resurted in more cases being prosecuted and proceeding to
sentencing while at the same time remaining responsive to victimst
concerns- Before this policy existed and presently in the General
Court, victims' needs vtere not a central concern. This directive
now demonstrates what

a victim-sensitive procedure looks like.
clearly, the Farnily Violence court does include the same legal

procedures used

in prosecuting non-dornest,ic crininal cases. IlhaÈ is
different in the Farnily Violence Court, and thus const,itutes a
change in the structure of the proceediDgsr is the lray in which
these procedures are utilized. Evidence of this can be seen in the
ltay that Fanily Violence Court personnel deal v¡ith uncooperative
witnesses.

In assessing the irnplications of the policy, I trill be looking
at two factors which hlere sources of controversy and criticism
regarding the criminal justice system: l.the declaration of a
witness as host,ilee and, z. citations for contempt of court. rn
addition to these issues r wirl also look at the practice of
testimony bargaining
The Crown attorneys

in Farnily Violence Court have remained

true to the mandate of a victim-sensit,ive approach developing

a
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creative alternative to the circumstances which usually provoke a
declaration of a hostile witness.
T11picall-y, a crown will move to declare a witness hostile if
she has made it known to Crown and Defense alike that stre has no
intention of testifying to the incidents or she fully j-ntends to
recant if put on the stand. Under ttrese circumstances, whích more
often than not end in a stay of proceedings, the Crown in Farnily
Violence Court have an understanding with the defense lawyer that
the victim will be put on the stand to verify the statement she
made to the police and specify her intention to deny it. Although
the victim is not speaking as a witness for the Crown, the Crown
attorneys feel- that they have an opportunity white the victim is on
the stand to probe, and attempt to determine whether the victim is
fearful or whether there is the need for a restrainíng order. They
explain the purpose of this practice as three fold:
1. It emphasj-zes the responsibility the victim has to appear
ín court, make a true statement to the police and
emphasizes the serÍousness of calling the police.
2. Such an action is a fornr of protection for the police and
the Crown - they want it on the record that they pursued
the case as far as possible.
3. The Crown is of the opinion that if the victim has
nonpunitive contact with the Crown it will leave the door
open for future intervention and perhaps victim
cooperation in the future. (Ursel, 1992)
It should be noted that the process of declaring a witness
hostile by the Crown does not require a great deal- of formality. In
fact, it can appear to be a tacít acceptance within the courtroom
dynamic that the wi-tness wil-l be declared hostile, often obvious to
everyone but the witness. This only makes an already degrading
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process even more demeaning. However, sometimes a victimrs refusal
to testify can come without any prior indication of hesitation,

despite pretrial communication between crown and victim. As such,
it is not until the victim is on the stand that the crown becomes

that the victin is an aggressive nitness. By virtue of this
timing, the declarat,ion of the witness as host,ile while she is on
the stand is particularry intimidating and frightening.
rt is positive to note that, in two years of court operation,
and well over 4rooo cases, a victim has never been declared hostile
in Fanily violence court. This in itseLf provides evidence that the
crirninal justice systern is nroving alray from aggressive policy
aware

towards victims.

hesitation by Farnily violence court crowns to hold a
witness in contempt of court is further evidence of a change from
aggressive to sensitive policies. rn terms of holding a vict,irn in
contempt of court,, the practice is based on the same victinsensitive approach which is utilized when a witness is considered
The same

to be hostite. I{hile the policy is permissive (that is, it does not
rure out the possibirity of a contempt citat,ion), the conditions
must be considered |tf lagran¡rr and the crown must consult the
Director of Prosecutions prior to such a citing. There have been a
number of cases which could be considered rrflagrantr and there have
been a number of cases in which the Director hras consultedro. yet,
in the past two years there has been no case in which a
victim/witness has been cited for contempt of court.
In this respect, discretion has not, been eliminated in the
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Fanily viorence court but is exercised differentry. I{hile it has
been used in the past against victins, the potential now exists
for
discretion to be used with the victims' interests in mind. one
example of the utilization of discretion with the victimrs needs
in
mind is the unique practice of testimony bargaining.
The practice of t,estimony bargaining comes fron the crowns,
dual mandate to prosecute wife abuse cases rigorously while still
remaining sensitive to victims' needs. Testinony bargaining usually
occurs when cases are scheduled for trial and the victi¡n is

reluctant to testify.

will then discuss the case with the
reluctant' witness and rrindicate a willingness to reduce the number
or severity of the charges and/or recornmend probation and court
mandated counserring in reÈurn for the victin/witnessrs
cooperationr! (urser , Lgg2:2g). Guilty pleas entered at trial are
often the result of this rtestimony bargaining. rr fn fact, 3Og of
all 9uilty preas within the Fanily violence court were attained as
a result of testimony bargaining. This process allows the victin to
Crowns

influence the procedure.

refusal to pressure the victim/witness t,o testify
results in a lower conviction rate aÈ trial. Despit,e a lower
conviction rat'e at trial relative to General court, the overall
raÈe of cases which proceed to sentence is high. This is a result
of the prosecution's success at obtaining guirty preas - the Fanily
viorence court in its first year saw 858 of charges which proceeded
to sentencing disposed by way of a guilty prea (urser , Lgg2zTs).
This high rate of guirty pleas is in part, a function of the
The crownst
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close working relation between the I{omen's Advocacy program (WAp)
and the crown attorney's office. wAP contacts aII lromen who are
victims of spousal assault through the mail to inform them of the
advocacy services and to provide information concerning the status
of their partner's case. This Ís intended to aid victins as they
are made to feel part of the process, and their feelings and needs
considered as the case proceeds. Hence, in providing better support
and information to the victinr/witness, the I{omenrs Advocacy program
can increase the willingness of

to testify. Thus, the greater
victin participation and cooperation within this court is by the
victimst onn volition.
Hencer âD analysis of the directive to the Crowns regardÍng
the prosecution of spouse abuse cases, indicates that prosecutors
are treating victims with a more sensit,ive approach by considering
the needs of the women testifying. overall, this resurts in
allowing vromen to have input into their oï¡n case while working with
the prosecutors. vict,ims become part of the process rather than
women

simpty spectators.
COURT OBSERVATTON

The above Crown policies within the Family Violence Court,
when reviewed on paper, articulate a greater victim-sensitivity

than in the past. However, the actual irnplementation of these
poricies must be considered in terms of their practical
implications for battered women. In this final section, r hrill look
at the results of my personal court observations within the Fanily
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Violence and General Courtsu.
During one year of monitoring spouse abuse cases in the Fanily
violence court r observed over 60 casesr2. within a two nonth
period of observation within the General court,, 10 trial cases
were
observed. Through this combined observation r was abre to identify

differences in court room decorum on the basis of three sources of
information: 1. observation of victin/crorJn conmunication; 2.
anecdotal information from speaking directry to Defense and crown
attorneysr' and 3. interaction/conversational information obtained
from speaking with victirns. I{hire it was not my rore to approach
victimsl3, they would often observe me taking notes and approach
me' This arrowed me the opportunity to gain varuabre informat,ion
as

to

how

victims fert about the court and its personner.

first observaÈion was victim/crown communication. overall,
r found that the atmosphere in Generar court vras not greatly
different than in the Farnily violence court,. However, r did notice
a different interaction between crolrn and victins outside of the
My

courtroom.

rn the Fanily violence court, r frequently observed the crown
attorney discussing with the victirn/witness what to expect within
the hearingla. r often noticed the crown discussing the case with
a

victimts advocate or support,ive companion. rn the Generar courÈ,

however, victims ltere frequenÈly unaccompanied and did not have
any
observable discussion or preparation with the crown attorney.

rn

a

sense, they *rere expected to show üp, give testimony and then
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leave. They were not given any apparent support. perhaps this is
because all victims r observed in General court, lrere men and thus,
regarded by Crownrs as not requiring support.
while collecting monitoríng data for the Fanily violence court
research project, I had the occasion to speak to both defense and
cro!Ûn attorneys as well as to victins. Discussions with Defense
attorneys were usually the result of their approaching me, during
a recess to inquire about ny rore and presence at the triar. rn
speaking with approximat,ety six different Defense attorneys all
agreed that after experiencing court procedures and decorum in both

the specialized and General courts, there vras no doubt that there
!'/as a more victim-sensitive approach within the Farnily Violence
Court.

crown attorneys in the Family Violence Court were usually
alttare of ny role and other researchers who were present in court
and taking notes. As such, they wourd often approach us regarding
our observations. As employees of the specialized court, they

believed that a victim-sensitive approach to justice hras necessary
and were int,erested in feedback.
crown attorneys within the General court were not aware of my
role observing trials and naking notes so r wourd often approach
them during

a recess to explain. The ten crowns that r spoke to,
within the General court agreed that in their opinion there was no
difference in the way that victiurs $/ere treated within the General
as opposed to Fanily Violence Courts. This opinion was held
regardless of whether or not the crown had prosecuted a case r¡ithin
1rl1

the Family Violence court. overall, the crosrn attorneys believed
that the only difference was in the number of support services
within the specialized court. They suggested that the supplementary
services within t'he Farnily Violence Court !¡ere greater and, as
such, contribut,ed to naking the court experience less overwhelning
for victins. Most Crowns made specific reference to the ¡{omenrs
Advocacy Program as a progressive support service

for victims.
Most importantlY, in speaking with eight, female victiurs in the
Family Violence Court, f found that the rnajority of them found the
cro!'¡n attorneys to have been very understanding and helpful. one
vict'irn in particular - who later expressed Èhe same feelings t,o a
I{innipeg Free Press writer - stated that, the Crown attorney who was
handling her case was extremely helpful. she stated. that he had
taken the tirne to help her prepare for the court room experience,
promptly reÈurned arr of her calls, and helped her to get in touch
with support services. rn fact, she felt so much safer that she
wanted to speak to the press on her own initiative to publicly
thank him.

of course, not every women feels like this vict,iur did. For
some, the court process does not ease their abusive situation.
However, prior to specialization, h¡e did not find any women with
these strong feerings of varidation, certainry none who felt,
strongly enough to rrgo on recordrr. Thus, this one womanrs conments
are significant, and, while she may be an exception in her desire to
share her feelings' I did find there hras a general consensus that
the staff in the Family Violence Court were helpful and made a
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difficult situation a little easier.
The very fact that victiurs approached me to share their
feelings about, Èhe speciarized court and its personner is
significant. Their communication demonstrates that they felt
comfortable and assertive enough to approach me. This may be
interpreted as indicative of their sense of belonging and control
within the court process. when speaking with victiurs, it was always
crear that they understood the procedures as they occurred.
The qualitative and quant,itative findings suggest that, it is
within the realm of a special-ized court, with specialized policy
and staff, that reform can be made. If changes have msuccessfullytr
offered battered sromen greater protection and empowerment, it has
been the change through specializat,ion. This data, in comparing the
BCS and General court, data sets, does demonstrate that the courts
have progressed with tine. vühen the Family violence court
procedures and outcomes are examined in comparison to General Court
we discover the most profound change.

SUI,II,ÍARY

This study v¡as intended to examine whether the criminal
justice system could offer progressive reform to its traditional
response to wife abuse. The crininal justice system was evaluat,ed

based on the following: police activity

(i.e., the laying of
charges and enforcement of restraining orders), and a comparison of
the Family Violence court and General Courts (both before and after
the creation of the Farnily Víolence Court) in tenns of stay rate,
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inappropriate sentencing, and secondary victiurizaÈion
within the
three courts. An appropriate response by the court on these
three

to be indicative of the courtrs potential
to inprove battered womenrs rives and empower victims.
rn this study it was hypothesized that we would find evidence
of progressive reforms in terms of a continuum the Bcs data
(General court prior to specialization) would indicate
the least
progressive response to wife abuse; the GeneraL court
data would
offer better responsesi and, finarry, the Fauriry viorence court,
would demonstrate the fullest of the three courtsrresponses
to l¡ife
abuse. Hence, iÈ was hypothesized that, this continuum
wourd
indicate that attudinal change over tine does not offer the
same
measures was considered

substantial change as specialization.
rn terms of poti.ce practice we find that there has been a
steady increase since 1983 in the number of wife abuse
charges
being laid both in lüinnipeg as welr as in rural Manitoba.
crearly,
there has been progress made over tine. As expected, erê
found the
greatest number of charges being raid within 1990,
the year in
which the speciarized court was introduced.. rt can
be expected that
with a more progressive police protocol, a greater understanding
of
wife abuse, as l¡ell as a better interaction within arr facets
of

the criminal justice system, vre can anticipate a further
increase
in the number of spouse abuse cases in which charges will be laid.
Perhaps most significant is the new police protocor
which
keeps the needs of victims as a central concern and provides
proof
that progressive actíon is occurring at the police revel. The
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Pedlar report ouÈlined many needed changes within the police
department, this nev¡ protocol is an active response to these
criticisms.
The issue of reoffending has also been responded to in a more
appropriate $tay than in the past. Previously, breaches of court
orders or restraining orders did not lead to charges being laid.
Yet' we find that in current, court cases the Fanily violence court
and General court report a higher number of breaches than in data
collected between 1985-1986, indicating a positive change by the
police in enforcing such charges.
In terms of response by the courts themselves, the results of
t'his study have shown that specialization was the most effective
approach to creating progressive reform within the crininal justice
syst'em. While the data does also show progressive change over time
on certain measures, wê find that the Family Violence court has
been most successful in responding to the feninist demand for a
more appropriate and victim-sensitive response to wife abuse. rn
terms of case attrition overallr erê fínd that the General court
data did not demonstrate a more positive response to wife abuse
t'han the BCS data with more cases proceeding to sentencing. rnstead
it was found that the BCS data demonstrated a lower case attrition
and slightty higher percentage of cases proceedíng to sentence.
However, what rras found as hypothesized, was that the Fauriry
Violence Court demonstrated a lower attrition rate and higher rate
of cases which proceed to sentence, than both the BCS and General
Court data seÈs. The Family violence court also exhibited the
1¡15

Iowest stay rate as hypothesized.

find more appropriate sent,ences
such as supervised probation with court mandated treatment
programs, more sentences of incarceration and less conditional
discharges in the General Court than in the Bcs data. I{ithin the
Family Violence Court we find sentences that reflect both the
disapproval by society of wife abuse but also sent,ences which
reflect a move to treat abusers. I{hile sentences must serve as a
deterrent for future abuse, they must, also serve to end the causes
of the abuse. Hencer !üê find in the Family Violence Court sentences
the greatest nurnber of cases to probation and has the hÍghest
percentage of sentences which involved court mandated conditions
for treatment.
The increase in supervised probation within the Family
violence court not only serves to help the perpetrator, but also
serves to help the victim. Supervised probation offers greater
protect,ion for women as the offender is monitored and. frequently
invorved in treatment for Èhe period of probation. rt arso
demonstrates that, the court has listened to battered women
themserves who, when asked (for example in the pedrar report and
I{omen's Initiative Report) staÈed that they want,ed to see their
Itlhen cases !'¡ere disposedr lrrê

partners helped but not necessarily punished.
This data also showed a significant percentage of cases which
ended in incarceration. Although the rate of incarceration in the
Fanily Violence Court was lower than the rate in General Court,
this may be the result of the size of the General Court sample.
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of incarceration within the Fanily violence
court was higher than the Bcs dat,a set. This is significant for
However, the percentage

years d9o, most offenders received greater sentences for robbing
his neighbour than beating his wife. The issuing of stronger
sentences is indicative of the validation of wife abuse as
serious, unacceptable crime.

a

Finarly, as arl crovrn personnel - whether in general or the
specialized court have been instructed on the Zero-Tolerance
policy on domestic violencer rrê can expect that a more victirnsensitive attitude prevails throughout, the crirninal justice system
than in the past. As such, we would expect a more victim sensitive
approach in the General Court today than would be found BCS
specialization. However, it was cl-ear that it was in the Farnily
violence court, wit'h its prosecutorial policy and specially trained
personnel that' the most sensitive approach to victims was found.
The creation of specific support services such as the
!{oments Àdvocacy Program and an

administrative cornmittee based on
input from members of the community - constitute unique structural
¡nodifications which have created a more victirn-sensitive process.
Not only have these changes served to bring the victin and her
needs into the court process, they have resulted in more
appropriate justice. Thus, within this specialized court we found

the least, amount of secondary vict,imization.
The findings of this study suggest that it, is through
specialization that the most, effective response to wife abuse can
be implemented. The specialization of staff and strucÈural
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modifications in procedure and policy within the Fanity Violence
Court have given batt,ered women greater protection than in the
past, a greater involvement and understanding in their own cases
and most importantly, validated that wife abuse is unacceptable
and, therefore, a criminal act to be prosecuted.
Thusr âs hlpothesized, reform

is possible and has occurred to a lesser extent over time in the Generar court and, most
substantially, in the special-ized Family Violence court. Manitoba's
response to wife abuse which incorporates rnodifications within the
court process and specialization of policy and staff appears to
have the greatest pot,ential for responding to the specific
int,erests and needs of wife abuse vict,ims.
I{ithout doubt, this study has not, addressed aII questions that
feminists must pose regarding any potential reform within the
state- The irnplÍcations of this study for further research witl be
considered in the concruding chapter. As welr, the concluding
chapt,er will incorporate a discussion of how this study has
contributed to the greater feninist, question about engaging with
the state.

1t8

EI¡DNOTEs

rn comparing the three data set,s r can not always include the
data because of the different, instrument used tä corlect data
prior to 1990. I{herever
comparable data exists r" *iiiï"p"ri-ã"
aII three dat,a sets.
_1:

BCS

2'According t-o-!h"- AborigÍnal Justice Inquíry, Àboriginal persons
up only L2* of. ltanitbba's entire popütatlbn fÀli.r, rgörr85).
3. For an in depÈh discussion of class issues within the criminal
just,ice system see Mander (ree1) anà n"imã"-rröããi."
1-.An important nethodological issue to consider is the fact Èhat in
the
collection of aII three
sets, the researcher
hras
restricted to recording on_ly one data
tlpe
paèt convicti;;: -i-"*"¡¡E;;
ot
the accused may have had a priõi record of both generar and
domest,ic assault t ãs we77 as coävictions that would tiÉ wittrin inã
Itotherrr category. Because only one rrtlperr
of prior convicti"n
recorded,
and
because
prefereïie
a
""ùlã
givLn ior recorainj
was
þ:
.
trdomesticrr_ prior records, it
il possible that Érre
aata
within
data set does not reflect the ãntire criminai -u"Ëréround of ¿;;h
the
suspects within it'. The type of prior recorded which hras recorded
was that which was the mosf similãr to Èhe charge feing sentenced.
For example, if an accused hras convicted of seiual aséault, if he
3.1so had a prior conviction for sexual assault and general aåsau1t,
the
sexual assault would have been recorded. The rationale for this
choice was that !tt9 prior conviction of sexual
assaurt would have
the most profound impact on sentencing in thÀ-c;ã-;i
bar.
make

5.Ì{hile these differences are significant, it is difficult
implications regarding

measure
sLze.

to
the õveraII aigrurnent because of data

6.Perhaps subsequent, research on the Family Violence court could
-ãã
more critically address how cases which tit tne áãscription
rfdomestictr, buÈ which do not conform
t,o the spousar ayna-rnic,
treated t¡ithin-the Fanily violence court.
"rã
thai is,'i'slerîraps rüture
research could exanine wh.elhqr specialization
geared too
specifical+y toward cases which invorïe a roar"/iernãrã interpersonar
relation?hip in contrast t,o other relat,ionsníp ayp.=-ruch as same
sex siblings. Perhaps an even more inportant-quååtion is whether
cases which do not involve a unequal poerer dlnamic such
the
dynamic between a man and woman, shõu1d Ëe dealt- with in the as
ramify
Violence Court at all.

7.Tt is interesting to note that based on chart L, RclÍp rates
increased much earrier than those of the wñ;ipd' ci¿t- p;ii;;
Department,. This Tay be because the RcMp had ã -nore
ihorough
control over how officers int,erpreted the new charging airectivål
The l{innipeg city .porice did not respond as rlfoiãusry until
pressured from various
sources such aè the pedlalr neport, the
1{9

rnitiafive, the creation
the Faurily violence court, and
publicity regarding their ofresponse
to wife abuse calls.
8' rt is intere-sting to note that
of alt probation sentences in
the.Fanily violence court and 45848å
in
the General court srere for a
period.of 2 years. This is important beãause
the extended period of
probation allows for any waiting period. that mandated
trealment uray
I{omen's

growing

require.

9.It should be noted that declaring (or
declaring)
rrritness
-rïrË of a
hostire is not- a rporicy' per se. Rather, not
it,
is
a
evidence.
However, for the context of this discussion, what will be discussed
is the crown policy regarding the application of this evidence
rule.
10. F_oI exanple, in one situation a female victim, who had been
assaulted in the p.ast by the same partner
the cronn was
presently pros.eculi.9, refused to testify whom
that
had been
-ã
assaulted; that she had c-arred .th" poticá herselfshe
and.
statement to the police. she denied e-ven rnowing trho the fi"""
t/]s (although they had arrived at court together)-, and onceaccused
on the
stand, the woman was extremely berligerenl towards the juage
ã;ã
crown, clairning that she shoulã not ¡e- in court in the rirËl
Éi"ä:
Because of the severity of the assault and because of her hostile
attitude, ât recess Ltre crown debat,ed whether she should be
declared a host,ile witness. she was not, however
and the chargãs
were stayed.
11.r had no opportunity to observe court processes prior to

speciaJ-ization

12-This observation íncruded
guilty pleas and sentencing. furr triars, preriminary hearings,
13. Research assistants such as nyself were instructed to be as
inconspicuous as possible in deftrence
not to influence any court room behaviour. to the victin and so as
14.The hearings which I attended included preliminary inquiries,
trials, screening court and any other
tine a-victin ràË r"qüireã tå
attend.
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CEAPTER gTX

cotlcIrltsro!¡

I{ithin this chapter r v¡ilr discuss how this study has
contributed to the ferninist discourse concerning state engagernent.
specifically, r $¡ill address how the data analysis and findings of
this study provide evidence that there is, in fact, potentiar for
reform within the criminal justice syst,em on the topic of wife
baÈtering. More specificarly, it is ny position that Èhis study
demonstrates that in Manitoba the state has moved from complacency
to intervention on wife abuse. Most importantty, it is my position
that this intervent,ion has served to improve victims' lives by
providing greater choices, better treatment, and, ultimately,
greater protection.

In creating a specialized court, with its present victinsensitive approach to justice, Manitoba's criminal justice sysÈem
has served to validate and empower victi¡ns to a great,er extent than
in the past- !{hite the data have demonstrated a progressive
attitude regarding wife abuse within the criminal justice syst,em
over tirne, it is crear that speciaJ.izat,ion has shown the most
substantial modifications necessary for a more victin-focused
approach to justice.
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terms of how ny data can speak to thenr and in terms of future
research.

of all the criteria for reform that has been discussed in this
research, the most specific measure for evaluating the reforms made
to date is what Ursel (1991) has argued should be the measure for
rrsuccessrr: not the impact of the state on the battered !¡omenrs
movement, but the impact of changes for abused sromen themselves. In
other wordsr wê must question if creating a specialized court has
resulted in frmore support and more options t,o battered r¡¡omen or
women at risk to escape [dornest,ic] violencer (ursel , LggL:269).
The Famity violence Court has a double mandate: the rigorous
prosecution of cases while maintaining a victin-sensitive approach

to the adminstration of justice. This efforÈ to provide serious
intervention can be seen as giving greater prot,ect,ion to !íomen,
which must be foremost in any reform. This study has demonstrated
that' this intervention is unlike court response in the past. with
more specialized support services (such as the Womenrs Advocacy
Program and unique practices such as testimony bargaining), hre
clearly find that battered ttomen now have more options, more
support and greater safety than before. Based on this criterion,
reforms within the Famiry viorence court, must, be considered
progressive.

rn assessing the Farnily viorence court in terms of its
policies and how it is administrated, it is clear that the court
has provided many more options for women than in the past. The
interdisciplinary contributions of the court's Implementation
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Conmittee has created a greater understanding of the issue of
domestic violence in relation to the criminal justice system. This,

in turn, has allowed those working within the Family Violence Court
to confront issues of greater subtlety and conrplexity. Hence,
issues that may not have even been identified in the past can novt
be ad.dressed with a greater scope for creativity than possible in
General Court. As such, the Farnily Violence Court Crowns can nott
work toward ensuring that vict,inst needs are addressed in court.
I{hile Ursel looks at the criteria for progressive reform
specifically in terms greater protection for battered l¡omen, Snider
(L992) evaluates reform in a broader context of change. Snider
advocates Èhat ferninist strategies for reform should be ones which
aim to empovrer the hromen whom they are designed to benef it.
specificarty, she points to certain key guest,ions that must be
addressed when evaluating reforrn:

sociar rerations of dorninaÈion by sex, crass, race
challenged or reinforced by this reform?
2. I{hich women of which class or race benefit or are harmed
from the reform?
a
How does this reform affect the male right to beat?
1. How are

4. Does

it [the reform] help build structuies for further

change? (Snider,L992: 121)

In addressing the above crit,eria, we can further substanÈiate
the claim that the Farnily Violence Court offers evidence of
progressive reform within the criminal justice system. In t,erms of
snider's first quest,ion, it is Ímportant to specify that this study
speaks specifically to social relations of domination by sex and
can only respond to this question in terms of social/sexual
1s3

relat,ions.

rt has been argued by feminist,s that complacency of male
violence toward !,¡omen by our institutions perpetuates mare
domination over hlomen. If this is so, then the Zero Tolerance
policy and police and court reforms implemented in Manitoba can be
seen not only as intervention but as a challenge to domination by
sex. The sanctioning of male violence within the criminal justice
system. denonstrates that Ëhe state wilt no longer condone male
violence. I{ithout, these sanctions, violence is reinforced.
Ïn resPonse to Snider's second questionr wê must point out
that the policy in Manitoba regarding wife abuse stands for all
women' regardless of race, sexuality, ethnicity or socioeconomic
status- However, because s/omen of low socioeconomic status do not
have the access to resources which would offer them private
solutions, the Family violence court gives them a positive form of
intervention.

It rnust be noted that to create the substantive just,ice that
snider speaks of, the policy in Manitoba must translate in to more
than format equality. one must find that the $ray in which the
policy is carried out ultimately results in equatity of effect,.
That is, a policy which treats alI women the samer hêy not always
resurt in equar justice. For example, women who are doublely
disadvantaged or marginalized by class and ethnicity or race, may
not obtain a similar result, when treated the same as a whit,e woman
of a higher socioecomonic status.
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rn order to work towards a more substantive justice within
Manitoba's criminal justice system, it is important that crown
attorneys in the Farnily Violence Court are able to use their
discretion in the prosecut,ion of these cases. For example, in a
situation where the accused and vict,im are inrmigrants, a conviction
could result in deport,ation of the accused. This could ultinatety
create undue hardship for both the victin and the accused. In a
situation such as this, a Crownts discretion and communication with
the victim would be paramount in order to create a fair and just
response to the accusedrs act.
The fact that the Family Violence Court has sought to create
a high profile within the nedia creat,es the opportunity for intense
scrutiny by the public and various interest groups. This
accountability to the community is another hray that the zero
Tolerance policy can be translated from mere formal equality to
substantive justice. Thus, with this accountability and the use of
Crown discretion, the public can evaluate the Zero Tolerance policy
in terms of its errect, not just what the poricy crains to do on
paper.

Snider states in her third question that a reform must effect,
the male right to beat. crearly the zero Tolerance poricy in

this right and criminarizes the behaviour.
Finally, Snider questions what future inplications a reform
may have. In terms of the specialization of a court, personnel and
support services we find that the reform has begun the momentum for
change throughout the criminal justice system, particularly r¡ithin
Manitoba removes
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the correctional syst,em. Reform within one part, of the crininal
justice system may trigger reform within subsequent parts. For Èhe
initial reforms - such as the 1983 charging directive -required a
reform within the court system. The response lras the specialized
court. This specialized court has created a response in the
correctionar system. Thus, probation services have been
restructured and no$t have a specific unit designed to deal only
with domestic violence offenders.
Snider further identifies measures for long-t,erm successful
reform that are consistent with the positions of Schechter (Lgg2)
and CurrÍe (L992)t: f.it must involve uniting different class
fract,ionsî 2. it must be visible, 3.thus holding people accountable
if slippage occurs; a.it must have the potential to be translated
into rights, therefore gaining ideorogicar regitirnacy; and,
finally, 5.it must be institutionalized and therefore have a
bureaucratic investment, then there are more groups than the
worki-ng or underprivileged classes interested in working for the
reform (1991:191). These are the requirements for substantive
justice.
In considering the criteria that Snider has outlined for longterm reform, again it can be suggested that, the Farnily viol_ence
court and its potricies indicate progressive, rong term change.
The changes within Manitoba's crininal justice system have
involved contributions from individuals of many different classes
such as bureaucrats, politicians, and front-rine workers.
Furthermore, the research conducted by The I{innipeg Area Study in
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1983, and later in 1991, crearry shows that regardress of crass,
individuals support the new directive on prosecuting batterers as

well as the

new specialized

court. The survey conducted by the
winnipeg Area study indicated that, gs? of the popuration agreed
with the 1993 charging directive, gå srere undecided and 6z
disagreed (ursel, LggLr. A follow-up sÈudy in 1991 indicated
further growth in support with 878 agreeing with the directive to
charge, 88 remaining undecided and only 4.sz disagreeing. As urser
states: tt[s]uch i¡nrnediate and overwhelming public support for such

a significant

in criminar justice policy is unprecedented
and revealed the extent to which a policy of criminalizing farnily
change

violence !'ras 1ong overduerr

(199 Lz2)

.

snider suggests that reform must be visible for long term
change' The fact that the Fanily violence court is specialized
makes it more visibre than any other court unit. Moreover, the
Fanily viorence court is new and unrike any other court in canada
in that it, only dears with domestic cases. rts uniqueness has
generated much interest within the media. rn fact, its
administrators have encouraged publicity and public awareness of
the court by holding press conferences and releasing annual
reports.

rt has arso been proposed by snider that, if the reform is
visibre it can hord people accountable. My data attest to the fact
that slippage does occur. yet, with the strong visibirity of the
specialized court, the involvement of the press and the court
rmprementation cornmittee which is based on a variety of
L57

departmental and non government individuals,
addressed and accounted for.

this slippage can be

The rigorous enforcement

of the zero Tolerance policy on wife
abuse can also be an indicator of the potential for long term
reform as it clearly asserts that wife abuse is not a right of men.
Most importantlY, the prosecution of Èhese cases asserts womenrs
rights to be free of violence in the same way that it asserts male
rights. I{ife abuse is not a newly defined crime, but in the past
there etas a failure by the criminal justice system to treat it as
a crime. Now the rigorous prosecution of such cases provides
ideological legitirnacy that t¡ife abuse will not be tolerated by
society.

Finally, snider suggests that reforrn can be long terrn if it is
institi¡tionalized. Manitoba's crirninal justice system has truly
created a major bureaucraÈic investment on the topic of wife abuse.
The creation of a separate court, court rmplementation cornmiÈtee,

specialized crown personnel and separate specialized correct,ional
unit demonstrat'es a strong bureaucratic investment that can be

further developed for continued reforrn.
Based on ursel's requirements for reform, it appears that
Manitoba's criminal justice system offers evidence of progressive
change t,o assist battered. women. perhaps this is also in part due
to the fact that, within the Famiry viorence court, we do not find
a faceless group of male elites making policies for battered gromen.
Instead we find a co¡nmittee of individuals from both the crininal
justice system and the larger cornmunity. I{e f ind advocates of
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battered

and battered women themselves offering input
regarding the implementation of the court. Never before has a court
in Manitoba been developed and administrated like this. The
urtinate result is a democratizat,ion of justice.
The effect of the tasks undertaken by the Court Implementat,ion
team has been the incorporation of victimst concerns into the
justice process. This court has provided a forum for victiurs, the
community, service providers, judges, prosecutors and defense
attorneys to alr offer input and advocate for change.
This democratization has been integral to the legitirnation of
the Fanily Violence court as an alternative to the older General
Court model which vtas perceived as insensitive to the needs of
victims. with such an integrated approach, there can be early
det,ection of probrems within the speciarized court and, hence,
there can be rapid and accurate response to any difficulties. It is
this unique restructuring of the court that has better allowed the
Family violence court to meet, its goars despite dramatic and
unanticipated growth in the volume of cases.
The creation of this specialized court with its specialized
staff and policies has marked a significant departure from the
mainstrearn justice system, and it is these structural rnodifications
that have resurted in the potentiar for empowerment, and more
appropriate treatment for battered lromen. Thus,
women

Justice as it evolved in Family Violence
is inclusive
rather than exclusive and. potter in tfris context Court
does not appear to
operate on a zero sum basis. To empower the victim or the cärnrnuniiy
of women/victirns/chitdren has noL disempowered the court, or its
personnel. on the contrary crown attorneys have greater
discretion
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in handling domestic assaults in r.arnily Violence Court than they
have in most other jurisdictions, judgei preside or"i conplex anä
demanding cases and ut,ilize ¡roåd- aiscretion in
¿|ã
="ttt"ttði;t;
defense are c_alled gpon to exercise considerable
ing"n-uldy -i;
represenlirg t_heir cl.ient, all the while respecting
dignity ;i
the victim and pursuing a resolution respec-tful o-f th¿
tfre
needs and
wishes of the fanily involved. (Ursel, J,SSZzIA¡
The data in this study neither suggests that the Farnily
Violence CourÈ has responded to all past weaknesses of the criminal
justice systents treatment of wife abuse casesi nor does it suggest
that this specialized court will end wife abuse. The causes of wife
abuse are complex and deeply ernbedded within the structures of our
society. Yet this data do demonstrate that, through specialization
and attitudinal change, societal institutions such as the legal
system can serve to empower women. If the Farnily Violence Court and
its specialized personnel, can herp one woman to rive free of
violence, live her rife with greater choices and freedom, then
progressive change has occurred.

without doubt, what is necessary to truly understand the
inplications of the Family Violence Court is time. At the tirne of
this research, the court has only been in operation for two years,
and Manitobats Department of Justicets announcement of a nloero
Torerancerrpolicy is equarry as recent. rt, is necessary to arlow

this unprecedented court more time to truly evaluat,e any potent,ial
backlash or potent,ial for further reforms.
The findings in this study rtrere not only linited by the short
operat,ion time of the court, itself, but by methodological
constraints. while triangulation was ernployed as a method of data
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collection, perhaps other sources of data collection such as indepth interviews with victims who had cases within the Fanily
Violence Court could have been useful. Perhaps this could be the
focus of a subsequent study, in which lvomen who had cases processed
in the specialized court would be interviewed and conpared with
victins who encountered the criminal justice system príor to
specialization. certainly, such a study would offer further
understanding as to the change that has occurred both over time and
as a result of speciarizat,ion. Most importantly, it would be an
opportunity for women to speak out.
Social tife is deeply complex and social research can never
craim absorutes. As such, this study has not, professed to speak for
all baÈtered vtomen. It has instead been the purpose of this study
to contribute to our understanding of the relationship between wife
abuse and socieÈyts institutions. Critical analysis is necessary
whenever a posterful inst,itution such as the criminal justice syst,em
makes clairns of reform on issues which concern rnarginalized groups
in our society. Hence, when our Minister of Justice suggests that
domestic violence will no longer be tolerated within our province,
it is necessary to crit,ically examine efforts to inplement such a
policy.
As staÈed at the beginning of this study, everyday

lvomen are

victims of domestic violence. Everyday, aII around the world, Ìromen
are killed by male partners. This can never be overlooked and must
be reit,erated in this conclusion. we can not end this examinat,ion
by suggesting that reforms to date within the justice systern are
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sufficient or complete. Hosrever, l¡e must conclude with the hopeful
persPective thatr ês vtomen's social and econonic status contÍnues
to improve over time, perhaps t¡oments oppression through violence
will also end.
Iilomen have fought to have wife abuse identified, criminalized
and now prosecuted. Perhaps now that measures are in place to more
appropriately deal with men who abuse their partnersr rrrê can nort
focus on other institutions which also perpetuate wonenrs secondary
status - a status which ultimately leads to our abuse. The media,
our educationat system, our gendered economy, child rearing,
religion and socialization practices must be reframed so as not to
portray

as secondary, but as equal members of society.
Às Schechter (L982.238) points out, rfmaterial preconditions
must exist to end violence against womenrt. Such preconditions
require resources v¡hich are equally avaitable to men and women and
women

offer equal opportunities within social and economic life. In order
to create such preconditionsr uê must break the public/private
dichotony of social life which designates individuals to these
spheres based on gender and which subsequently defines what the
resources to which individuals may have access.
Macleod (1980:65)advocates three basic strategies to create
more equal circumstances for vromen in social and economic life:

to promote the protection of abused women and
offer safety; programs which aim at the economic independence of
rromen through educating and training vromenr. and programs dedicated
t,o information and research. This study fits the rast and the
programs which help

L62

Fanily violence court fits the first prescribed strategy.
Ultimately, it, is the task of feninists both within the
community and academia, to identify the factors
which make women
the victims of mare violence. However, it is the task of everyone
to work tor¡ard a society in which hromen are valued and not
violated
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EITDNOTES

l'schechter suggests that reform be examined in terms of r¡hether or
it has brouþt y9len together to pañicipaiä ã-"*"i"tica1ry and
struggle together (1992 : fef¡
currie has also pointed tò trre need to make justice accountabre
and accessible as past attenpts at reform by tñe
system have resulted in 'lchanþesr which were tsafely
"iiri"ãi-tü;ti;;
rãt rithin the
current systen - without
any meaningful redistri¡ütiã" of powerrl
not,

(L992:27 o)
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TVAR83 FqIENITAL FÞR RE[ABrËfr¡[fTON
1

.VRY
rcW

2

Igv

3
MEDIUM

4

5

¡fIGH

\ÆRY
HIGrT

L73

FINAL DISPOSITION
.T.VAR79

DATE OF FINAL DISPOSITiON

TVARBO NAME OF JUDGE .X'(SEË COOE BOOK PAGE óC
TVAR81 CIIARGE 1: . xxSEE COOE BOOK PAGE 1 xx

XX

TVARS2A DISPOSITION 1CI"{ARGE 1XíSEE CODE BOOK PAGE
TVARSzB DiSPOSITION 2 CI.IARCE 1

TVAR82C DrSPO$ITION

3 CHARGE

XX

1

SPECIFY coNDITIoNs **SEE CoDE BooK PAGE
TVAR83A CONDTTION 1.
TVARSSB CONDITION 2
TVARSJC.CONDITION 3

TVARs4
TVARBs
.TVARBó

6D

7A **

IF FINE/RESTITUTION AI1OUNT iN DOLLARS
iF PROBATiON TII'IE IN IIONTHS
IF INCARCERATION TIME II{ IIONTHS

TVAR87 CHARGE

2:

.**SEE CODË BOOK. pAcE

1
ivnneas DIsPos.iTroN 2
. .TVAR88C DiSPOSITION 5
TVARBSA DISPOSITION

. TVARs9A CONDITION

CHARGE

2

I **

XXSEE CODE BOOK PAGE

6D *'(

cHARGE z
CHARGE 2

1

TVAR8SB CONDITiON. 2
TVARB9C CONDITION 3

.

IF FINE/RESTITUTION AMOUNT IN DOLLARS
TVAR91 IF PROBATION .TIME IN MONTHS
TVAR92 IF.INCARCERATION TIME IN HONTHS

TVAR9O

TVAR93 CHARGE'3: x*.$EE CODE BOOK PAGE

1 *x

.TVAR94A

DISPOSITION 1 CHARGE 3.*XSEE cOOT EOOT PAGE 6D .X*
T.VAR94B DISPOSITION.2 CHARGE 5 .
TVARe4C DiSPOSTTION 3 CHARGE '3.
.

.

.TVAR95A CONDITION

TvAR;iB ðoÑóirioÑ

1

ã

¡

..'

TVARg5CCONDiTIéÑ;
'

TVAR96 IF FINE/REST.ITUÏION AI.IOUNÏ IN DOLLARS
TVAR97 IF PROBATION TIME IN MONTHS. .
'T'II'tE
IN I'IONTHS
TVAR98 IF.INCARCERATION
TVAR?9 IS. SENTENbE iS'BEING SERVED CONCURRENTLY
YES ,
NO

-

1-

2

9

L74

M

Jfr

XH
EB

Hå
,(u
É
H

lrl
Ì\

f

1.

TRACTCTNG CODE EOOK

GNRGE @DE
¡trJRDR,

11

ÀSIEMPTED MTJRDR,

T2
13

!ßNSI3ITGHTR,
ÀSSAI'I.T WTIÍI A WEAPON
AGæA\¡?\ITED ASSAIIüT
ASSAIJI.Ír CAUSING BODIT.¡T }aRM

@tt'þN

T4

15

ÀssAIrIq/Äs.sAIILfr ............

SÐ{IIAL ASSAI'Ifl
sÐ(tIA[r AssAI,l[ THREilIS/BODIIJ Inm,yïiEAPON .

SÐüAL ÀSSAT]IT
uÀrångrtn/roRcf,BtE ooNEINEMENT
BREAK & ENM,
AGGRA\¡ãIED

..

.....

l_6

L7
L8
l_9

20

2L
22

ASTEMHTED BREAK & ENIER

23

T]NIA!{H'LTJ grIN êA grgrv
TF¡E;LING aaa
T}TIERIIG THREATS
POSS. WEAPON DANffiOUS TO PIJBLTC
PUBLTC PEACE
BREACÍI OF RECOAÍIZAT{CE
BREACII OF PROB¡\TTON
BREACÍI OF OCUm ORDEB/PEACE BO¡¡D .
MISCffIEF'

24
25
26
27

.va!5Jt¡vg¡

28

29
30

ABET'CTION

3l_

EÀT'SII{G DISTURBANCE

32
33

IßRASSING/A¡INOyjNG PHONE CALTS
CEHER (SPEst¡Y)
SED(LAL INIERFMH{CE
FOINITNG A ETREARM
I}[\r[[[TA[TON TO SÐüAL TC[JCffi{G .
POSSESSION OF PROHIBTTED WEAPON .
SÐ(IJAL Ð(PI-oTTATION ..
F¡A .
TTIA .
INDECBIT ÀSSAUI.ÍT
SEI((AL INTERFERHVCE IJNDR 1.4 ....
æOSS Iì¡DECE}ICY
INCESI
ASSAT'IÍII}{G A POLTCE OFjHTCER ..
FORCÍBIE BIIRY
ÀI.TAL INIROCIJRSE ...
BES TAT-IIY
NO INFORIASTON ..

34
35
36
37
38

39
40

4t42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
99

L76

r

rl

2¡..

TVPE OF OFFENCE

OODE

L

SFOT]SAL ABUSE
crT[ID ABUSE
Tf,.DER, ABUSE

2
â

DNIII.TG REAITONSIfiP
GENRAL ÀSSAIIIÍT

..

4

5
6

C'IÍTER

PËACE OF OFTENCE
VTCIT}ÍIS RESIDENCE

0L
02
03
o4

OTTE¡DERIS RESIDENCE . . . . .
æÙII,ICN RESTDENCE
CIITTER, RESIDENCE
ÀÍ TÐRK

IN

05
06
07
99

TTJBLIC PTÀCE

qrÍrER PråcE (sPEsIry)

2C.

RET.{ITONSHTP CODE
¡.ßRRIED

Ð(-sPousE/LffiAütY

ot_

SEPAR¡\TED

Bo@..

o4
05

.

06
07
08
09
L0

ÞGow..

}WIURAL cfIILÐ

SIEP CÍITTÐ
ERIn{D

KluiN

AogJAIITIANCE

l_L

SIRAN@.

T2

CARreTVER.

L3
L4

cErrER (sPEcTfY)
NO TNFORI,ßSTO}I

2D.

02
03

DIVORCED

GII,OI IÃ!{
Ð(-GvtlfcN I3I{

..

99

OFEEbICE REFORIED BY

\rICIIM

0L
02

SFOUSE
ERTEbTD

03

PARENT

o4
05

crIHR RE¡f[rVE

(SPECTFY)

NETqIEOUR
TEACHM,

cfIITD eåRE (DAy CARE)
SOCÍAL TrcRKER
CARæIVER .....
crIrrER (sPEcrrY)
I@T APPüTCABTE

06
07
08
09

L0
11
77
99

ITT

t,

34.

EMPTO]¿MENI

E!4PTOlæD EMPTSIED EMPT!]TED

-

EMPr¡WD

æDE
PROEESSIOI.AL

0L

SrCIffqÆB,E-SKrËËED

02
03
o4

I]NSKTLTED

qrHER (SpECf,¡Y)

IU,IE!ßKER,

05
06
07
08
09
L0

.......
IJNE!4PTO}ÍED ....
sIflDENr

DEFEßIDENT

.

qErER (SEEcf,FY)

¡þ

38.

INFþFTIßCION .

RA@

OODE

CAI'CASTAN..

liallrvE

l_

.....

.....

2
3

ORTENIAL
EASE INDTAN

4

BrÀcÍ(

5

('rHER (SPESjFY)

3C.

6

DTSABILrIY æDE

\rtsLAtry

IMPÀTRED.

01

HEARI}{G IMPATRED
OOOTffTVHX IMPAIRED
FfIYSTCAI;LY IMPÀTRED

SPMcrÍ

02
03

o4
05
06
07

IMPEDTMENI

I.âI\GINGE (TNIRFRETOR RryIRED)
crlr{ER (sPECf,rY)

3D.

DESCRTSIION OF
KNIFE

BTI]NI
S¡ARP

qJN .

üIEAPON

0L

ORIET1P
OELIECT

02

03
04

RTFI.JE

05

HCI'SEIOLD ORIEqIS

06

NgT APPI.,ICABLE

07
77
99

qEER

¡þ
38.

INFORI,ÍA$ION

AI.cOHOL PRESHVT
PRESENT IN
PRESENT TN

CODE

\rIqITI{

AITD SUSPECT
SUSFECT

L

\IICTI],Í BUI NqI TN

FRESBIT IN ST'SPECT EUT NCII IN VICEfÌ,f
I{Cæ PRESEI\II IN EfiHR, VTCTTT{ OR SIJSFECT
PRESENI IN ST'SPECT BUT NO ]NFO RE:VICIT}{ .
PRESENT ]N VTCIHTT,I BUI NO INFO ON ST'SPECT .

..

I\rcfl' APPT,TCÀBUE

I{O INFþR!,ß[[ON

2
3
4

5
6

7
9

L7A

t

4A. INIþ)([CA}TI
BEq^INE

OODE

TßRD IJqUOR
PRESCRISIToÙI

.........

NON-PRESCRTSITON

NqT APPLTEÀBIE
NO INFÞFI.SIIION

4B.

.....

r{nNESS RE[.il[tONS¡flP
crrr.D(REN)
FRTEb¡D

PÀRENT
CITÍTER RETJIITVE

NEIGHBOUR

crrfrR

...

(sPEcTrY)

4
7
o
J

.... L
.... '.,2
.... 4
.... 5
6

NO INFORI,ßSTON
TìEIUTU¿ OODE

MINOR CÍIrS/BRUISES .

01

ITRTOR CUrS/ERLESES
BTTES
EROKEN BONESÆEIH

02
03
04

BIACK EYE .
SEIIEÍTES REqIRED .

05
06
07
08
09
10

}trSCÀRRTAGE

ÀSTEMFT STIICTDE

...

El,rcf[to]nL S'TRESS/BREAKæVII{
BUMPS rO HEAD^{CE \rJSTBLE

4D.

......

1_

2
3

7
9

NCIT APPËTCÀEIËE

4C.

......
......
......
......
......

CIIHER

Ll_

NO INFOR!ßSTON

99

TITPE OF PRTOR REæRD CODE
MMEgflTC ÀSSATIItr

.SNRAL ÀSSAI'IÍI

üHm, (sEEglrY)
crIITD

AEUSE

SEXUAL ÀSSAUUT
NCIT APPI,ICABLE

NO INFþRIGITOI{

.L
.2
3

..
..
..

.. 4
..7
o

L79

54. qtR[ oRDms
Rtr.JEASED !qTET

BATL

.....

0L

KEEP TITE PEACE A¡¡D BE OF GOOD BEÉa\rICIJR
REFOFT

TO DESIEEIIED

PERSON

02
03
04

ÀS D]REqTEÐ

REIAIN IN JURISDTCIIONÆO4E
PRSOùAL APPEARANCE

.. .. .

05
06
07

RæOFfTGffGEINW

NO @TIACI/@{MUNICåSIoIÍ

æIüDAgI/GqMINICAEIo}T By prio¡rE oNLy .
ABSTAIN ERCM AIæTÐL æNST]MPflION

08
09

woF\rISIU\SION

10
11

TO RESIDE .A[ GTVH{ RESIDENCE
NqT TO FOSSESS ETREAR!4S
NO¡TDISCI$URE .....

58.

qEm, (sPffirY)

12
13
L4

NqT ÀPPLTCâEIT.E
NO INFÐRÎ,trfltOIV

77
99

LENqIH OF TIME

<lWEK
l_

01

TI]EE<

BEIf{mr 1
2 WffiCS

02

ro 2

03

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
99

BHIÍ{EEN 2 TO 3
3 WEEC
BEIÍ{MN 3 TO 4

1 IrcNIH
T,3CRE

.......

TÍÍAN ].

NCIT APPLTCABTE

NO INFÐRI,ßfrTON
5C.

SKTTCES
0L

\rICEI}Í

02
03
04

crIIID

05
06

A¡TD

CttHR. SOgIAL
}@T ÀPPLTCABT,E
NO INFORI,IASTON

77
99

VTCEI}'I REFTJSED

0L

07

5D.

\rICTII4
EATTEÐ

02
03
o4

fO

ACII'SED SCI'GTII
INSUFETCEI\II

vIcTIi{

05
06

ÀICæ

\rTC.][TM RECÂ}TTS

qEæR (SPEcf,FY)

APPIJCåBT.E
INFOFT\ßSIoÙI

Nc,T

NO

.....
.....

07
08

77
99

180

6A. q]RT ETjECIIO.I æDE
PC JUæE ..............

..
..

QB JUæE ArOr{E
QB JUæE AND ,IURT
INFOA!,ßIIION

lþ
68.

REPOFS æDE
FRESENIENCE

RmRf
gsycuamrc
qEm, .....

....
........

REÐRT

IIAP

REFOFT

4
o

L
2

....

3

4

NO INFOASfl[tOt{

6C.

L

.'

9

SENIENCNG il'æE
IvfYmS ..........

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
. .....

DE\TINE

.....
COLTåFMAN
MIIEÍIEI.;L .....
GARETNKTE :....
qJy ......
KRAMR, ... ..
XþPPSIEIN

KTMMEI¡ßN

0L
02
03
04

05
06
07
08

09

10

6D. ET}AL

DISFOSTrION

AQUmTAL
ABSOII}IE DTSCHARE
æ¡[DIftoD[AL DISCTIARffi
SIISPB{DED SENIENCE

PROBilfTO{

En\lE .... o.
]NERCRHITON
CEHR,

..

......
......
......
......
......
......

01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08

68.

.0L

..o2
..03
. .04

.05
.06
.07
.08
.09
.L0
. ]_t
.77
.99

181

I
I

PII]NITOEINTJ SI:HEDULE

TEIALS AND IIUILTY FLEAS
FOFI FFJAIFJIE

RESEAFJI-=H

SFOUSE AEUSE

JULY

6,

tg-Jz

I
I

i

.ãPPENDD( C
I

L82

llt/¡qRl CASE l.lAflt

I.D.

llt/,lRz

NUIIEER

}Ii,AR3 POLI[E }IUIIBER
llU¡{R4 DATE 0F FTRST

APPEARAT'¡CE

II|,AR5 LEI{üTH OF TRIAL
ll|/AR6

IH

D¡{YS

NUI,IBER OF ACCUSEO

}IllAR7 TRI¡qL JUD6E Í:T SEE CODE
ltvARE tÉ0t¡H

(STAIIIIARD...
R0osEllIitHLE.

BOOH PAÊE

I PIDD,..
.. 5)

7A r:I

2 5T. HILL.., 3

0THER

,..

,t)

IIt,ARg LË6AL AID
YES

I

¡tft

2

NO DEFE¡ITE (DEFEI{Ds SELFJ

3

IIO Il'lFO RE LAIIYEP

4

lt0

t

I¡|F0R}|ATI0H.

... .. ..

*+SEE COÚE EOOK PAGE
II'JAP,I(|A OHARËE

I**

I

lt|,lqRt0B*

itl/ARl0t (STAY

,..

I

PR0CEED

... 2

DISiltSS

.., 3

PLEA

8....

,t)

I,IV/qRII¡{ CllAÊ6E 2
flIJARl

tBf

fll//ERt

tt

III/ARI?A CIIARGE 3
ll'/AR

l2Bt

lt|JARt2t

H'/AI13¡{

CH¡{RGE

{

lluARlSEI
llt/ARl3rj
I.IV/ERI4A CHAFGE 5

Htl/qRl4Bü
llvARr 4c

HIJAAIsA THAEGE 6

fivARt5Bt
il|,iqR I

5r

IIi/ARIËA

CHARGE

i

ltï,¡|Rt6Bt
HUARt6C

1.83

}II,ARITA

L

THi4RGE 8

ltvARtTßf
üt/ARtTC

}II/ARIEA CHAREE 9
Hl'ARISBt
l,r|JARlSc

L

l'lt/ARlgA CH¡{R|ìE l0
!IVARI9BI
l,t|/ARtSc

HUAR2O DATE OF INCIDEI|CE

L

}I'JARzI OR¡ûIN OF

CASE

FA}IILY i.IIOLEI,ICE

I

OOURÏ

IIIPORT

2

TRAI{SFER

rt

IItlAR2z TYPE OF HEARINü/APPEARAI{CE:
PRELIIIII.IARY HEARING
pRELIfi tNARy

I

IIITH P.B A}IO

HEAPINÊ........,.....

L

EIITER

A GU¡LTY

PLEA

ïRIåL. . , r , r . . r . . . . . . . .
STAY IIITH PEACE IOND AT

I
I

STAY....,,,,2
f

..,........
..........

..............

.

TRIAI. ........

3

{
5
6

SIAY AT DOüKET OR SËREENINO C0URI............ 8
I,II/AP23

l,tl/AR2{

IF TRIAT,

TYPE OF TRIAL:

PR{I',I¡ICIAL C{IURT JUDGE AL(INE

I

OIJEEH'S IE¡ICH JUDGE ALOIIE

3

OUEEI,I'S BEI'ICH JUI)GE ANl} JURY

4

PE-ELECTIOH

E

J

CRoI,|H ELECItoN

II{DICTIIEIIT

I
2

il0

3

tNF0RltAII0t{

IIIJARzS IIHERE I,IA5 CASE

9
HEARD

FÁI'IILV I,IOLENCE
PRIII,II{CIAL

CÍ]URT

I

COURT

2

OUEEN'S 8EI{CH

I,IVAR26 IIAS TIIE
TES

',ICTI}I

3
ATCOIIPAI{IED IIITO COURT BY

¡t0

N{lf

A

SUPPORTII/E OTHER.

I
2

APPLICASLE

7

!10 INF0RI|ATI0l'l

9

LU

SpEilFy

llt,ARzT

1{H0 A0r:o}tpÁfltED

RELAIIVE

L

I

FRIEND

2

ADlJOCATE

3

OIHER

4

l'lllAR?8A

susPE0T-vlcTllt RELATI0t'tsHlp: *fsEE c0DE E00K FAGE zAt

II[,AR288

IF

IIULTIFLE SUSPECT/VICT¡II RELAÍIONSHIP TÍSEE C(]DE PÁOE
2BTr

I

lltlARzg 0FFEIICE REP0RTED

[y:

#SEE C0DE [00t{ pA6E Zc*t

SET OF VICTII,I(S):

t iltALE ... l) (FEüALE ... 2)

[t,AR30A

I,ICTI]|

ltl.lAR3oB

I,ICTIH

2

ü|JAP30C

l,¡CTIil

3

II'JARSO¡)

|/ICTIH

4

AGE OF IJICT¡I.I(S)

I,Ii/ÀR3IA AGE {lF

I,ITTIII I

fl'/ÁR318 AGE 0F

VttTIil

2

ûi

l/¡cTlt't

3

}I'/ARSID AGE OF VITT¡I.I

{

ltt/ARStc AGE

(Illl

YE/qRS)

III,ARSz EIIPLÍ]YIIEI{T STATUS OF t.lICÏIII
*TSEE üODE SOOK PAüE zDTr
IIIJ¿ìRS3 RACE OF

I*SEE

IJICTIII:
CODE R(]OK PA6E

I,Iï,ÁR34A I',1S THERE

HI/AE3{8

tF

LAIIGUAGE

IARPIER

(YES...

I N0...

2)

yES T0 üÌ,AR34A, I}|IERPREI0R
USED?
N0
? llA
7)

(YES
IIIJARSS

A

3AÍr

... I

...

.,.

OISABIL¡TY OF VICTIII:
YES

I

N(l

2

yES T0 fil/AR3s, TypE 0F 0ISABILITY
TISEE CODE B(]OK PAGE 38 TI

IF

I.IUAR36A

DISABIL¡TY

I

}II'AR36B DIS,1SIL¡TY 2
I'I[,AR36C

IlISABILITY 3
SET

flF SUSPECI(S):

l,¡vAR37A SUSPECT

I 0|ALE ... t) (rEüALE ,.. 2)

II'/ARSTB SUSPECT 2
HI,AR3TC SUSPECT 3
IIVARSTD SUSPECT

{
185

A6E OF SUSPECT(S)

(¡!I

YEARS)

IIUARsBA A6E OF SUSPECT

L

I

IIUAR3SB AËE OF SUSPECT 2

III,ARsST AGE OF SUSFECT 3
I|IJARSSD ¡IGE

0F SUSPECI 4

}Il,AR3g EIIPLOYIIE¡IT STATUS {]F

DEFEIIOE¡IT

ÍTSEE CODE B{]OK PAGT ÎD*T
I

L

IItlAR{0 RACE 0F 0EFEN0EI|T¡

ItsEE C00E 800K PA|:E 3A*t
IIUAR4IA }IAS THEPE A LANGUAGE IARRIER?

(rES... I N0...

ltt/AR4tB ¡F yEs T0 ilt/AR34A, IHTERPREI0R

(rEs

... I

¡t0

IItlAR{2 DI3ÀBIL¡TY OF

...

2 ilA ...

USED?

7)

DEFENDEHT:

yEs

I

I

lt0

I

IF

L

?

yES

fISEE

I

III/AR4sA

2)

I0

[VAp42, TypE 0F DISABIUTY

CODE EÍ]OI{ PAEE

38

TT

DISABILIil I

I{',AR{3B DISABILIIY 2
III/AP{3C OISABILITY 3

IIi,AR44

CHARGES AIIDED.
TES

fl0
N{lT AFFTICABLE

I

AODED *ISEE

2

/ÀOOEO

3

ADDED

III/AR{sA THARGE

CODE EOOK PAIJE

Ir*

l,tvAR458[ C0UI{TS
¡IIJAR.I6¡{ CHARGE

ltt/AP46Rr

C0UNTS

}II,AR47A CHARGE

HI/AR4TEI

COUIITS

III,AR{8 ¡IA5 THERE A

CHA}IÊE OF FLEA?

I

YES
NO

2

}IOT APPLICABLE

7

¡tvAR49 IF yES T0 iltJAR{8, llHAI HAS THE
ÊUILTY T(¡ ORIGINAL CHARGE(S)
ÊUILTY

T{l A

LESSER OFFE}ICE

GUILTY Ttl FE¡IER

OFFENSES

PLEA?

I
2
3

ÍITHER (SPECIFY)

,l

Nl¡T âPPLICABLE

7

186

I{HEI,I I{AS THE TI{AI{GE OF PLEA EIITERED?
BEFORE TRIAT CO}IIIEI,ICED

I

DURII.IG CROIII{'S CASE

2

AT C0flCLUSI0H 0F cPot{lt's cAsE

3

IIUT:IIIIÊ DEFEIICE'S CASE

4

SCREE¡I¡IIÊ OR DOCKET C{]UPT

5

NOT APPLICABLE

7

fTI

IF

ÊUILTY PLEA COIIPLETE I,IVARSI

Tfl II|/ARss

TTT

III,ARSI IIEÊE THEFE ANY IHJUPIES
YES . r r.

.....r

¡.r

IIÍ]T APPLICABLE

IF

.. ..

.,.

I

r

.......

YES T0 ttTtARSt,

IIi/ARS2A I¡IJURY

..

,,,,,,

2
7

SpE0tFy: ftSEE C0l)E B00K FAGE 3C **

I

IIi,ARS2B II{JURY 2

IIiJARSS

DID VICÍIII RECEII,E IIEDICAL ATTEIII¡OI,I
yE5

I

NO

2

I{OT APPLICAELE

7

H0 It'tF0RilATt{lil

9

I,II/AP5.I USE OF DRUGS/ALCOHOL

(i,ICT¡I{
III,ARsSA

DIÍ

... I AUCUSEo ...

THE DEFE¡IIIANT IIA}:E

CE(]HI,I SOUGHÍ

T(l

A

2 B0IH ... 3

I

N{]

2

.,.

9)

9

II/4S THE STATEIIEI{T I,IADE?

i

POLICE

I]THER (SPECIFY)

2

}IOT APPTICABLE

7

#T

ill

AS II{FORIIAÍ IOI{?

YES

IO IIH(III

... i

STATEI,IENT IIHICH THE

INTRODUCE

N0 t¡tF0PnATlot¡
I,Il.lARss8

t{EIT¡|ER

GUILTY PLEAS PROCEEII TO PAGE

IO *T1

187

L
L
L

ft*
l{l,AR56

IF

TRIAL Cf¡IIPLETE IIiJARS6 TO IIVAR9{ TTI

VItTlll/lll

OID

II'IESS ¡{FPE¡{R?

YES

I

lt0

2

lF t{0 T0 }lt,AR56,

L

I

¡¡0

2

I'It'ARs8 IIERE

L

}tAS Á IARRAilI ISsUE0?

YES

CHARûES DISIIISSED?

YES

I

¡10

2

IIiJAR5? REAS{]N FOR DISIIISSAT

r$EE

I

L

üt,AR60 HAs THE

3D*r

|,rcTrlt ulgqqrugåiuq?

YES

I

!10

(_
I

I
I

COOE PAGE

,.

..,....

.¡

I

.... ....

2

NtlT APPLICABLE

II',ARGI

DID CROIIII IIOI,E
yEs

7

IO H,IVE IIITNESS

DECLARED I|OSTILE ?

I

I't0

2

N(lÏ
IIVAF:62

lF

I'10

APPLICAFLE

7

T0 Hi/AR6I, HAS CASE SIAYE0?

I

YES

2
¡Il.lAR63 REASOI'I FOP STAY

ITSEE CODE B[]OK PA6E 3DTT

cR0l[{,s

IF

cAsE

I/ICTIü TESITFIED, BRIEFLY
CODE E(]OK PAüE 4AII

THE

TTSEE

IIVAR64A

I/ICTIII'5

STATENEilT

I,II,AR64B

i,ITTIII'S

STATEI,IEHT 2

IIVAP64C

lJICTII'I'S STATEIIENT

I,Ii/AR64D

t,ICTIII'S

¡)ESCRIBE THE TEST¡lroNy.

I

3

STATEI,TEIIT 4

188

L
IIUAR6S IIERE THERE AI{T INJURIES
YES

I

NO

2

}If]I

L

IF

AFPLICABLE

YES T(] ¡,It//{865, SPEr]IFY: TÍSEE CODE BO(]K PAûE 3C

II|,AR66A I}IJUÊY

I

ilt/AR668 ¡I{JURY

I

I'IIJAR67

7

I*

DID VICTII{ ÊECE¡VE I.IEDICAL ATTENTIOII
TE3

I

NO

2

NOÍ APPLITABLE

7

I

I{O INF(IRIIATIOII
TR{ISS ETAI.IINATI(]H OF
ltl/AREEA HEP/HIS USE
üi,ARESB IIATURE

VII]II},I¡

0r

ALC0HoL/DRUGS?

t]F INJURIES

(yES...

l) (N0... 2) (ltA... 7i

OR L¡{TK THEREOF?

|íI/ARESC ARÊUl'lEl'lT?
HI,AR6SD EOTH EECAIIE
'/¡OLENT?
IIIJAR6SE PRO|JOCATIOII?
}I'JÀP.68F RETALIATIÍ]II?
IIIJAREEË CIRCUI,ISIAI¡CES (PHYS.

.

tlR EIIÍ¡T. ANO/OP TIIIE) II,IPEDE I,IEI,IORY

P0LIrlE llllNEssEs EvlDEllüE, I0EltTtFT At'tD suilflARr¿E TESIrlr0Ny¡
I*SEE COIE BOOK PAÊE 4BTI
POLICE IIIT¡I853 I

ül,AR69A
l,lvAR69B
l,tvAR69C
iltJAR630

llt,åR69E

POLITE IIIIIIESS

2

iltJARi0A
Ìrt/AR708
ilvAR70C

llt/ARi0D
CROSS ETAIIINAT¡ON OF POLICE

llvARTl¡{

vlcllfi'S

S0BRIETY

(yES,,. I l'l0... 2 NA... i)

}II/ARTIB ACCUSEO'S SOBRIETY

(lF IIIJURIES
I,ICTIII'S
I'IIJARTID
BEHAI/I{]UR
I,I|,ARTIC NATURE

I,Ii/ARTIE OEFEIII)ENT'

S

BEHAI/IOUR

I,II/ARTIF CONDITIO¡I OF SITE

189

L
L

llvAPT? cRoHl,t's I|{¡RI) pARIy
IIt'ARTSA TESTIIIÍINY

HtINEss(Es)

I

$sEE

c0DE B00K pAriE 4,:

tt

T **SEE CflDE IOOX PAGE 5A T*

ilvAR73[ fESIIH0fly 2
üvAR73t TESTIltot{Y 3
Hi/¡4RT{ CRoHt'trs

üvARi5

t{tTilEss 2

TESTIH0ilY

t

ltt/ARTG CÊot{N,s ilIf}tEss
fit,AR77 TESIIII0ilY I

3

fit,APi8 CR0!ht's HIIilESS 4

ívARig TESIIil0IIY I
IIi,ARSO OID THE DEFEI'IDAIIT IIAKE
CNO}¡N SOU6HT

Tll

A SÍ¡qTEIIEIIT IIHICH

INTROOUCE

THE

AS EI/IDE¡ICE?

YES

I

fl0

2

NO INFÍIRI,IAfI(1I{

ltt,AREt

IF

,raa

9

yES T0 I'!I/AR80,
T0 ltHoü t,As TltE sIATEItEilI fiADE?

FOLICE

ltl/Ap82

IF

yES T0 flVAR8l,
HllS THE STATEüENI ALL0I,|ED tN?

TES

I

llO

IIOI

2
APPTICAELE

7

OEEXEEIL!¡EE
IIt'ARE3 DID THE OEFE}ICE CALL I.IITNESSES?
vEs

lt0

Hìl/{Rg{ ¡F yES

I0

ltt,Äp83, 0t0 fHE DEFEflI)ANÍ fEsIrFy?

YES

I

l{0

2

II(IT APPLICABLE

7

TEST¡II(]IIY FflR DEFEI{CE (ACCUSED)
ITSEE CODE BOOK PA6E 58TT
I,It/AP8s¡{ TESTIIIOIIY

I

IESIII|0HT

2

H|/AR858

||I/ARESC TESTlll0l'lY 3
}It,AR8sD TESTI}IO}IY 4

190

L

L
llt/AREBA

L

CR{ISS

EI¡qII¡ilATI{]II OF

ACCUSED

Ust 0F

ALC0H0L/DRUGS?

(yES... I l{0.., 2 NA...

Or rflRCE

II|//|R86B EITEI{T

7)

USEO?

I,I|,AR8EC ACCU5EO'S EIIOTIONAL STåTE?

L

I.II,ARg6D PREI/I(llJg ASSAULTS?

IESTIfl0ily roR ErEilËL(rH¡R0

L

I

II'/ARBT DEFEIICE I{ITNESS

L

llVtlRA8¡4 TESTIll0t{T

I

FARTY)

**SEE COI}E BOOI( PAGE {C T*

**SEE C00E B00t( PAGE S(:fi

IIVAPEEB TESTIIIOI{Y 2
HI,ARSST TESTI}IOI{Y 3

L

IIVAEB9 OEFENTE

ltuARg0

L

III,ARgI DEFENCE }IIT}IESS 3
ltt,ARSz

L

¡IIÏIIESS 2

lEsilHtlilY I

IESIliloilY I

llt/ARgS DEFENIE HITIESS
HttARg4 TESTilt0ilY

4

I

II

L
L

Tf

CT(ISIHG AREUIIENTS BRIEFLY SUI.II,IARIZE¡
OETEilCE SUIII'IATIO¡I

I

APPLICABLE FOR BOTH TRIAL AIID GUILTY PLEAS

ÍISEE

COOE BOOIí FAGE

6Af*

llvAR9SA
IIVAR9SB
llvAR9SC
l,tvAR95D

I

L
L
I

cR0!ll. sljllilATl0t{ *ÍSEE CoDE B00K PAGE 6Bft
ívAR96A
Ht,/qR96B
l,lVAR96C

i

ltt,AR96[

t_
.t/J!l0rcr
I

L
I

HVAR97

IF A PRELIIIINARY:
COI{IIITTED

T{l TRIAL

IlISCHARGEI}

I
2

I

i

i--

IIIIAR9E

IF A ÍRIAL:
ßUILTY

3

I

¡IOT GUILTT

I

GUILTY

tlF A

4

LESSER |]FFEIICE

È
.J

DIS}IISSED

6

NOT APPLICABLE.

1

PEACE BOND.

I

191

t
L

}IVARg3 DID ATCUSEI) HAI/E

A PRIOR

RETOF.D?

llt/ARl00 IF YES T0 ilt/AR3g, DtD THE

L

llVARl0l lF YES T0 ilVARt0t, DIO

t

IIVARIO2 IITRE REPORTS REOUESIEO ?

I

L

t
I

lr-

(YES...

I I{0...

F:EC0RD INOLUDE ASSAIJLT?

REËOf,0 Iilt:LU0E SP0USAL ASSAULT?

YES

I

il0

2

HO II,IF(]RI,IATIOII

I

¡F yES T0 fillARt0z, I'HAI
IIi/ARIOSA REPORÍ

2)

KIND 0F REP0RTS? *SEE t0DE B00K PAGE 6C

**

I

III|ARI()SE REPORT 2
I,IIJARIO3T REPORT 3

NATURE OT

TIE

REPORT

I

L
I

L

III/ARIO4 ASSESSIIE¡¡T OF DANGER Ttl IJICTIII
}II,¡qRIOS ASSESSIIEI{I OF DAHAGE TO

l/IIrIIil

i

III/API(16 POTEI,ITIAL FOR REHABILITATIOIT

34

i

Ë
¡,

I,IEDIUII

t/ERY

H¡IJH

VERY

L0H

llI6H

cn$X's REffilllg!g[!"0[_1.!:
HÎIARI()TA ßECOHI.IEIIDATIOI{

SEHIEXLE-_

flsEE [0DE B00l( pAÊE 6Dtr

I

l,tl,ÄPt078 REC0íIIEI|DAII0t{ 2

illlAPlo7c REc0liltEHDÀII0t{ 3
CON0ITI0NS: *ISEE C0DE B00l( PAGE TCtt

ltvARl0sA c0N0¡Tt0Ns I
l,rt,AntoEB c0NIlrTIoilS 2

lttJARtosc c0t{DITI0!ts 3
IIl,ARIOg
IIiJARIIO

IF

PROBATIIIH SPECIFY LEIIGTII

IF

IIICARCERAIIOI{ SPEC¡FT LEIIGTH

III

}IO¡ITHS

II{

IIOIITHS

I92

t
DEFENCE RECOI.II,IEIIIÁTIOI{

L
tA

ltl,ARt I

L

tt

L

6O T*

I

REC0liltEilDAItoil 3
CO¡IIIITItl¡IS I*SEE CODE BOOK PAGE TATT

lrvARuzA C0NDIrt0r{s I
}IVARII2B CONDITIONS 2
ltt/ARtl2c çoNDIiloilS

t_

SENTEIICE T*SEE CODE BOOK PAI]E

¡,tt,ARiltB RECoflflEfloATI0il 2

ltl,ÁßlI

L

REC0ltltEt{DAT¡0t{

RE:

3

III/ARIIS IF PROBATIOII SPEC¡FY LENÊTH

III/ARII{ ¡F

¡!DcEl!.jE[4t[.s.- $sEE

I

11{ }IO}ITHS

IIITARTERÀTIOII SPETIFY LEIIËIH

III

},IONTHS

coDE B00t( pAËE 7Ar

ltl,ARt t5A
I

i
I

lrl/l{R I t 58

ltvARt I5C
ltvARl t sD

L

F¡¡IAL DISPOSITIOII

llt/ARl16 DAIE 0F f ¡l'lAL DISP0SIT¡0N
I
I

L-

IIUAEIIT SENTEIICING JUDGE IISEE COIE BOOI( PAÊE 78*T

l'lVAßll8 rlHARriE

t:

*ÍSEE C00E B00K pAÊE

I il

IIVAHII9A DISP{ISIT¡OHI CHARGEI T*SEE COI}E BOOI( PA6E 6D IT
}II/ARIIgB OISPOSITI(}!I2
l,tvARt

l9c

DtsP0s¡TI0N3

CHARGEI

CHARGEt

C0NDIll0l{S: *ISEE C00E B00K PAGE 7C*t
lltJARt20A

Cofl0tIt0{ I

lrvARl208 c0l{DITt(lil 2
üvARt2oc c0ilDIIIoN 3

IIVARI2I IF FI¡IE/RESTITUT¡{lII SPEC¡FY Añ[]UI{Í
III,API2z IF PROEAT¡OII SPECIFY IENÊTH III IIOI|THS
}It/ARIz3

IF

II{CÀRCER¡{IIOI{ SPECIFY LEI{üTH

I}I

I.IONTHS

rÍ)3

llUARlz{

CHARËE

2:

I

IÍSEE C0DE B00t( pÄGE

I,I1/ARI25A DISFOSITIIIIII OHARÊEz

r$EE

tr

CODE BOOK PAGE

6D *f

III'ARI2SB DISPOSITIOI{2 CHAßË82
fivARt25C

0¡sP0stÏIoil3

CHAR6E2

C0ilDtlt0t't9: ttSEE
}II/ARI26A CONI)ITI(]N

I

C0t{0tiloil

2

l{t/ARt26B

C0DE B00K PAGE

7c

rt

¡,t|.lARt26C C0N0tTI0l{ 3
I

IIU¡{RI2T

IF FINE/REST¡TUT¡flII SPECIFY

¡I|/APIz8

IF

lltJARl29

lF

llt,ARlS0

AII(]UI,II

PROIATIOII SPECIFY LEIIËTI| III IIONIIIS
II{CARCER¡{II0N SPECIFy tEilûIH Il,t il0¡tIHS

CHARÊE

3:

Í*SEE C0DE B00K PAGE

I *t

t'lvARlSlA DlsP0slft0r{r 0HARÊE3 tÍsEE c0I)E
B00K p,tÊE 6D

III,APIsIB D¡SPOSITIOI{2

CHARBEs

ill'¡qPl3lt D¡SP0SIIl0ltg

CHARGE3

C0ll0tII0NS: ftSEE c0DE [00K
ltt/ARtS2A

PAGE

rr

7C*f

C0N0IIloil t

flvARl328 CoNDtTr0¡t 2
lrvåRt32C C0N0tft0N 3
IIt,/qRI3S
II|JARIS4

IF
IF

llll,lRl35 IF

FINE/RESTITUTI(1I{ SPETTFT
PRÍ]B/4IIÍ]I{ SPECIFY LEIIGTH

AI,IOUIIT

III

II(II{THS

IIICARCERATI0I,t SPECIFy LEllËTH

}II/ARI36 IS SENTEIICE ¡S BEII{T SERI/EI)

Iil

il0ltTHS

COI,ICURREIITLY

yEs

I
H0

2

Ig/t

I

t
.t

APFENDIX

I)

J

I
t-

¡

I

L

,

MONITORING CODE BOOK
FAMTLY VTOLENCE COURT
FOR PRAIRIE RESEARCH
JULY 6, 1992

i
I

I

i
I
I

I
!
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4

llL
I
I

1A.

CHARGE CODE
MURDER .¡ r............,....,,¡.
ATTEMPTED MURDER ... O ..

11

a.aaaaaaara

.. " ....
MANSLAUGHTER,.................
ASSAULT WTTH A WEAPON .I"'t...
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT .. .. o ¡ ¡ o i ¡ ¡ ¡

I2
aaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaa
aa.aaaaaaat

ASSAULT CAUSTNG BODILY HARM
COMMON ASSAULT/ASSAULT . . . . . . . .
SEXUAL ASSAULT .....
SEXUAL ASSAULT THREATS/BODILY H ARM/WEAPON
AGGRAVATED SEXUAL ASSAULT
UNLAI,TFUL/FORCIBLE CONFINEMENT
BREAK AND ENTER
ATTEMPTED BREAK & ENTER
IJNLAWFULLY IN A DWELLING
UTTERING THREATS .. I " t..
aaara

aaaaaa

L
f
I

aaaaaaaaaaa

aaaa¡a.aa
aa.a.aaaa
aaaaa..ta

aaaaaaaaa

I
I
I

t_
¡

,_

a.aaaraa.

aaaaaaaaa

POSS. WEAPON DANGEROUS TO PUBL IC PEACE
BREACH OF RECOGNIZANCE
BREACH OF PROBATTON ...,.
BREACH OF COURT ORDER/PEACE BOND
MTSCHIEF .,...
.....
ABDUCTTON . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
C.AUSING DISTURBANCE .. .,... ! .....
HARASSTNG/ANNOYING PHONE CALLS ..
HOUSEBREAK ENTER W/INTENT ..... I
'
SEXUAL

INTERFERENCE

........

POINTING A FIREARM ..,.I'¡..',"'
INVITATION TO SEXUAL TOUCHING
POSSESSTON OF PROHIBITED WEAPON
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
FMA ..r....r.....'.....,

HTA ..........

INDECENT ASSAULT .,...
SEXUAL INTERFERENCE UNDER L4
GROSS INDECENCY .........
r

INCEST .r....r...,......,..

ASSAULTING A POLICE OFFICER
FORCIBLE ENTRY ..I""..'
ANAL TNTERCOURSE .. I ',

BESTIALITY ... t.

OTHER .o..r.r.............
ABDUCTION .....
NO INFORMATTON ..,..

.....

13
L4
15
16
77
18
19
20
2T

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
99

196

t
I

L
,.

I
l-

2A,

RELATIONSHIP

CODE

MARRIED,,..................

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

EX- SPOUSE/LEGALLY SEPARATED

I

l

DIVORCED
. r........
LAI¡
,.......
EX-COMMON LAW
,....

I

L

COMMON

BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND T "
EXBOYFRI END/GI RLFRT END
NATURAL CHILD ......
I" '
STEP CHrLD .............

L
i

OB

09
10

FRIEND ....,...........o

I

KNOI4TN

....
...,......
.........

ACQUAINTANCE .

STRANGER
CAREGIVER

11

L2
13
L4
99

OTHER (SPECIFY)
NO INFORMATION
2F

,

2C.

MULTIPLE VIC{IMISUSPECT RELATIONAL CODE
ALL FAMILY MEMBERS .....
VICTIMS FAMTLY AND THIRD PARTY ...
SUSPECTS FAMTLY AND THIRD PARTY ..
THIRD PARTY ONLY
.......

4

OFFENCE REPORTED BY

vIcTIM .....
.....
sPousE
..........,....
FRIEND ...............
PARENT .,..........,.......

o... r..

OTHER RELATTVE (SPECIFY)

NEIGHBOUR
.....
TEACHER
....,..
cHrLD CARE (DAY CARE) ...
SOCIAL WORKER ......
CAREG.TVER

oTHER (SPECTFY)
NOT APPLTCABLE
NO INFORMATION

2D,

1

2
3

EMPLOYMENT CODE
EMPLOYED - PROFESSIONAL

.....
......
SKILLED/SEMI-SKILLED ........
EMPLOYED - UNSKILLED .........,
.........
EMPLOYED

oTHER (SPECTFY)

01
02
03
o4
05
06
07
08
09
10

tL
77
99
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
99

Lg/,

t:

à

t

¡.

L

3A.

L
I

t_

38.

L

RACE CODE
CAUCASIAN. .

.

1

NATTVE
BLACK

2

ORIENTAL
EAST INDIAN

4

oTHER (SPECT FY

6

3
5

DISABTLITY CODE
VISUALLy IMPAIRED .......................
HEARTNG IMPAIRED ............,.........r.....
COGNITTVELY IMPAIRED t....
.........
PHYSTCALLY TMPAIRED .............,.
SPEECH IMPEDIMENT
LANGUAGE (INTERPRETER REQUIRED)

L

(SPECTFY)

oTHER

.... i

I

\_
I

3C. INJURY

............
.............
.,..,

CODE

MTNOR CUTS/BRUISES
MAJOR CUTS/BRUISES ...,.

......
..... ,.,,.,
... .. .........
.. r r... ....

BITES .........

I

r
BONES/TEETH
BLACK EYE .... r,... r i ¡ r..
STITCHES REQUIRED ...,.
MISCARRIAGE .....

I
!

BROKEN

I
I

t_

.....
....

¡......

BUMps ro HEAD/NoT vrsrBLE
........,....,
ATTEMPT SUICTDE .,....,....
¡. r..........
r....
EMOTIONAL STRESS,/BREAKDOWN ..,. ¡ ¡............
DAMAGE GENITALS I.."
.....
DAMAGE TO REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS
¡........,

PREGNANCY ..... e...... r..............,..
...,.
... I '

oTHER .....
NO INFORMATION
\_
I
I

3D.

DISMISSED/STAYED

FAILED TO ATTEND COURT
ACCUSED SOUGHT COUNSELLING
INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE
VICTIM NOT SERVED .. I "
RECANTS

VTCTIM PROVOKED
¡

i

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
0g
0g
10
11
72
13
L4
99

CODE

VICTIM RBFUSED TO TESTIFY
....... I
VICTIM RETRACTED ORIGINAL STATEMENT t. I...... '

VICTIM

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

.....
.....

CONSENSUAL FIGHT
oTHER (SPECTFY)
NOT APPLICABLE a a
NO TNFORMATION aa

at
a..

a

.aa
a a a a a

aata

a a a a a aaaa
raa

a aoa

a a

aara
a

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
77
99

I
I

I
I

ì
I

198

t
L

4A.

L
L

TESTTMONY FOR CROWN (VICTIM)
GAVE ACCOUNT OF TNCIDENT ........
I'
NO RECONCTLTATION .....,..............,......
NOT FIRST TIME VICTIMIZED BY ACCUSED ........
FEARS FOR LIFE
..........
ACCUSED NEEDS PUNISHMENT . O. "
", "
ACCUSED NEEDS COUNSELLING .,...........,.....

...........t.....,.o.....
.....r...............
..,...........,
oTHER ..........
..........
NOT AppLTcABLE ...............
NO TNFORMATION .....
RECONCILIATION

vIcTIM

RECANTS
LEAVE US ALONE

L
L
I

L

48.

TESTTMONY FOR CROWN (POLTCE)
ATTENDED CALL PLACED BY VTCTIM
ATTENDED CALL PLACED BY OTHER

NOTICED INJURIES ON VICTIM .O..'
DID NOT NOTICE INJURIES ON VICTIM

spoKE To VICTIM ........
i..,...
sPoKE TO ACCUSED .......,..
SPOKE TO BOTH VICTIM AND ACCUSED
spoKE TO OTHER ..........,....
r......

.....

,....
.¡......
......

r..
COOPERATIVE ....:
NON-COOPERATM,.,.......... ¡.......
VICTIM DECLINED MEDICAL ATTENTION ......
VICTIM SOUGHT MEDICAL ATTENTION .............
REMARKED ON CONDITION OF IMMEDIATE AREA
VICTIM UNDER. INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL ...........
ACCUSED UNDER INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL .....
BOTH UNDER INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL II"..'I',"'
CHILDREN PRESENT .....
.....
........
CORROBORATED PREVTOUS POLICE TESTIMONY ......
I,lEApoN USED
.....
.....
........
wEAPoN THREATENED ,....
wEAPON SEIZED .......,..
...,.,
oTHER ....,......
r.., r...,
.........
NO INFORMATION .,.............
ACCUSED
ACCUSED

4C. C RowN's

oTHER I,lITNEssEs
NEIGHBOUR ...,.....,..

FRIEND ...,.
FAMILY MEMBER
cHrLD(REN) ...

r. ¡..

POLICE OFFICER

aaaa.aaraa
a.aaa

.....

FORENSTC ..,..
WITNESS .............

oTHER (SPECTFY)

aa.a.
O

aaaaaaaaaa
aaaaa
aaaaa
laarraaaaa

t.
aaaaaaa.at

......

r

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
og
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POLICY STATEMENT:
Criminal proceedings will be instituted in all cases where a spouse has been assaulted.
a police officer has reasonable and probable grounds to believe that a husband or
wife has been assaulted, the police have been requested to lay the appropriate criminal
charge as disclosed by the complainants evidence.

'Where

Spousal assault, for the purposes of this policy, is defined as physical or sexual assault
or the threat of physical or sexual assault of a spouse by a person with whom they
have, or have had an intimate relationship, whether or not they are legally married or
living together at the time of the assault or threal

(1)

Every effort should be made to encourage battered spouses to æsti$ including
putting such witnesses on the stand, but where the charge is provable by other
evidence, the reluctant spouse should be excused without further sanction.

(2)

\Mhere there is not sufficient evidence without that of the battered spouse,
regard must be had to the circumstances of each offence. The more serious
the offence, the more appropriate it would be to take all reasonable steps to
compel testimony.

(3)

Any women who requests that charges be dropped should be directed to
contact the \Momen's Advocacy Program, and the practice of directing any
such women to write a letter to the Crown Attorney should be discontinued.
rWhen a \¡/omen is referred to the'Women's Advocacy Program, it should be
confirmed by a memorandum or a telephone call to their office, by the Crown

Attorney, advising of any particular concerns by the prosecution. Contact
with \Momen's Advocacy and its outcome should be noted in the file.

_o
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I

L
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L
I

L

(4)

The complainant should be advised that they did not lay the
charge and the
responsibility for prosecution of the case rests with the Ciown Attoåey.

(5) If a complainant fails to attend Court in response to a subpoena,

I

the Crown
Attorney has the discretion to request a warrant, thus aithorízing police
intervention to determine the safety of the woman. 'When the woman has
been located, she should be referred to the Women's Advocacy program
to
identi$ and respond to her concerns.

I

L

(6)

I
I

u_nfortunately, the'w'omen's Advocacy program only operates in the city of
centres outside the Ciþ oiwinnípeg there are
similar programs to which a crown Anorney may refer a victim/wiÃess.

tMinnþg. However, in some
l_

I

(7)
(8)

The battered spouse, who chooses not to testify, should noÇ unless special or
unusual circumstances exist, be made the subject of further ptor"cuion as a
result of her failurp to æstify.
A^battered spouse who fails to attend Court in answer to a subpoena, or who
refuses, once sworn, to answer questions is in contempt of Court and may be
called upon by the presiding Judge to answer for ñer contempt. crown
Attorneys may move to cite such witnesses for contempt if the cirðumstances
are flagrant, in the sense that the wit¡ress refused a prioi warning to cooperate

as required. Prio. to .itÍng for
consulted.

(9)

.ont.rpt th. Dit..tni *houid

b*

The initiation of criminal charges against a battered spouse as a result of her
failure to testify (i.e. charges of public mischief) should not be undertaken
without the review of the file, and the matter should be referred through the
Senior Crown Attorney responsible for prosecutions in the a¡ea lo the
appropriate Director of Prosecutions.

RATIONALE'.:
The policy was implemented as a result of a Minisæriat directive in 1983. The
obvious
proximity of the complainant to the accused makes prosecution of spousal abuse
difficult The policy establishes a consistent approach tothe prosecution óf thr* cases.
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